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building the north temple aqueduct the rapid growth of salt lake city
between 1880 and 1930 strained the cityscites culinary water resources be
tween 1880 and 1931 reservoirs to supply additional water from big
cottonwood emigration and parley canyons were constructed aque-
ducts initially brought water for city use and later for private home con-
sumption this scene looks west between west temple and first west
courtesy utah state historical society city engineers collection 1924



cooperation conflict and compromise
women men and the environment in

salt lake city 1890 1930
through efforts that crossed religious political and gender lines
salt lake city citizens realized some success in clearing their
acrid air andpromotingand promoting a city beautiful andfunctionaland functional

thomas G alexander

when the mormon pioneers planned salt lake city they
expected to live in a garden plot city of wide streets comfortable
homes and flourishing vegetation watered by streams flowing
down the sides of the roads and emptying into the lower jordan
river which would serve as a natural sewage treatment facility 1

As the city grew businesses and laborers constructed improve-
ments in 1889 just two years after richmond virginia inaugu-
rated the nations first electric streetcar system the salt lake rapid
transit company previously a mule drawn system installed an
electric railway between 1888 and 19311931951 the city negotiated a
series of exchange agreements and purchases and workers built
reservoirs to supply additional water from emigration parleys
and big cottonwood canyons 2

by 1890 the city had set aside land for parks for the health
and recreation of the people and like most other cities had
attempted to reconstruct in an urban setting something of the
natural world the parks included liberty park between ninth
and thirteenth south and fifth and seventh east purchased
from brigham youngs estate in 1881 pioneer park bounded by
third and fourth south and third and fourth west where the
mormonscormons had established their first fort washington square
the site of the city and county building and a nature park in

city creek canyon 3
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nevertheless the pains of rapid growth began to take their
toll population increased 116 percent between 1880 and 1890
from 20800 to 44800 the cost of city lots doubled between 1886
and 1891 between 1890 and 1930 the addition of nearly 100000
more people strained the cityscites amenities and services although
the city had constructed water mains and a settling tank in city
creek canyon by 1884 the existing system generally fed munici-
pal hydrants and many people still drew their culinary water from
open ditches or wells sharing the shame with stockton and
kansas city salt lakes streets in 1880 were rated among the dirt-
iest in the west and in inclement weather the people sloshed
through mud and filth from home to business to church 4 the cit-
izens suffered from recurrent epidemics of typhoid fever flushed
into the homes and businesses from open vaulted privies and they
contracted smallpox and tuberculosis due to inadequate vaccina-
tion and sanitation in an initial effort contractors in 1890 laid
sewer pipe along a pitiful 5 miles of salt lakes 275 miles of streets
in a district bounded by north temple second east fourth south
and first west had the three year old chamber of commerce not
lobbied aggressively for this rudimentary system the deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews
believed the property owners would have defeated even this
inauspicious start 5

the people of salt lake drank their polluted water while
breathing acrid smoke with the completion of the transcontinen-
tal railroad in 1869 utah became one of the nations most active
mining centers and by 1919 salt lake valley had become the
largest smelter district in north america these smeltersshelterssmelters added
their disgusting and unhealthy fumesfames to the coal generated smoke
from railroads homes and businesses all of these noxious vapors
turned salt lake city into a sinkhole that rivaled pittsburgh cincin-
nati chicago and st louis in airborne filth 6

into this mixture of mud disease and fumes strode groups
ofwomen and men who loved their city and who were inspired by
their belief in progress and uplift beginning in 1906 they battled
like saints at armageddon to vanquish these devilish environmen-
tal problems As did progressivesprogress ives throughout the united states
many of these generally middle and upper middle class citizens
believed in the ideals of the city beautiful movement inspired by
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the prospect of changing cities into beautiful and livable urban
paradises these people adopted a set of notions based on the land-
scape and urban planning theories of frederick law olmsted the
designer of new york cityscites central park olmstedohnsted thought the con-
structionst of parks and boulevards in a setting of competent urban
planning could enhance the quality of life for city people while
increasing the value of urban property others believed in the city
functional and paid less attention to aesthetics than to the practi-
cal needs of an urban population 7

organizational developments

As in other american cities people in salt lake responded to
the large number of problems by organizing into voluntary associ-
ations some of which attacked the environmental problems 8 the
oldest of these associations organized in 1877 bore the unlikely
name of ladies literary club its founders mormonscormonsMormons protestants
and catholics included georgia snow one of utahs first female
attorneys eliza kirtley royle tina R jones cornelia paddock
helena gorlinski sarah ann cook and vilate young a daughter of
brigham young and miriam works the club leaders organized a
number of committees or sections to cater to the varied interests
of its members 9 perceiving the cityscites environmentenviromnent as an extension of
their homes and working through their sections some of the
women began to agitate for improvement of salt lake cityscites phys-
ical environment

other organizations joined in the efforts of these public spirited
women in 1887 salt lakes male business and political leaders
organized the chamber of commerce as a blanket organization to
focus on common interests 10 this step heralded change in utah
during the nineteenth century utahnsutahna had suffered through bat-
tles between mormonscormons and gentiles over religion politics and
economic development by 1887 territorial governor caleb W
west and others had come to regret that these religious conflicts
had ripped the fabric of utahs community and retarded its eco-
nomic growth after consulting with a number of leading business
political and religious leaders in april 1887 west called a group
of men together to attack this problem in organizing the chamber
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the members adopted a rule that banished politics and religion
from its activities republican democrat or socialist mormon
protestant catholic or jew all were equal in the chamber of
commerce the founding members included the chambers first
president william S mccornick a prominent gentile banker
heber J grant mormon businessman and member of the council
of the twelve patrick H lannan publisher of the anti mormon
salt lake tribune prominent mormon businessmen such as james
sharp and heber M wells and apostates such as james R walker
and henry W lawrence I1 I1

As the men organized their efforts through the chamber of
commerce womens clubs which had proliferated in the early
1890s began to recognize the importance of coordinating their
activities an umbrella organization the utah federation of wom-
ens clubs was organized in salt lake city in april 18951893 by women
from salt lake provo and ogden 12

by 1912 a bumper crop of womens clubs in salt lake city led
to the organization of the salt lake council of women to correlate
the activities of the various clubwomenclubwomanclubwomen the salt lake council of
women organized standing committees to investigate and act on
questions of importance concerning libraries parks girl scouts
public health city beautification smoke pollution womens legis-
lation and social welfare 13

all of these organizational developments fit into a context of
change and optimism characteristic of the gilded age and progres-
sive period of late nineteenth and early twentieth century america
inspired by commission governments in galveston texas and des
moines iowa where citizens had modeled their administrations
after the business corporation many americans thought they had
found a path away from the corrupting influence of political parties
to an eden of efficiency in the commission system each commis-
sioner supervised and accepted responsibility for a set of municipal
departments apostles of the gospel of efficiency believed that by
banishing partisanship they could achieve a quality of life and civic
harmony unprecedented in human history 14

in salt lake city however the people faced added challenges
since they had painted partisanship with the passionate hues of
religion for a decade prior to 1903 utahnsutahna had managed with
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some success to suppress religious partisanship as mormonscormonsMormons
protestants catholics and jews left the religiously oriented parties
of the nineteenth century to join the national republicans and
democrats 15 after the state legislature elected LDS apostle reed
smoot as united states senator in 1903 however a group of non
mormonscormons tried to persuade the senate to expel him the group
charged that smoot and other leaders of the LDS church dictated
both in religious and political matters and that they had encour-
aged the continued practice of polygamy 16 in 1904 a group of
these protesters under the leadership of judge john A street and
attorney parley L williams organized the american party which
captured control of salt lake cityscites government under mayors
ezra thompson and john S bransford the american party gov-
erned salt lake city from 1905 through 19 11II 17

in the face of this religious bigotry people in salt lake still
continued to dream of a civic paradise in march 1906 after the
american party took power a group of like minded citizens met
together to organize the civic improvement league and in the
process to demonstrate that mormonscormons and gentiles democrats
republicans and americans and women and men could work
together on social cultural and environmental matters 18 improve-
ment league members included susa young gates a republican
mormon womens leader and daughter of brigham and lucy
bigelow young william H king a mormon democrat and former
congressman orlando W powers a protestant democrat and for-
mer federal judge bishop franklin S spalding of the episcopal
church frank B stephens former city attorney and the first pres-
ident of the league prominent gentile american party stalwart
W mont ferry and republican businessman and salt lake stake
president nephi L morris improvement league members and like
minded people from throughout the state got the legislature to
pass enabling legislation and in the 1911 elections a new non-
partisan city commission dominated by local businessmen wrested
control from the american party 19

city beautiful movement

As the improvement league fought for a commission govern-
ment they also battled to improve the cityscites physical environment
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disgusted with the muddy streets in 1906 they began to agitate
for increased paving they favored macadam a compacted con-
glomerate of gravel bound with asphalt or cement instead of
asphalt alone they also asked for changes in the sewer ordi-
nances apparently so the city could lay more pipe over the objec-
tions of abutting property owners at the same time they began a

campaign for city beautification and cleanup 20

inspired by the potential effectiveness of voluntary organiza-
tions people from all quarters of the city organized to refurbish
their neighborhoods from the west side the east bench river-
side sugarhouse the liberty stake and the third ward men and
women organized associations variously called improvement or
betterment leagues these leagues lobbied for cleanup beautifi-
cation paving parks and sewers in their vicinity often they sup-
ported one another in promoting citywide campaigns

explicitly adopting the city beautiful slogan the improve-
ment league urged the mayor and council and after 1911 the city
commission to remake the city into a beautiful and functionally
planned urban place in april 1906 mayor ezra thompson and the
improvement league jointly announced plans to convert a number
of salt lakes streets into beautifully landscaped boulevards by
paving them with macadam by planting parks in the median
strips and by abutting the streets with curbing unfortunately in
this early effort the city did not test the batches of macadam for
durability before approving their use the material soon proved to
be of poor quality and the streets rapidly broke up and fell apart
under the pounding of weather and traffic 21

undaunted by this setback representatives of mens and
womens organizations continued to agitate for city beautification
in april 1911 while the city remained in the control of the amer-
ican party anna margaret E beless a native of fountain green in
sanpete county and president of the seekers literary club and the
utah federation of womens clubs 22 persuaded george Y wallace
of the city council to support the employment of a landscape
artist of national repute to plan a city beautiful for salt lake city
with parks boulevards and public grounds 71231123772323

the proposal to hire an outside consultant failed to attract suf-
ficient support until 1917 but city employees began to plan the city
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beautiful under prodding from mens and womens organizations
in april 1912 in the second meeting after its inauguration the salt
lake council of women set up two committees to work on city
beautification elizabeth M cohen a new york native who had
moved to utah in the 1880s the president of the womens civic
club and later state commissioner of indian pensions chaired the
committee to abolish billboards anna FE beless chaired the com-
mittee on beautification 24 although they struck out in their attempt
to regulate billboards the women succeeded in promoting volun-
tary campaigns to clean up vacant lots and school grounds and
their labors led eventually to a citywide beautification movement 25

cleanup campaigns the first citywide cleanup campaign
since the efforts of the civic improvement league nearly a decade
earlier seems to have taken place in 1912 under the auspices of the
salt lake council of women in planning the cleanup the club
women approached the city commissioners who agreed to clean
and repair streets if the women would promote the cleanup of pri-
vate property continuing the cleanup campaigns from year to
year the city government in 19151913 worked with the assistance of
the salt lake council of women the city board of health the
association of realtors the chamber of commerce and the local
schools both anna beless and elizabeth cohen spearheadedspearheaded the
work for the womens clubs 26 in 1914 the chamber of commerce
appointed a clean up and paint up committee to promote the
annual city cleanup 27 similar cleanup campaigns continued through
the 1920s

the ash can and garbage can evil more serious than
the annual cleanup campaigns was the attempt to address the
perennial problem of filth produced by unemptied and uncovered
garbage and ash cans a condition some people began to call the
ash can and garbage can evil As early as 1916 women in salt
lake city like women in other cities throughout the nation had
begun to complain about uncovered garbage cans 28 trying to put
off the determined women chief of police B E grant said that
compelling people to cover their garbage cans would work a

71291129772929 the 1920s however officials hadhardship on some by early city
come to believe that covered garbage cans were an absolute ne-
cessity for public health that accomplished the salt lake council
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of women began to agitate to get the city to transport the garbage
in covered vehicles as well 30 leah eudora dunford widtsoeWidtsoe daugh-
ter of susa young gates and wife of john A widtsoeWidtsoe led the fight
against the garbage can evil in the 1920s for the salt lake council
of women 31

by the 1920s the city had a rudimentary system for garbage
disposal in 1922 using one covered nonleakable garbage wagon
and anticipating the purchase of six more the city transported edi-
ble garbage to local animal feed companies householders had to
segregate their garbage into edible and nonedible units the city
considered incineration of garbage too expensive at the time but
they developed a system for using the nonedible waste as fillfin in
road construction 32

that the salt lake city government believed it could dispose
of the ashes and garbage for 140000 people with just one or even
seven garbage wagons seems incredible needless to say the sys-

tem broke down quite rapidly in 1926 an investigation for the
chamber of commerce chaired by ben FE redman owner of a
moving and storage company showed that garbage and ash cans
often remained on the streets for days at a time accidents and mis-
chief scattered garbage and ashes along the streets contributing to
filth ugliness and disease 33

the pest problem the garbage and ash can evil was only a
part of a much larger problem of ridding the city of filth and pests
including rats and flies in 1914 and 1915 the city tried to exter-
minate these disease bearers by offering bounties to children who
turned them in offering ten cents for each dead rat delivered to
the board of health and ten cents per hundred flies the city appro-
priated 1000 hoping to make a major dent in the vermin popu-
lation 34 the fly eradication program failed to dent the insect
population and although efforts at rat extermination continued
into the 1920s without the bounties it also failed to achieve last-
ing success

apparently the children of salt lake city proved somewhat
more public spirited in the antielyantifly campaign than a similar group
at worcester massachusetts in worcester when the city offered
a bounty for flies some child entrepreneurs went into the fly
breeding business raising the insects in their homes presumably
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on rotting food they collected the adult flies in bottles and
cleaned up on the bounties in contrast salt lake children orga-
nized clean town clubs in each school district subdividing them-
selves into squads responsible for exterminating vermin in their
neighborhoods 3531

promoting the city cleaning up the town disposing of
garbage and eradicating rats and flies fit in well with one of the
goals of the mens organizations to promote the city as a destina-
tion for business and tourists knowledgeable observers predicted
that at least a half million sightseers would pass through the city
between 1912 and the panama pacific international exposition
planned for san francisco in 1915 early in 1912 the same year
that the salt lake council of women started their cleanup cam-
paign the chamber of commercescommencesCommerces publicity bureau approached
the city commission about undertaking a city beautiful contest
they offered a total of 650 in prizes for the beautification of res-
idences and vacant lots throughout the city 36

city planning and urban improvement

As early as 1912 the city had begun to draft plans for urban
improvement 37 following on the heels of these efforts by the
womens and mens organizations in november 1913 in a reform
similar to those in cities such as washington DC new york city
boston cleveland detroit los angeles and st paul the salt lake
city commission organized the civic planning and art commis-
sion to coordinate efforts to create a city beautiful by proposing
and implementing a twenty year improvement plan to beautify the
city with boulevards parks playgrounds street parking and
cleanup the founding members of the commission were mayor
samuel G park a salt lake jeweler william H bennett manager
of ZCMI george FE goodwin a local attorney maude smith
gorham president of the utah federation of womens clubs
albert owen treganza one of the cityscites most creative architects
andandjandaJ leo fairbanks a painter and sculptor of considerable regional
reputation 3831 fairbanks who chaired the chamber of commercescommencesCommerces
civic improvement department served as the commissions exec-
utive secretary 39
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although the women failed in their attempts to control the
proliferation of billboards the planning commission the chamber
of commercescommencesCommerces civic improvement department the salt lake
council of women and various voluntary organizations lobbied
throughout the first decades of the twentieth century for urban
beautification and improvement they sought among other things
to pave streets to lay water mains and sewers to construct curbs
and gutters to improve urban lightingfighting to cover exposed canals to
repair eagle gate to protect and plant trees and flowers to clean
trash from streets and lots and to revegetate the cityscites watersheds

in april 1914 after the appointment of the planning com-
mission superintendent of parks nicholas byhower renewed the
proposal to designate certain streets as boulevards the first desig-
nations included city creek from 2ndand avenue and 11lithth avenue to
the junction of city creek and 2ndand avenue lith avenue from
B street east to federal heights 13th15th east from south temple to
12th south and 12th south from 13th east to main street 40 byhower
recommended that the city commission pave light and landscape
the boulevards that they induce the property owners to follow a
uniform system of streetside landscaping and that they authorize
the department of parks and public property to regulate planting
and maintenance along the boulevards 41

consultants and experts many cities influenced by the
city beautiful movement hired outside consultants to plan their
park and boulevard systems salt lake followed suit in may 1917
edward M ashton of the planning commission attended the na-
tional conference on city planning where he met with george E

kessler of st louis kessler who had studied in europe and worked
on the design of european cities had designed parks and boule-
vards in new york kansas city denver and dallas 4241 after spend-
ing the week of december 15 1917 in salt lake city and
returning again in may 1918 kessler proposed a plan and recom-
mendationsmendat ions for the city which the planning commission presented
to the city commission 43

just what influence kesslerskesslereKesslers 1918 proposals had on the cityscites
subsequent growth is unclear since planning and improvement had
already begun in 1914 currently available records seem to indicate
however that the city did not adopt comprehensive citywide plans
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until 1927 under the direction of city engineer sylvester Q cannon
his successor harry C jensen and the planning commission 44 can-
non a son of elizabeth hoagland and george Q cannon had grad-
uated from the massachusetts institute of technology he served in
the post of city engineer in 19131915 until his call as presiding bishop of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in october 1925
As in many other cities the salt lake city engineer became a signif-
icant player in the development of conscious urban planning 45

during the 1920s cannon and fairbanks took pains to
emphasize the need for planning in 1924 after returning from the
national conference on city planning in los angeles for instance
cannon filed a report with the city commission urging them to
adopt a comprehensive plan for the entire city the plan should
pay particular attention to major streets and thoroughfares the
eliminating of railroad grade crossings and the compulsory filing of
plats of subdivisions by the fall of the following year just as can-
non was preparing to leave to take up his call as presiding bishop
of the LDS church the planning commission had begun to adopt
zoning regulations for various sections of the city 4641

to what degree cannon believed in the city beautiful move-
ment and to what degree he saw himself as promoting the city
functional is unclear the two movements were not entirely com-
patible though some planners like george kessler championed
both best known for his efforts at improving the cityscites water supply
constructing sewers facilitating the cityscites smoke abatement pro-
gram and protecting and revegetating the cityscites watersheds which
had been badly fouled and overgrazedovergrazed by sheep cannon worked
vigorously for comprehensive city planning

street improvements with the inauguration of commis-
sion government and prodding from the voluntary organizations
the city had begun paving in earnest in 1914 nicholas byhowersByhowers
proposed boulevard plans only scratched the surface fighting an
unsuccessful holding action against street improvements that
threatened to undermine their business representatives of the salt
lake street railway company tried to stop the state legislature from
passing a bill to remove a limit on cities to pave no more than three
miles of street per year after the legislature had passed the bill
however utahs conservative governor william spry offered the
street railway company a temporary victory by vetoing the act 4717
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paving B avenue salt lake city although an early attempt to pave city
streets failed community leaders including members of womens and
mens voluntary associations remained undaunted inin their attempts to
proceed with the beautification of the city finally in 1914 the city
begainbagain paving the streets including this one west of the cathedral of
the madeleine the viewer is looking south courtesy utah state his-
torical society

salt lake seems to have short circuited the limitation through
the passage of a municipal improvement bond in early 1914 and the
city undertook an unprecedented campaign of paving and improve-
ment virtually every week during 1914 one of the local civic im-
provementprovement leagues groups of neighbors or individuals appeared
before the city commission to lobby for new streets curbs gutters
and sewer and water hookups few went home emptyhandedempty handed 48

parks playgrounds and recreational facilities one of
the major features of the city beautiful movement was the desig-
nation and beautification of parks and playgrounds under the
influence of the improvement league the city government estab-
lished a park board in january 1908 4919 in december 1909 much
like citizens in ninety other cities around the country a group of men
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and women met at the home of corinne T and clarence E alienallenailen
to organize a parks and playgrounds association with a religiously
mixed and bigendergenderzigenderbi board of control consisting of george Y wal-
lace kate williams john E dooley russell L tracy and willard
young 5051 in spite of its mixed gender membership the parks and
playground association joined the utah federation of womens
clubs in june 1911 51

in this spirit various organizations pressured the city to im-
prove existing playgrounds and to open new facilities lobbying by
womens groups convinced the city government to agree to open
what may have been the citescitys first designated public playground
for children in 1910 52 byhower oversawoversad improvements in the play-
grounds at liberty and pioneer parks especially during 1912 53

in february 1914 the free playground society leased to the city

pioneer park salt lake city one of the major thrusts of the city beau-
tiful movement was the designation and beautification of parks and
playgrounds this playground along with the one at liberty park was
significantly enhanced in 1912 under the direction of superintendent of
parks nicholas byhower courtesy utah state historical society
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land at 2ndand south between 2ndand and 3rdard east for a childrens
playground 5414 the womens clubs lobbied fforor improvements on
school playgrounds in december 1915 the chamber of com-
merce appointed a committee to investigate the need for more
public playgrounds and parks 5551

at the same time various organizations lobbied for adult
recreation in 1914 the chamber of commerce field sports com-
mittee under R J armstrong endorsed a plan for a municipally
owned golf course the committee members called on commis-
sioner heber M wells urging the city to support the plan they
recognized that some opposition might arise from members of the
country club but since only the wealthy could afford country club
membership armstrongs committee saw the municipal course as
a means of introducing people rich and poor alike to a most
healthful outdoor exercise 2156115656 apparently fearful of reducing mem-
bership in the country club and believing that other public
improvements ought to take precedence the chambers board of
governors undercut the efforts of the field sports committee by
refusing to support the project 5717

not until 1922 when the LDS churchschurche presiding bishop
charles W nibley donated the land for nibley park stretching
south and west from twenty seventh south and seventh east did
the city open a municipal golf course born in scotland nibley
believed that this generation and the generations of men and
women yet to come shall find healthful enjoyment and rare plea-
sure here in playing that splendid outdoor scotch game that
thought he said gives me the highest satisfaction and most gen-
uine 115858pleasure

while the men worked for construction of a city golf course
the women pressed for the designation and landscaping of more
parks perhaps their most successful venture was the purchase and
creation of lindsey gardens between 7thath and 1lithith avenues and M

and N streets in february 1921 the salt lake council of women
appointed a committee chaired by kate may erskine hurd a latter
day saint of british descent to lobby for the park 5919 collecting
names on petitions and reminding the city commission that the
north bench had no parks the women urged favorable action on
the proposal 60
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like the field sports committee they failed at first the
united states and with it utah had sunk into a depression in 1919
that continued well into 1922 and the city fell into such financial
stress that it could not afford to purchase land for the park 61 hurd
and her supporters refused to give up and when better times
returned in 1923 they again renewed their petition for lindsey
gardens park 62 in early may the auerbach estate which owned
the land agreed to lease lindsey gardens to the city for seven
years in the bargain residents from the east bench agreed to pay
half the lease cost and the city commission agreed to pick up the
remainder 63 in 1928 largely through hurds continued efforts
the city purchased the park from the auerbach estate for 15000
and they retained the name lindsey park in memory of mark lind-
sey whose family had previously owned the property 64 on may 1

1934 club members honored hurd for twelve years of work in
promoting lindsey gardens they planted a european linden tree
in her honor and formally presented a sundial for the park to city
commissioner harold B lee 6515

air PoIlpollpolipollutionpoillutionlution

perhaps the leading problem for which the city managed to
offer only a partial solution was the pollution of the air that salt
lake citescitys citizens had to breathe 66 although in 1890 the city
council had passed an ordinance to regulate the burning of soft
coal the ordinance was seldom enforced 6717 As the farmers of cen-
tral salt lake county entered suits against the smeltersshelterssmelters some
observers believed that smelter smoke had damaged foliage in lib-
erty park and the surrounding residential areas 6861 in 1908 mayor
john bransford who had earned a fortune in mining at park city
suggested that smoke reduction presented one of the cityscites most
pressing needs 69

smoke abatement unlike the national antismokeantismoke move-
ment which was dominated by women in salt lake city both men
and women fought against what george H demdern a nebraska native
who had moved to utah to manage mining and milling properties
and who eventually became the states governor called the smoke
11 nuisance that threatened the livesfivesilvesbives and property of the people 1770117070
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all groups urged the city to determine the sources of the pollution
and eliminate them 71 in 1912 the worst polluterspolluters seemed to be
apartment houses 7271 from 1910 to 1920 leaders in the smoke
abatement movement included lucy M blanchard corrine T
adams and anna E beless of the salt lake council of women and
george H dern frank W jennings an insurance agent and char-
les W fifield a special agent for an oil company who represented
the chamber of commerce

by february 1914 the pressure by women and men led the
city commission to pass an ordinance modeled after those in force
in other cities 73 instead of trying to get businesses to turn to alter-
native fuels like coke or anthracite coal the city required busi-
nesses to obtain permits to install efficient furnaces and to train
their employees to operate the furnaces properly 7471 unfortunately
even though perhaps 65 percent of the pollution came from private
residences the ordinance did not regulate home furnaces the city
appointed salt lake native george W snow a son of federal dis-
trict judge zerubbabelZerubbabel snow and mary augusta hawkins and a grad-
uate of the university of utah and lafayette college as head of the
department of mechanical inspection to enforce the ordinance
active not only in the enforcement and engineering aspects of the
smoke problem snow lobbied for public support for better
enforcement by talking to womens clubs and the chamber of com-
merce about the activities of his department 75 his first report in
1915 showed considerable progress in getting businesses to rebuild
or replace their furnaces so they burned fuel more efficiently 7671

some conservative people feared for the economic conse-
quences of regulating smoke pollution duncan macvichie a min-
ing engineer argued that the smeltersshelterssmelters produced too much wealth
to ignore and he defended the smeltersshelterssmelters against charges of pollution
equivocating on the matter like many a politician nonpartisan or
not mayor samuel park favored smoke abatement but deplored
the attack on the smelter industry and radical action 77 neverthe-
less because of the support of george dern and frank jennings
the board of governors for the chamber of commerce en-
dorsed the ordinance and recommended a larger salary for the
chief inspector 78178711 dern also got the chamber to urge the public
schools to teach classes on the dangers of air pollution 79
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the monnett plan leaving no stone unturned in his effort
to solve the smoke pollution problem dern as a member of the
state legislature proposed legislation in 1914 to set up a coopera-
tive research program in which the state the city and the united
states bureau of mines would investigate the smoke problem 80

he failed at the time but in 1919 the city the bureau of mines and
the university of utah undertook a research arrangement in part
through the influence of utah senator reed smoot and the well
connected sylvester cannon under this arrangement osborn
monnett fuel engineer for the bureau of mines conducted exten-
sive research and completed a report in 1919 and 1920 in this
cooperative effort 2000 members of the salt lake council of
women conducted a house to house survey of the city to deter-
mine the types of furnaces and fuels used by the people 81

monnett thought that an expenditure of 15000 per year for
two years would largely rid the city of the smoke trouble sub-
sequent events would show that he woefully underestimated the
cost and the time needed to control air pollution

As optimistic progressivesprogressives the salt lake council of women
and the chamber of commerce took the lead in a smoke abate-
ment campaign that included among others the rotary club the
boy scouts the realtors association and school children in 1920
george D keyser manager of an insurance company and head of
the chamber of commercescommencesCommerces smokeless city committee urged the
salt lake council of women to help in pressuring the city com-
mission to adopt the monnett plan 82 the realtors association in
a campaign doubtless inspired by the meatless fridays of world
war 1I urged the people to observe smokeless fridays 1183111383 in no-
vember 1921 under the leadership of emily L traub merrill
whose husband joseph FE merrill headed the university of utahs

college of mines the salt lake council of women questioned
each candidate for the city commission to learn their views on
eliminating smoke pollution and on other issues 84

the city began to implement monnettsbonnettsMonnetts plan in january 1921
under a new ordinance that also regulated residential heating
throughout the year officials and leaders campaigned to gain sup-
port for smoke abatement the city appointed a citizens commit-
tee to help plan for action the committee included leah dunford
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widtsoeWidtsoe joseph FE merrill george D keyser mining and newspaper
magnate thomas FE kearns ben redman lafayette hanchett a
local attorney and george N childs the city school superinten-
dent 85 men and women spoke to the city commission and to var-
ious city groups mayor C clarence neslen commissioner albert
H crabbe george D keyser lewis J seckles engineer for the city
schools george N childs joseph FE merrill sylvester Q cannon
city engineer helen sanford and lulu kipp of the ladies literary
club leah D widtsoe and emily T merrill of the salt lake coun-
cil of women and hiram W clark who had replaced george snow
as inspector in the mechanical department carried the message to
various groups 8616 monnettsbonnettsMonnetts continued monitoring showed that a
year of effort had reduced smoke from commercial sources by 50
percent during 19211921 one hundred businesses had overhauled
their heating plants and the city had begun urging householders
to rebuild or replace their furnaces 87

campaigns requiring this commitment of energy are very dif-
ficult to sustain and by march 1922 the city commission had
begun to retreat apparently in the face of homeowner resistance
and the mounting cost of enforcement still concerned about these
conditions george keyser and osborn monnett together with the
salt lake council of women through its spokesperson mrs cor-
rine T adams continued to press the city commission to get down
to the business of eliminating smoke 88 on march 31 the ladies
literary club appointed a committee of dora M peak libbie A

miller and edna B dayton to meet with the commissioners to call
on them to appropriate more money to carry on the work of
fighting the smoke 8919

this sort of citizen pressure renewed the commissions
resolve and throughout the remainder of 1922 and 1923 the city
stepped up its pollution abatement program in december 1922
cannon reported that most businesses had rebuilt their heating
plants voluntarily but he also recommended that the city take legal
action against several companies who refused to cooperate 90 in jan-
uary 1923 the city approved prosecutions of a hotel and an apart-
ment complex that refused to take steps to reform 91

on july 10 1924 sylvester cannon reported to the city com-
mission on the status of the program in the three and a half years
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since the implementation of the monnett report industrial and
commercial plants had reduced their smoke output by 93 percent
railroad locomotives had reduced their production by an indeter-
minate but considerable amount but homes had reduced their
smoke only somewhat all improvements had resulted princi-
pally from the remodeling of furnaces at the same time the com-
panies showed a lower cost in their heating bills from the
increased efficiency 9291 unfortunately the ringleman chart used as
a measurement device allowed only gross estimates for mobile pol
luters like railroads and small polluterspolluters like residences

these efforts continued through the remainder of the 1920s
in 1925 J cecil alter who headed the weather bureau in salt lake
and who wrote several reports on the effects of smoke pollution
assumed the chair of the chamber of commencescommercesCommerces smokeless city
committee 93 cannon became the chair of the committee in 1927
after his call as presiding bishop 9491

under cannons direction the chamber organized educators
boy scouts railroads and various other interests into subcommit-
tees to promote the smoke abatement work 9591 still concerned
about the general failure to reach householders in 1927 the smoke-
less city committee printed cards which they sent out with utah
power and light company bills with information on how to operate
home furnaces to avoid excessive smoke 9691 in 1927 the members of
the chamber also induced the city commission to appropriate

18000 to permit five full time and several part time inspectors to
investigate smoke pollution originating from private residences 97

unfortunately between 1927 and 1929 the city had hit
against a political and technological wall virtually all businesses
and railroads had redesigned their furnaces or installed new equip-
ment and city engineer harry C jessen who had replaced can-
non reported that about 75 percent of the smoke during the
1925261925 26 season came from residential sources most of the re-
mainder came from mobile sources particularly railroad engines
jessen urged the city to adopt no half way measures apparently
meaning that they should vigorously enforce the regulations
against the pollution generated by peoples homes 98

the city attempted to enforce the ordinance against household-
ers during 1928 but that proved extremely difficult and apparently
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because of the political and economic cost of securing compliance
they cut the budget for smoke inspection responding to this illiulii
advised loss of willwin sylvester cannon sent his resignation to the
chamber of commencescommercesCommerces board of governors citing the lack of
cooperation on the part of the city commission in the enforcement
of the smoke abatement program particularly in the residential sec-
tions apparently horrified at the prospect of the presiding bishop
of the LDS church resigning in protest the board refused to accept
the resignation sending instead a representative to plead with the
commission to increase the appropriation to enforce the smoke
abatement ordinance by late january 1929 the commission had
met with cannon and agreed to hire an extra inspector and the pre-
siding bishop agreed to remain as committee chair 99

looking east on south temple brigham street although the city tried
extensively to eliminate air pollution at the turn of the century its efforts
were relatively unsuccessful air pollution continued to destroy property
create serious health problems and negatively impact the aesthetic
appearance of the valley courtesy harold B lee library archives
brigham young university george beard photographer ca early 1900s
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unfortunately the city seemed to have reached the limit of its
capability under the monnett plan further reduction in smoke
pollution had to await one of three actions100actions 100 1 the city would
have to regulate residential heating more effectively 2 the coal
industry the bureau of mines and the university of utah school of
mines would have to discover ways of processing coal to remove
the volatile elements that produced the pollution or 3 house-
holders would have to adopt new heating technology

in practice the people of salt lake tried all three approaches
researchers searched for a smokeless coal during the 1920s and
1930s 0101loiO moreover after a period of relative inaction during the
great depression of the 1930s the city adopted new ordinances in
1941 and 1946 that regulated residential users more effectively 102

new technologies eventually gave the city a reprieve that
lasted until recent years when industrial and automobile pollution
overwhelmed the entire wasatch front region during world war
11II in a technological change proposed as early as 1927 many resi-
dences began installing stokerssmokers which burned oiled slack much
more efficiently than the lump coal burned in the older fur-
naces 103101 finally beginning in the 1930s and continuing at an accel-
erated rate after world war II11 most residences installed natural gas
furnaces which virtually eliminated residential heating as a major
source of air pollution

conclusions now what does allAHaliail of this mean

different historians may find different meanings in the story
of the activities of women and men in attacking environmental
problems in salt lake city during the forty year period from 1890
to 1930 several points however seem most important to me

first in spite of the efforts of groups of generally solid and
often well connected people from middle and upper middle class
backgrounds the citizens could not accomplish all that they set
out to do

clearly salt lake city was a much more livable place in 1930
than in 1890 when filth disease and air pollution assaulted the
citizens health and comfort nevertheless it was not paradise
in spite of the pressure from environmentally conscious women
and men the city fell woefully short of success in such areas as
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collecting garbage and eradicating vermin such as rats and flies
moreover air pollution still destroyed property and created serious
health and aesthetic hazards for the people

on the other hand improvement took place because middle
class and upper middle class men and women committed them-
selves to the city beautiful and city functional movements they
achieved no civic eden but they did realize short range and partial
successes in solving some problems like providing parks golf
courses water supplies sewers and street improvements and in
clearing the air of some pollution certainly the people benefited
from the beautiful streets with parks in the center lanes from the
addition of nibley park golf course and from the beautiful and
functional lindsey gardens park

nevertheless if we leamlearn anything from their experience it
ought to be that even our successes will provide only short term solu-
tions to some problems moreover we may fail completely in solving
some of the problems we try to address stillstiff we can make our lives

and the liveshivesilves of people in our communities better if we offer solu-
tions to serious problems and insist on their implementation

at the same time the salt lake city experience can teach us
something about the way in which women and men can work
together and separately for common goals all too often we find in
our society a knee jerk opposition by men to women they choose
to label radical feminists or feminazisfeminazis and similar antagonism by
women to men they choose to label male chauvinist pigs and
conservative patriarchs the women and men of early twentieth

century salt lake city did not seem to have worried about such
labels neither men nor women felt threatened when the other gen-
der led out to address particular environmental problems when
the women proposed to clean up the town the men joined in
while monnett and other men researched the damage done by
industrial smoke the women surveyed the cityscites residences

men also recognized the women as a potent political and
social force in the city organized into individual clubs like the
ladies literary club and into blanket organizations like the salt
lake council of women the women wielded considerable social
and political power men and women who ran for office had to
reckon with that power as they responded to questions about their
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views on environmental questions both women and men seemed
to take for granted the cooperative and yet independent role that
each could play in achieving the common goal of making salt lake
city a more beautiful and functional place to livefive we could cer-
tainly learn from their experience

thomas G alexander is lemuel hardison reddreddjrjr professor of western american
history at brigham young university he would like to thank sharon S carver and
harvard S heath for their help with the research for this paper the college of
family home and social science at brigham young university for financial sup-
port in its preparation and the charles redd family and the charles redd foun-
dation for their support of the center he directed while part of the research was
done and for the chair he now holds this paper was originally presented as the
distinguished faculty lecture at brigham young university on february 16 1994

NOTES
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alexander and james B alienallenailen cormonsmormons and gentiles A history of salt lake
city boulder colo pruett 1984 for a general treatment of the planning of
frontier cities see john W reps town planning in frontier america prince-
ton princeton university press 1969 although repsskepss book focuses principally
on the eastern united states for a treatment of the development of urban waste-
water technology see joel A tarr james mccurley and terry F yosie the
development of urban wastewater technology changing concepts of water
quality control 185019301850 1930 in martin V melosi ed pollution and reform in
american cities 1870 1930 austin university of texas press 1980 59 82
which deals principally with eastern cities for an interpretative statement of the
relationship between environmental history and the urban environment see mar-
tin V melosi the place of the city in environmental history environmental
history review 17 spring 1993 1 23

onn the situation in the early twentieth century see george frederic strat-
ton watering a great city without pumps technical world magazine 19 july
1913 67275672 75 and fisher sanford harris 100 years of water developmentdevelopmentalsaitsalt
lake city metropolitan water district 1942 for a general study of the impact
of streetcars on one city see sam bass wamerjrWamer jr streetcar suburbs the process of
growth in boston 1870 1900 cambridge harvard university press 1962 for
an overview of the problem of developing urban water supplies see stuart gal-
ishoff triumph and failure the american response to the urban water supply
problem 1860186019231923 in melosi pollution and reform 35 57 though it focuses
on the southern and eastern united states for a comparative analysis of the
developments of networks of transportation water sewage and other urban
amenities see joel A tarr and gabriel dupy eds technology and the rise of
the networked city in europe and america philadelphia temple university
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3juddojuddudd hixson municipal recreation in salt lake city 1890 1920 man-
uscript 1969 2 in the authors possession and deseret weekly february 17
1890 for a general treatment of the background of the development of parks in
american cities see stanley K schultz constructing urban culture american
cities and city planning 1800 1920 philadelphia temple university press
1989 154 61

4deseretdeseret weekly january 4 1890 for a general treatment of the effort to
provide sewage facilities and paved streets see schultz constructing urban cul-
ture 16781167 81 for a comparison with other cities see laurence H larsen the
urban west at the end of the frontier lawrence regents press of kansas
1978591978 59

deseret weekly january 18 1890
subscriber from salt lake city utah to editor the outlook 109 1915

65253652 53 for a general study of air pollution in american cities see R dale
grinder the battle for clean air the smoke problem in post civil war amer-
ica in melosi pollution and reform 83 103

7for717or a general study of the city beautiful movement and a discussion of its
relationship to the city functional conceptions see william H wilson the city
beautiful movement baltimore johns hopkins university press 1989 olmsted
repudiated some aspects of the city beautiful movement but its believers drew
on his ideas see also jon A peterson the city beautiful movement forgotten
origins and lost meanings journal of urban history 2 august 1976 415 34
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league movement

thehe voluntary association had emerged as a decidedly american institu-
tion as early as the 1830s tocquevilleTocqueville had recognized the significant differ-
ence between american pressure groups and religious and philanthropic
organizations and their european counterparts in europe governments the
gentry and aristocracy took the lead in addressing local problems in the
united states private citizens from all walks of life founded voluntary organi-
zations for similar purposes

9katherinekatherineakatherine B parsons history of fifty years ladies literary club salt
lake city utah 187719271877 1927 salt lake city arrow press 1927 in utah federation
of womens clubs papers special collections marriott library university of utah

100riginallyoriginally named the commercial club the organization also bore the
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alexander and alienallenailen mormonscormons and gentiles 105

utah federated womens clubs history papers MSS collection of mate-
rials gathered by E M ledyard 1940 from official yearbook 1918 20 special
collections marriott library on the womens club movement see karen J blair
the clubwoman as feminist new york holmes and meier 1980 and ann
giriorfirior scott naturalalliesnaturalNatura allieslAllies womens associations in american history urbana
university of illinois press 1991 womens clubs fought against environmental
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servation in major problems in american environmental history ed carolyn
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bailes apnp 1985 153 70 see also suellen M hoy municipal housekeeping
the role of women in improving urban sanitation practices 188019171880 1917 in
melosi pollution and reform 173 98

saitsalt lake council of women constitution minutes correspondence
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women rather than salt lake federation of womens clubs in order to avoid
confusion with the utah federation of womens clubs
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department the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city here-
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tion A history of the latter day saints 1890 1930 urbana university of illi-
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170non the american party administration see snow the american party
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in todays context the designation of 12th south makes little sense since
it is virtually nonexistent and 13th south is the major boulevard in the region

41minutes41minutes april 1 1914 city commission minutes
42Wilsonlisonilson city beautiful 106 12 261 69 181
43minutes43minutes may 3 december 1917 january 28 1918 city commission min-

utes and municipal record 7 may 1918 454 5
14j44 leo fairbanks city planning municipal record 9 january 1920 474 7
15for a general discussion of the role of engineers in urban planning and

development see schultz constructing urban culture 151205151 205 and schultz
and clay mcshane pollution and political reform in urban america the role of
municipal engineers 1840 1920 in melosi pollution and reform 155 72

minutes april 24 1924 september 24 october 14 1925 city commis-
sion minutes

17the progressive salt lake city march 1919191310121913 10 12
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minutes41iminutes 1914 passim city commission minutes
49deseret49deseret news january 11 1908
50deseret news december 13 1909 for a consideration of the develop-

ment of playgrounds in cities see gunther barthearth city people the rise of mod-
ern city culture in nineteenth century america new york oxford university
press 1980 394039 40

51minutes 1909131909 13 july 282819111911 utah federation ofwomens clubs papers
12annual12annual report september 15 1909 scrapbook utah league of women

voters collection utah state historical society library salt lake city
53 hixson53hixson municipal recreation in salt lake city 8 10
54 minutes54minutes february 10 march 18 april 6 20 1914 city commission min-

utes other playgrounds included central playground on 2ndand south between 2ndand
and 3rdard east

15minutes15minutes december 17 1915 board of governors papers
51minutes51minutes april 27 1914 board of governors papers
57minutes57minutes april 17 1914 board of governors papers
58minutes58minutes january 9 23 1922 city commission minutes
59minutes59minutes february 7 1921 minutes 1912 26 salt lake council of

women papers the genealogical information on kate may erskine hurd comes
from familysearchFamilySearch personal ancestral file PAF version 2.20220220 the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1987 1994

telegram salt lake city scrapbook 1921251921 25 salt lake council of
women papers

minutes september 12 1921 may 1 1922 salt lake council of women
papers

clipping march 6 1923 scrapbook 1921251921 25 salt lake council of
women papers

653153153minutesminutes may 7 september 10 salt lake council of women papers
61minutes61minutes may 14 1928 salt lake council of women papers and minutes

june 7 1928 board of governors papers
6565undatedundated entry scrapbook 1921 25 salt lake council of women papers

though the entry is undated it was probably in 1934 the salt lake federation
also worked with indeterminate success for the construction of a playground
near riverside school to provide nearby people with a community center book-
let for 1913 salt lake council of women papers and minutes march 18 29
1914 city commission minutes the sundial has since been stolen but the base
is located in the southeast section of the park and contains the following dedica-
tion presented by the salt lake federation of womens clubs may 1 1934

66forfor an overview of the smoke problem see alexander and alienallenailen mor
mons and gentiles 180 82 and walter E pittman jr the smoke abatement
campaign in salt lake city 189019251890 1925 locus 1 fall 1989 69 78 court deci-
sions in 1905 and 1906 in favor of farmers whose crops had been ruined by
smelter smoke had forced central salt lake county smeltersshelterssmelters either to transfer their
operations elsewhere or pay damages john E lamborn and charles S peterson
the substance of the land agriculture v industry in the smelter cases of 1904

and 1906 utah historical quarterly 53 fall 1985 319 21 for a general study
of smoke pollution in american cities see grinder battle for clean air 8310383 103

67pittman67pittman the smoke abatement campaign 72
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deseret news september 5 1906
19deseret19deseret news february 5 1908
71on this question see grinder battle for clean air 83 103 grinder

observes the role of men in smoke pollution abatement but believes it was basi-
cally a womens movement during the early years the situation in salt lake city
however demonstrates that perceptions of the problem cut across gender and
class lines

71minutes71minutes october 31 1912 march 13 1914 ladies literary club papers
minutes october 6 1913 salt lake council of women papers and minutes feb-
ruary 2 1914 board of governors papers

72getting72 getting rid of the smoke municipal record 1 october 1912 3
71minutes71minutes february 4 5 1914 city commission minutes
cgeorge7georgegeorge W snow smoke elimination in salt lake city american city 13

september 1915 19697196 97 the inspectors used a ringleman chart to measure the
density the law did not require the measurement of the contents of the smoke

75minutes march 1 1915 womens republican club of salt lake city
papers utah state historical society library minutes october 29 1915 ladies
literary club papers minutes march 6 1916 board of governors papers

76george76george W snow smoke abatement in 1915 municipal record 4 jan-
uary 1916 16 19

77minutes77minutes february 11 16 1914 board of governors papers
71minutes71minutes february 28 1914 board of governors papers
79minutes79minutes march 16 1914 board of governors papers
8080minutesminutes september 9 october 26 1914 march 15 1915 board of gov-

ernors papers
minutes8iminutes july 6 1920 city commission minutes and municipal record

8 december 1919 3 6 9 october 1920 282 8
82minutes82minutes september 13 1920 salt lake council of women papers
83minutes december 6 1920 salt lake council of women papers
8484minutesminutes november 7 1921 salt lake council of women papers
15municipal15municipal record 9 october 1920 8

scrapbook8iscrapbook 1921251921 25 probably an entry for december 7 1921 salt lake
council of women papers

minutes december 5 1921 salt lake council of women papers
clipping march 6 1922 scrapbook 1921 25 salt lake council of

women papers and minutes march 6 1922 salt lake council of women papers
19minutes19minutes march 31 1922 ladies literary club papers 1920 27

minutes9ominutes october 11 december 5 1922 city commission minutes
91minutes91minutes january 18 1923 city commission minutes
92minutes92minutes july 10 1924 and sylvester Q cannon annual report of the

city engineer for the year 1924 12
93annual93annual report june 20 1926 june 21 1926 board of governors papers

and salt lake tribune october 18 1928 injhinahin JH
94minutes94minutes june 30 november 10 1927 board of governors papers
95report95 report of the smokeless city committee of the city federation

1927281927 28 in salt lake council of women papers
91minutes91minutes august 25 1927 board of governors papers
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97report97 report of the smokeless city committee of the city federation
1927281927 28 salt lake council of women papers

minutes september 1 1927 city commission minutes
9999minutesminutes december 6 13 1928 january 24 1929 board of governors

papers
1000non the information on the health hazards see minutes september 22

1927 board of governors papers
101loi101minutesminutes november 23 1927 board of governors papers deseret news

december 17 1927 ininjhinahJH salt lake telegram december 18 1928 ininjhinahJH and
thomas G alexander from dearth to deluge utahs coal industry utah his-
torical quarterly 31 summer 1963 243

102101pittman101pittman smoke abatement campaign 77 78
103minutes october 10 1927 salt lake council of women papers



advice on correct astronomy

stars should only
be viewed from the curved
rear window of a station wagon

the stuttering two dimensionality of
binoculars makes the
delighted glimpse worthless
if mystery and wonder are the
object and a telescope
worst of all to view them
outside on your back with the
whole universe sitting on top of you
is too frightening and frameless and
can entertain only a shallow dark despair

no there is only one way to view
the stars

on your back staring out of the
rear window of a station wagon
being driven on a cool night
late
down a desert highway
the side windows only slightly cracked stirring the air and
wailing lowly
A radio on a lonely station
plays softly
such that an entire song cannot be discerned
but occasional snatches of mood sneak in on notes
unnoticed

steve peck
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father forgive Us

randall hall

richard nelsonsbelsonsNelsons troubles started tuesday evening when he
picked up his scriptures and sat back in the rocker recliner he had
received on his fortieth birthday several years before the scrip-
tures brown ieatherleatherleatherieather and indexed were a gift from his son and
daughter in law who lived in seattle he liked the heft of the large
print edition it seemed to match the weight of the scriptural mes-
sage a message that struck him squarely in the heart that evening
and again believe that ye must repent of your sins and forsake

them and humble yourselves before god and ask in sincerity of
heart that he would forgive you

he had read the passage in mosiah many times before but this
time king benjamins words were painfully clear it said sins not
shortcomings weaknesses or imperfections for almost thirty years
richard had been praying that the lord would help him overcome
his shortcomings and imperfections with an occasional acknowl-
edgment of his weaknesses the phrase he realized staring out the
window toward a darkening horizon was a very safe one and help
us to overcome our shortcomings and imperfections

his parents had always used the phrase it seemed so natural
and comfortable there had never been any real sinners in town
much less in his family just people with shortcomings and imper-
fections even when sheila johnson left her family to run off with
a sales representative from the computer company she had been
working part time for richard hadnt seen her as a sinner she
must have had a weakness in that area he had told loretta

but that evening reclining in the warmth of the leather chair
he saw sin for what it was and he wawass struck hard as if by a blast
of cold wind that robbed him of breath he too was a sinner not
a shortcomer or an imperfectionerperfectionerim but a sinner
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he squirmed and headed for the kitchen for some bread and
milk he ate mechanically thinking all the time about how even
though he was the high priests group leader he still used some
cusswordscusswords when the occasion warranted and how he had missed
a few home teaching visits in the last several months and how he
hadnt accepted it very gracefully when the vietnamese family

moved into the old larsen place
sin was still on his mind several hours later when he and

loretta knelt down together for their nightly prayer it was her
turn and he listened carefully there it was and please help us to
overcome our shortcomings and imperfections richard coughed
masking a sudden desire to laugh

the next night he met things head on and please forgive us
for our sins he prayed earnestly richard didnt look up so he
didnt see his wives eyes shoot open nor her staring at him with a

peculiar expression on her face for several seconds he had no
idea he was in trouble

perhaps he should have sensed it the next morning when lor-
etta was still in bed after he had showered and shaved he couldnt
remember even three such occasions in their marriage of twenty
one years she was always up getting breakfast and making sure
he had a freshly ironed shirt he dressed and hemmed and hawedcawed
around but even when he casually reminded her of the time she
only mumbled something about cornflakescornflakes in the cupboard and
turned over pulling the covers tightly around her and so he had
fixed his own breakfast and made a feeble attempt at ironing his
shirt before heading downtown to the hardware store he owned
with his brother art

loretta who had spent a miserable night spent a miserable
day what could richard have meant what could he have done
it was 230 in the afternoon when it came to her feeling faint she
sat down in his big leather chair to collect her breath and her
thoughts the new part time bookkeeper at the store that was it
clive sorensonsSorensons cousin rhonda a young divorcee had moved into
town three months ago with no ring on her finger two little girls

and a smile thatd make any woman question her motives and
richard had hired her
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no she thought trying to calm herself richard would
never do such a thing ive got to get hold of myself she spent the
rest of the afternoon cooking a roast and baking the coconut
cream pie that richard and the judges at the county fair relished

then he called ill be home a bit late tonight got some
inventory that has to be taken care of

couldnt it wait until tomorrow night she asked with a
catch in her voice

nope some things just cant wait
she thought of going down to the store and having it out

right then and there confronting the two of them in their sin but
she didnt the roast and the pie went to the neighbors

she was in bed when he got home and wasnt any too happy
when he roustedbousted her out to pray blaming a sore throat she
declined to take her turn so richard prayed again and when he
asked forgiveness of sins again she felt like throwing up

by the end of the week he was acquiring a taste for corn
flakes and had made some real improvements in his shirt ironing
technique

richard was home the next night sitting in his rocker recliner
when the phone rang its for you loretta called from the kitch-
en there was something in her voice that wasnt quite right as if
she had stepped suddenly into subzerosubhero weather from a too warm
room and she turned just a little red around the ears when she
handed richard the phone

its the bishop she said looking right at him watching his
eyes

hi grant whats up richard was a bit surprised but yes
he thought he could get away from the hardware store a little early
and go up the canyon for some fly fishing grant and richard were
second cousins only two years apart they had done a lot of fish-
ing in their growing up years but it had been quite awhile since
they had last gone together

the next afternoon found them on the river with the sun
going down and the light resting golden on the water they fished
in silence for almost twenty minutes waiting for the first strike

hows the business richard grant asked casually
fine richard replied softly
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he could see a big brown circling and with a practiced flick
of his wrist he dropped the fly about ten feet above the fish and let
the current drift it slowly down

how are things working out with rhonda howard
fine
shesashes a mighty fine looking woman

richard glanced up there was something constricted in
grants tone like only half the air was getting through his vocal
chords grant had his head down and was looking away playing
his line he spoke again pretty enough to turn a mans head

1 I suppose richard said looking over at his friend wonder-
ing where all this was leading grant was as decent a christian as

he knew he had been married to the same woman for over twenty
years and had five wonderful kids somehow richard just couldnt
see grant being tempted but you never knew

just then the brown hit thrashing the surface of the water
richard jerked his rod too late he almost swore but caught him-
self dang if grant hadnt rambled on I1 might have had him he
thought to himself there must be something lying heavy on
grants mind he was usually the most silent fisherman richard
knew maybe someone in the ward was being tempted maybe that
temptation was rhonda and grant was just thinking out loud
well thought richard I1 sure dont want to know anything about
it thats bishops work

they headed home an hour later richard had caught four
nice german browns the bishop hadnt caught a thing how was
fishing loretta asked as he came in the door her eyes were red
had she been crying he wondered

fine he said 1 I caught four grant didnt get a thing
talk about anything in particular she asked looking out

the window
no he said taking the creel off his shoulder cant say as

we did he figured it best not to mention what grant had said
about rhonda loretta was a good woman but you never knew
what conclusions she might jump to with a tantalizing prod like

that he got a glass of water from the kitchen tap you feeling all

right he asked
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she nodded yes but not very convincingly and when richard
came upstairs after putting away his gear loretta was already in
bed she was lying in a straight line just an inch and a half from the
far edge richard wasnt quite certain what to do nobody seemed
to be acting normal anymore

after two more days of cornflakescornflakes partially ironed shirts and
suspiciously red eyes richard called home again loretta ill be a
little late tonight some bookwork that cant wait

fine she replied so calmly she surprised herself take all
the time you need she hung up the phone slowly feeling like she
was floating she took the frying pan from the sink and with one
blow dented the new formica countertopcountertop bookwork my eye
she said to herself 1 I thought thats why you hired that dreamy
eyed tramp

fifteen minutes later richard heard pounding on the side door
what in the hell he thought then caught himself 1 I mean heck

this sin stuff just didnt go away that quickly he got up from his
chair and walked down the hallway the pounding continued until
he opened the door it was loretta there were no tears in her
eyes but they were red

hows the bookwork coming she asked her voice thick
with sweetness need some help

no he said not knowing quite what to make of it all he
knew she wasnt happy he should have paid more attention to
her but the last week or so had been so busy with meetings inven-
tory and all gently he took her elbow guiding her toward the
door why dont you go home and get some rest he said in his
kindest most protective voice and ill come home in a while and
fix you some of the herbal tea margaret sent us

she shook his hand off her arm and looked him right in the
face her eyes got wild im going back to that office with you
she said quietly through clenched teeth he shrugged and the two
of them headed toward the office she stopped at the doorway and
looked around on the hat rack was a womanscomans white sweater
loretta reached out to touch it then jerked her hand away
whose is this

oh I1 think thats rhondasrhondaaRhondas
and where is she loretta asked looking around the room

her eyes stopped on the closed door leading to the stockroom
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sacramento I1 think richard replied been down there
almost two weeks taking care of some kind of legal fiddle faddle
about custody of her kids be nice when she gets back so I1 dont
have to work overtime

there was a long silence when loretta turned around she
had tears in her eyes somethingsSomethings out of whack richard thought
let me take you home loretta I1 can finish this another night

she took out a handkerchief and wiped her eyes and shook
her head no she looked at him and smiled it had been almost two
weeks since he had seen her do so and he was more confused
than ever she shook her head again took a deep breath kissed
him on the cheek then left without saying a word

when richard got home that night it was almost ten oclock
but he was greeted by a kiss the smell of pot roast and the sight of
two huge coconut cream pies on the counter he noticed a dent in
the formica but decided not to ask he wasnt sure he wanted to
know and he wasnt sure he would understand even if she told him

and it was his turn to look up wide eyed during the prayer
that night when he heard loretta pleading earnestly and father
please forgive us for our sins

randall hall is director of seminary teacher training at BYU father forgive Us
won first place in the first BYU studies writing contest short storyessaystory essay divi-
sion A slightly different version of this story has been published in orson scott
card and david dollahite eds turning hearts short stories on family life
salt lake city bookcraft 1994



behind the iron curtain
recollections of latter day saints

in east germany 19451945 198911989
personal interviews with east german saints who survived

world war II11 and rebuilt zion under communism
document moving stories ofoffaithfaith and dedication

garold N davis and norma S davis

introduction
in 1939 when hitlershillersHitlers armies marched into poland the LDS

missionaries marched out out of germany and eventually out of
all continental europe the missionaries left a strong and thriving
church in the eastern part of germany the major cities of this
area berlin leipzig chemnitz and dresden were among the
few cities in europe with multiple branches many of which were
old and well established in dresden for example the church had
been established longer than most wards in utah the dresden
branch was organized in 1855 with a young convert karl G maeser
as its first branch president many of the people in these congre-
gations were second third and fourth generation members of the
church the dresden area of germany had been sending a contin-
uous stream of converts to utah for almost one hundred years yet
approximately ten thousand members were still in germany when
the missionaries were forced to leave in 1939

when hitlershillersHitlers armies were defeated in 1945 the missionaries
returned to germany but not to these members A new geograph-
ical term now described the area in which they lived soviet zone
of occupation the iron curtain had been lowered enclosing
the members of the church in eastern germany they had sur-
vived six years of war on february 13 14 1945 the city of
dresden had been burnt to the ground by several bombing raids
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and what happened in dresden was representative of what had
happened to all the major german cities many of the branch meet
inghousesinghouses had been destroyed by the bombings and many priest-
hood holders who had survived the war had been taken to
prisoner ofwar camps members from the eastern branches had
fled westward and many ended up in refugee camps the church
was battered and scattered but not defeated members had to be
gathered meeting places had to be found missionary work had to
go on the church had to be rebuilt

for a time after the war berlin provided a door between east
and west mission presidents and general authorities entered
through this door many members exited in 1961 the government
of the german democratic republic GDR communist east ger-
many founded in 1949 decided to replace the door with a solid
wall the berlin wall officially called antifaschistischerantfaschistischer schutzwallschfitzwallSchutemailzwall
the anti fascist wall of protection now entrance into germany
became more difficult for mission presidents and general authori-
ties and except for the elderly and retired exit was nearly impos-
sible the church struggled on but with no missionaries no
teaching manuals no church magazines and no temple in spite
of their isolation the members inside the wall carried on the pro-
grams of the church with even greater determination

at first slowly and then more and more rapidly a brighter day
began to dawn on october 22 24 1969 president thomas S

monson visited the GDR and at a meeting in the little branch meet-
ing place in gorlitz a city on the polish border he promised
as reported in the may 1989 ensign that members of the GDR

would have all of the blessings other members of the church
enjoy on april 27 1975 president monson offered a dedicatory
prayer for the country on a small hill near dresden in august
1977 president kimball held a special conference in dresden the
freiberg and leipzig stakes were organized in 1982 and 1984
in june of 1985 came a day the saints in the GDR had never
dreamed would come the dedication of a temple in their own
country in april 1989 the first foreign missionaries in fifty years
entered east germany and by the end of that year the newly orga-
nized germany dresden mission reported 669 convert baptisms
on the night of november 9 1989 the berlin wall fell and the long
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years of isolation were over following are selected excerpts from
the stories of a few of the members living in the GDR many more of
their stories will soon appear in a book published by BYU studies

THE BOMBING OF DRESDEN

dresden was the oldest area of the church in the eastern
part of germany in 1939 at the beginning of the war two
branches thrived one located in the olderpartolder purtpartpaft of the city the alt-
stadt gemeindegemeinderGeme inde and the other located across the elbe river in
the newer part of the city the neustadt gemeindegemeinderGeme inde in 1945
toward the end of the war these two branches persisted in dres-
den in spite of the loss of many men who were away serving in
the german army

the bombing of dresden on february 13 14 1945 was as
unexpected as it was destructive because of its location far to
the south and east dresden had been spared the bombings ger-
man cities further to the north and west had experienced by
1945 the war was essentially over the german armies were
retreating rapidly the german air defenses were gone the russ-
ian armies were closing in on berlin and were at the outskirts
ofdresdenof dresden but then the unexpected and unthinkable happened
the florence on the elbe was destroyed and with it went one
of the branches of the church the followingthefollowing eyewitness accounts
of the bombing are in many ways representative of the experi-
ences of church members throughout germany

I1 saw the opera house burning erika hermann

the air raid report came over the radio hourly at eight
oclock they reported no air activity but at nine we got the report
again and it said heavy enemy aircraft approaching over north-
west germany further information will follow

by ten oclock we hadnt heard anything but suddenly the
sky became pale and then bright those were the first flares we
called them the christmas trees christbdume I1 had experienced
that in berlin when you saw the christmas trees then you knew
you were going to get it
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so the flares were out and a moment later we heard the
sirens full alarm we headed for the cellar we took an old lady
with us who could hardly walk and then it started it was terrible
the window panes were bursting in everywhere and soot came
out of the furnaces and the bombs that didnt hit the ones that
went over you had this whistling sound you could hear this shrill
whistling and then it stopped and then you heard the explosion
finally we were so happy to hear the all clear sirens and we
went upstairs

we swept up the broken glass in the living room a piece of
the ceiling plaster had come down and we cleaned that up there
was not much we could do about the windows at the time we put
up something paper or cardboard it wasnt long before the first
dazed survivors started straggling out from the city we had gone
out into the street and I1 even went down to the elbe to have a
look and saw this terrible ocean of fire but the church of our
lady was still standing I1 could see it lit up by the flames and then
I1 said to show you how stupid we are I1 said at least the opera
house has been spared shouldnt we make some coffee I1 loved
the opera

many who were coming out from the edge of the city were
exhausted we made this malt coffee malzkaffeeMalzkaffee and some tea and
stood outside the front door the windows in the door were all

gone and distributed warm drinks but this was nothing compared
to what was about to come then came the night attack and it was
much much worse we really never thought we would survive it
but we did our father in heaven protected us but the people
who started coming out of the city then so many fateful events

across from us there lived a couple an older couple and they
had a daughter who had a crippled hand but through the associ-
ation for the disabled she had been able to find a husband the
parents were so happy that their daughter had finally been able to
be married so after the first attack they went into the city to check
on the couple they never came back none of the family ever
came back

I1 walked down to the river where I1 could see the city and
I1 saw the opera house burning
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the dead need no water edith krause

I1 was living at the time in dresden neustadt but on the evening
of february 13 1945 1I was in dresden altstadt with the hubold
family winterbergwinter berg street 86 doing genealogy work with the mem-
bers I1 was just saying goodbyegood bye when the sirens went off so I1

hesitated a moment and then went into the basement of the apart-
ment house with the other members the so called lighted christ-
mas trees were dropped from airplanes and so we knew that
dresden would experience a bombing attack it was horrible but
fortunately only one firebombfirebomb fell on this building it fell directly
onto a feather bed which started a sulfur fire but by working
together we were able to put it out and the building was saved
all around us the buildings were burning and the sparks were fly-
ing through the air so that other fires were breaking out we all
joined in prayer I1 lay on the couch it was about four in the
morning and said heavenly father now it is your turn there is
nothing more we can do the water pressure was all gone after
a few minutes it began to rain and that was our salvation

the next morning I1 started for home on foot naturally
it was chaos all the streets were torn up and covered with rubble
from the fallen buildings I1 had to cut through the great garden
a park about one kilometer long many people were assembled
there with blackened faces and burned clothing the wounded
were lying on the ground moaning water there was no water
and for good measure a fighter plane came swooping down and
shot at the helpless confused people the dead need no water

at the branch on sunday we were able to determine that we
had lost only one sister in the bombings and that the number of
those who had been bombed out was limited we young people
of the branch organized an emergency service to get food and sup-
plies to the older members when the streets became passable
again the members from the altstadt branch came over to the
church services in the neustadt branch their branch house on

circus street 5333 had been bombed and was destroyed right down
to the cellar we also visited the members in the altstadt branch in
their homes and held bible studies and youth firesides it was a
time of great faith and inner harmony but the marvelous old city
of dresden was no more
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it was the hunger wilfried KiKiekleeglingfiling

after the war the suffering in the GDR and in the other parts
of germany was terrible the cities were destroyed there was no
money the suffering was terrible they had no widows pension
or survivors pension then so I1 got nothing from the government
sister kierKieBklerkieblingskie8lingsnieblingslings husband had been killed in the war then when

political conditions changed that is when the communists took
over the government all the men who had been in the german
army were declared war criminals and so we women got nothing
from them either

in 1948 1I was called to be the relief society president in
the dresden branch I1 was the youngest relief society president
around only thirty four years old it wasnt so easy I1 had only been
president for a short time when the first welfare shipment came
from the church in america oh you just cant imagine how this
welfare aid helped us we were literally starving to death at the
time many people were cooking and eating coffee grounds with a
little nourflourhour mixed in many of the children were not getting any sup-
per they were put to bed with just a cup of coffee conditions
were terrible we had never been so thin thats for sure the chil-
dren would come in around two oclock in the afternoon and say
mommy im hungry well what were we supposed to give our

children to eat we just had to say go out and play we dont have
anything to eat oh that hurt right down to the soul but we
couldnt help it we couldnt help it we didnt have anything

but then then the shipments came from the church in amer-
ica oh what an indescribable blessing that was of course our
chapel was filled like it had never been filled before if you came
late you had to stand up in the back there were no more seats
that is the truth I1 experienced it myself well we had big sacks
of food and got fat on it peaches canned milk oh that helped us
so much

of course after the welfare shipments from america stopped
coming several members dropped out week after week they
stopped coming they stopped coming they stopped coming
it was very noticeable and then from 1949 until about 1954
53 or 54 there were ninety members from the dresden branch
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who emigrated to america that left a very big hole in the branch
they were all young people too that was the future of the
branch wasnt it

rebuilding ZION

by the time the war ended the members had been scattered
and the meeting places destroyed the church had to be rebuilt
many of the men who were returningreturningfromfrom the war orfromor from POW
camps were immediately called on missions to help put the
church back together no missionaries were comingfromcoming from the west
since theytheY could not get inside the soviet zone of occupation

if the lord needs me ill go
walter krause edited by manfred Schischutzeitze

homeless like the others brother krause and hisfamilybishis family lived in
a refugee camp in cottabuscottbus and began to attend church there he
was immediately called to lead the cottabuscottbus branch of the church
four months later in november of 1945 district president
richard ranglack came to brother krause and asked him what
he would think outgoingaboutgoingababourabout going on a missionmissionforporfor the church brother
krauselkrausesKrauses answer reflects his commitment to the church 11II dont
have to think about it at all if the lord needs me ill go here
brother krause describes the beginning of that mission

I1 prayed about it and then set out on december 1 1945 with
twenty marks in my pocket a piece of dry bread and a bottle of
tea one brother had given me a winter coat left over from a son
who had fallen in the war another brother who was a shoemaker
gave me a pair of shoes so with these and with two shirts two
handkerchiefs and two pairs of stockings I1 left on my mission

once in the middle of the winter I1 walked from prenzlau
to kammin a little village in mecklenburg where we had up to
forty six members at our meetings I1 arrived long after dark that
night after a six hour march over roads paths and finally across
plowed fields just before I1 reached the village I1 came to a large
white flat area which made easy walking and I1 soon arrived

the next morning the game warden came to the house of the
member where I1 had spent the night do you have a guest
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yes then come and take a look at his tracks some time earlier
the warden had chopped a large hole in the middle of the lake for
fishing the large flat area brother krause had crossed was actu-
ally a frozen lake the wind had driven snow over the hole and
covered it so that I1 could not have seen my danger my tracks went
right across the edge of the hole and straight to the house of this
brother without my knowing anything about it weighed down by
my backpack and my rubber boots I1 would certainly have drowned
this event caused quite a little stir in the village at that time

finding a meeting place elli polzin

our first meeting place in schwerin was a rented room on
the square called pig market schweinemarkt brother walter
schmeichel a refugee from schneidemiihlschneidemiffil in pommernpommerinPommern was our
branch president until 1952 by that time we had exchanged
our meeting place for one on schloss street my husband was now
the branch president and the branch had to move again this time
to a place on bornhowitzbornh6witzborchowitzBornhowitz street but we werent able to keep this
for long and the branch leaders had to start looking for something
else once more we rented rooms in a tavern on goethe street
at the churchschurche expense we had to remodel the tavern to fit our
needs after two years this tavern was taken over by the govern-
ment and we were obliged to give up our rooms once again this
time we were without any meeting place for more than a year and
had to hold our meetings at the home of brother and sister
schullerschiffler who made their living room available to us

after many attempts we succeeded in 1956 in buying a piece
of property from a private owner on the schloggartenalleeschlolsgartenallee num-
ber isa since the church was not allowed to own property it was
bought in the name of the branch president brother hans polzin
naturally this caused a multitude of problems on the property
there was an old business establishment which had one apartment
and an old horse barn when we bought the property the inten-
tion was to tear down the old building but the application to tear
down the building was not approved because it contained an
apartment with a family living in it our plan was to build a chapel
on the property toward the end of 1956 the branch acquired an
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old workers barracks 12 meters by 20 meters which we could tear
down for material to build a new chapel so that we could finally
have our own place to meet on june 11 1957 the work of tearing
down the old barracks began in a pouring rain all the brethren set
out on their bicycles for the barracks which was about eight kilo-
meters out of schwerin the work was under the direction of our
district president brother krause and of brother wiese from wol-
gast whom he had brought along to assist us the brethren allanailali

assembled for prayer to ask the lord for protection and help
with the help of all the members of the schwerin branch we

put in an average of twelve to fifteen hours a day brother krause
and brother wiese stayed at the site at night in a tent the sisters
were also active A meal for the working brethren was prepared in
schwerin and was taken out to the work site on a bicycle by sister
schade altogether we hauled twenty three truck loads of material
to our building site in schwerin on saturday june 15 1957 this
difficult and dangerous work was completed without accident
through the help of the lord now all the members assembled at
the building site in schwerin to clean up and stack the building
material and as soon as all the required bureaucratic formalities
had been completed the building of the branch meeting place
could begin

on the twenty fifth of june 1957 the branch presidency sub-
mitted their request for permission to build the branch house indi-
cating that they already owned the property and already had the
necessary building material unfortunately this application was
denied by the authorities consequently the members turned to
the local government officials with the request that they be per-
mitted to remodel the horse barn into a meeting place all the
members and the district presidency fasted and prayed that this
request would be granted and it was granted

since the horse barn was old and falling apart there were
many difficulties to be overcome we laid up blocks for new walls
and a new chimney and built door and window frames A new toi-
let including drain pipes and water connections had to be installed
we paneled walls and ceilings brought in floor foistsjoists and laid a
new floor two new stoves for heating were installed most of the
material came from what was salvaged from the barracks
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schwerin branch meetinghouse using a wheelbarrow as a delivery
truck and the hand labor of all the members the schwerin branch con-
verted an old barn into a meetinghouse courtesy edith krause

the city building commission had given permission to build
only because the branch would not have to request building mate-
rials now however we needed cement lime gravel and lumber
all of which could be obtained only from the commission for peo-

ples needs bevolkerungsbedarjbevd1kerungsbedarj1 that meant that the branch
president had to pick up everything in small quantities by standing
in line and by carrying it off in a wheelbarrow he could not do
this himself since he was working and since all the other brethren
in the branch were also working sister elfriede pawlowski said
that she would take charge of getting the building materials sis-
ter pawlowski went every day to stand in line to get the necessary
building materials she then delivered these materials to the build-
ing site in a wheelbarrow

LIVING WITH THETBIEthie communists

the following excerpts are mostly from interviews with
younger members mhowhoubo were born shortly before during or after
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the war and who went on missions in the 1950s and early
1960s these are the members who grew up in a communist
country went to communist schools where atheism was offi-
cially taught and made their way carefully between church and
state some of them hardly mention politics the state or com-
munism in their interviews for them politics were merely a
background to their normal life in the church in some cases
this silence was they informed us out of a habit of avoiding any
discussion of a political nature others were more anxious to
talk about their confrontations with a political system that was
in large part antagonistic to their religious beliefs the followingthefollowing

excerpts arefromafeare from those members who kept the church together
in the 1960s 70s and 80s

book burning joachim albrecht
kurt nikol and marianne nikol

joachim until about 1949 it was permitted to bring printed
material across the border in berlin but after 1949 it
was strictly forbidden when I1 was on a mission and
was working in rattenaurathenauRattenau near berlin we had a lot of
contact with the mission office in west berlin
dahlem we local missionaries had to take the manu-
als in our pockets and get them from berlin into east
germany this was always done with a certain amount
of fear and trembling and with a pounding heart but
then one day our mission president henry burkhardt
said no more of that thats forbidden against the
law we simply cant do it period

before that we smuggled in a lot of teaching
materials we had a saying in the mission we go out
without purse or scrip but come home with a box of
books I1 remember that I1 was sending new books
here to bauzenbaizen and had a box so big I1 couldnt get it

to the train station because it was so heavy I1 had to
unpack it and put the books into three boxes when
I1 sent all my things home from my mission
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but then suddenly one day I1 received a message
from our mission president that all of the manuals
books tracts etc we had smuggled into the country
somehow illegally could be very harmful to the
church the authorities had already searched a few of
our apartments and we were instructed that we had
to destroy all of these materials I1 sat down in front of
our open stove with a big pile of books and kept
telling myself you have to keep that one and you
have to keep that one and you cant burn that one
but for two days we kept the fire going without coal
just paper in the end I1 did keep one book it was
four years of priesthood manuals I1 saved and had
bound into one volume 1I dont care if they throw
me in prison I1 thought to myself this is one book
I1 am not going to burn

I1 can say that at that time I1 was actually an obe-
dient person I1 did it because I1 was told to but some-
how I1 couldnt see how anyone could get into trouble
because of these manuals and then one day I1 re-
ceived an unexpected visit from a certain office

G davis secret police

joachim of course they asked me a few questions about the
branch and wanted to know this and that then they
wanted to have a look at my bookcase and wanted
to know what kind of books I1 had and I1 was able to
open my bookcase without a pounding heart and
show them what books we had

G davis what about those four years of priesthood manuals

joachim I1 didnt show them but I1 had the stemsternstefn church mag-
azine in german which we were permitted to receive
up until 1949 and they wanted to see the later vol-
umes I1 told them I1 didnt receive them then they
asked me if anyone from over there west germany
was sending them to me relatives etc no I1 said
you can see that this is all I1 have I1 was so happy that
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I1 was finally shown a reason some sense for burning
my books and I1 must say that I1 really mourned over my
books but in the end this actually gave us more en-
couragementcouragement to study our lessons more thoroughly
from the standard works the whole thing made us a
little sulky but it taught us a good lesson

marianne at the time everyone here was saying well religion
thats going to be abolished in this country there will
be no more churches religion will be abolished
that was really the big concern we had here that
there would be no more religion especially those in
the government were saying it we had a relative a

brother in law who was a big party member he was
always spouting this rubbish sooner or later mark
my words and when we were interrogated it
was always a frightening experience what do they
really want where did they get that information

political isolation erich ortlieb and marianne ortlieb

erich the church was relatively small and we were always
isolated we were not isolated because we wanted to
be but because at first the people in the government
wanted to isolate us they didnt want people to
believe in god they didnt want people to have
ideals later on they decided that our ideals were not
so far from their political aims and then they tried
through the media and also through individual politi-
cians to get the church to go along with them thats
the point at which we remained neutral

the church teaches and this is an important
point which I1 consider correct the church says that
the state and the church should remain completely
separate from one another and so if we as a church
attempted to have a strong influence on the politics
or on the economy of the state in which we as mem-
bers became politically engaged well in the GDR
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that would have meant that we identified ourselves
with communism or with atheism because marxism
is fundamentally atheistic and as members of the
church we didnt want that and so that is why we
withdrew ourselves and as a consequence we were
naturally quite isolated for several years

now as a result of this isolation not only could
we not get permission to build regular church build-
ings but it also meant that very few members of the
church were allowed to attend the universities or
choose the profession they wanted to follow wanting
to become a teacher for example was out maybe
you could be very good teachers but you could never
educate the children properly in the marxist philoso-
phy that was the program of all the schools in all
educational institutions it was that way in the pre-
school kindergarten elementary school high school
trade school and university this marxist philosophy
was always in the foreground was always the basis for
the educational methodology

marianne yes that was more important than anything else ifyou
got an A in these areas then it didnt matter if
you did poorly in your other studies that was no sin
but if your grades were the other way around that
was bad you couldnt continue

students at the university were actually obligated
to spend three years in the army everyone had to
spend one and a half years anyway but if you wanted
to study at the university they wanted you to do three
years and become an officer our olaf our oldest son
really wanted to go to the university at first they
wouldnt let him and then he applied again and applied
for an area where they really wanted students

erich construction engineers who specialized in equip-
ment installation

marianne yes and he was accepted and then they wanted to
make him serve three years in the army he had
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already served his one and a half years before he went
to the university that was obligatory and now they
wanted another year and a half from him and he was
supposed to enter officer training he wouldnt do it
and there was a big fuss about it they called him in
for consultation in the end they finally let him
become a student but they told him that he would
never receive a leadership position in the profession
there was nothing he could do about that someone
who goes to church and does not follow the party
linefinehine would never get a leadership position

erich you see as a church the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints we were a very small group inside
the GDR and it was quite natural that the state
authorities who decided on the admissions policies
for the university looked on us as an american sect
the protestant and the catholic churches had a lot
more influence in these matters in political matters
they took advantage of this influence insofar as it was
possible whereas we were as a church quite iso-

lated in the early years we never attempted to make
any contact with the local or with the state authori-
ties and consequently there was no possibility that
we could do anything in the way of influencing them
that was simply not possible for us in the beginning
we were only about four and a half or five thousand
members in the GDR andthatand that is a small percentage
out of a population of seventeen million

church or school wolfgang zwirner and karen zwirner

not all families in the church stayed together in some cases
communism separatedfamiliesseparated families

wolfgangWb gang my father joined the church in the 1930s through my
mother but he was never very active he is a very
nice man very nice he is still living but he never
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received the priesthood during the war my father
ended up in a russian prison camp he had some-
thing to do with marxism with communism but he
didnt have any trouble with the national socialists as

far as I1 know but he was still thinking about these
things when he ended up in the russian prison camp
somewhere beyond brual he was sickened by the
war and had seen so much suffering the suffering of
the children was particularly abhorrent to him he
wanted to do something for peace so that there
would never be another war

well the russians had their own ideology he
said he was standing in a row of POWs and he was
called out he didnt know why they selected him
but he was sent to the party school in moscow and
so he went in that direction he became a commu-
nist but he is a good man he has never said anything
negative about the church he has kept the word of
wisdom he has never smoked he told me once that
he always spoke well of us with his party comrades
in 1949 he returned from his prison experience and
we have always had a good relationship with him but
he no longer came to church he has never been
excommunicated his name is still in the records but
his experiences have led him in another direction

when I1 was in high school that must have been
1953 when I1 was seventeen those were hard times
I1 remember it was just before the uprising ofjune 17
and the authorities were pretty hard on the churches
and several young people had to leave school

I1 was in the tenth grade and I1 really didnt like
school much anymore I1 wanted to quit well we had
a conference coming up and the church had permis-
sion to print flyers announcing the conference I1 was
given the assignment of distributing the flyers which
was something of an honor to me so I1 passed them
out at school I1 came up to one of my teachers he
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was a fine man and I1 gave him one he said to me
watch out you can give that to me but dont give

them out to anyone else he warned me but I1 was
too thickheaded to pay attention there was no explicit
reason for not distributing them but I1 shouldnt have
done it

the next teacher I1 gave one to a white haired
woman went straight to the directors office while
I1 was in class in the class of the teacher who had
warned me my biology teacher someone came in
from the directors office and said that I1 should see
him during the class break I1 went but didnt realize
what was up when I1 entered there was the white
haired teacher and right beside her was the secretary
of the FDJ freie deutsche jugend free german
youth a communist youth organization and they laid
into me first about distributing the flyers what did
I1 think I1 was doing and so on

and then it occurred to them that I1 was not a
member of the free german youth they knew my
father they knew that he was a communist he was
a loyal communist A fine man he really believed in
what he was doing that he was fighting in his way for
peace and I1 have to emphasize that here since nowa-
days it is easy to defame the communists but he was
very sincere in his beliefs he wanted to give I1 know
that he would not even take money for his lectures
well anyway they knew him and thought that since
I1 was his son I1 should have been in the free german
youth from the time I1 was fifteen but I1 had never
joined I1 was a member of the church

and there had been another matter my class had
gone for a weekend into the country my teacher was
a very nice woman and she wanted everyone to go

but for me the problem was thatwethatjethat we would be gone
over sunday and I1 wanted to keep the sabbath day
holy looking back I1 know that was a little pharisaic
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on my part but thats the way it was what was I1

supposed to do I1 wanted to be at church on sunday
I1 should have talked to my teacher about it she
would probably have fixed it up for me so that I1 could
keep the sabbath holy even on this outing I1 could study
or something she was a nice woman but I1 didnt do
it what a thick skull I1 had then

anyway this all came out and my teacher told
me I1 would have to choose either I1 would have to go
with the class on sunday or I1 could go to church she
couldnt force me to make this decision but why had
she sent me to the directors office she probably
had her instructions and they wanted to put some
pressure on me they said they would never forbid
me to go to church but they never gave me any instruc-
tions in writing anyway they gave me the alternative
school or church I1 left school and never went back
I1 didnt graduate there was no going back

we asked what they diffordidfordid forhofbof teaching manualsmanualsforforjor the classes in
the church

karen yes I1 was right in the middle of this because I1 had
wearily copied these teaching manuals brother burk-
hardt had provided us with a typewriter and dori
menzel and I1 had to copy the teaching manuals oh
that was hard with carbon paper six or seven copies
and they were hard to read but then brother burk-
hardt got some good carbon paper from the west and
they were a little easier to read but it was still a weari-
some work

we asked sister zwirner about the problem of depletion of the
branches through emigration before the building of the berlin
wall

yes the problem with emigration well I1 had a

personal experience with that it was in the 1950s at
a district conference I1 dont remember which year
exactly our district president left and on the sunday
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before he had stood before the congregation and had
said brothers and sisters stay here stay where you
are that is where the lord has put you and on mon-
day he left with his whole family that left a lasting
impression on me they were my friends my same
age and from one day to the next they were gone
I1 will never forget that I1 can still see his face as he
stood there at conference that was the first time in
my life that I1 understood clearly that a mans word
and his actions were not always one and the same
thing that was a big shock in my life

wolfgangmooWoogang but when he said stay here I1 that was in quotation
marks you know he was always a good example to
me he had political problems and had to get out
they were after him there were cases like that they
had to go I1 heard that from another brother he was
really afraid he had to get out

but I1 never wanted to go I1 am not a man of
action I1 am not one who wants to do something
adventuresome like that I1 am more settled you see
I1 just want my peace and quiet to be able to think
and to read but I1 have to be honest I1 didnt want
to leave either but once I1 prayed once I1 wished oh
father in heaven just for once let me be able to buy
all the things that the people who have been in the
west tell about all the things they can buy over there
they tell us the stores are fullfuli of everything

A brother who was permitted to go to the west
once told me that he got physically ill when he saw all

the tools in a hardware store he was a craftsman you
see and the hardware store was fullfuli of tools and he
so wanted to just hold some of those tools in his
hands I11I got sick and had to sit down he told me
and I1 said father in heaven I1 want to have that
experience just once oh I1 wanted that experience
to never have to stand in a line again never stand in
a line always these long lines
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thethefollowingfollowing conversation came in answer to a question about
their childrens schooling

karen we never had any trouble with our children at
school we always had our own strategy right at the
beginning of the year when they were having new
school orientation we went in with the children so

they could get better acquainted with our family
we told them right from the beginning what church we
belonged to and that they shouldnt make a big fuss
when they had an outing on sunday because our chil-
dren would not be there they accepted that and
from then on they left our children alone our chil-
dren always knew where they belonged and they got
along very well with this procedure from the first
grade on all the other students and all the teachers
knew where our children belonged that they
attended church and conducted their life accord-
ingly thats the way they were raised but your
behavior has to be in order before you can stand up
and say that

wolfgangwobWoomobgang let me add that we had the impression that many of
the teachers were also christians you know
inwardly you understand inwardly they were good
people and inclined toward god I1 often had this
impression many of them as much as told me so that
they only that they had to make a living they were
not all inhuman or dedicated atheists they all

wanted to survive and then there were some who
were I1 must say noble communists I1 got to know
them and can say they were fine people they really
believed in what they were doing I1 mean they
believed like mormonscormons and catholics believed and
after the political change took place many of them
were mistreated by those who came to power when
everything fell apart
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housing and the economy manfred schwabe and
elke schwabe

housing was always a majormajorproblemproblem in the GDR all apartments
were assigned by the central housing authority whether or not
the people in the apartment were married often had little to do
with the assignment as rhethe followingthefollowing conversation indicates

N davis did I1 hear you say that your former husband was still
living in your apartment in potsdam with your family
after you were divorced

elke yes I1 was living in potsdam and my former husband
was still living in the apartment he had one room to
himself but we had to share the kitchen and he
always had to come through my room to get into the
kitchen it was a little difficult and besides the apart-
ment had been tacked on to make it larger for a doc-
tors family I1 believe there were actually five or six
rooms two families lived on that floor the back part
was divided off we had the back part and another
family lived in the front there was only one bath for
both families and it was just divided off by a curtain
it was a little complicated

we asked brother schwabe whatwhatyouthrouthyouthlouth diffordidfordid forhofbof entertainment

manfred we had very little money so there were not many
possibilities but we traveled we traveled by bicycle
on saturdays we worked until noon and then we
jumped on our bicycles we rode out to see the fuchs
family they had seven boys they belonged to the
naumburg branch they lived about twenty kilome-
ters away and then if there was someone there we
took them along we went on to jena sister kolbinsfolbinsKolbins
sister lived there at that time her name was bock
anna rose and well we visited then we went on
to weimar that was another twenty kilometers that
makes forty sixty kilometers on a saturday afternoon
oh boy the members in weimar were happy to see
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us man we were just going for a bike ride over to
badbergerbambergerBadberger come with us well make a picnic out of
it of course we went along

we had a good relationship with the members in
weimar and they always invited us over to the national
theater they got good tickets for us and the naum
burgers and the weimarersWeimarers went to the theater
together I1 can still remember as well as I1 remember
today my first great opera performance tannhausertannhdusertannhiiuser
organized by the church well there was always
something going on we were always going some-
where there was no TV we didnt have that prob-
lem yet of sitting in front of the TV and we put on
plays or did a little scene or just spent the evening talk-
ing at MIA there was always something but we had
to do it ourselves oh that was a lot of funfan everyone
brought out whatever talent he or she had every-
one did what he or she could one person set up the
stage and decorated it a little the others put on
the play oh there were many many many beautiful
hours that we spent together

we asked brother schwabe if he hadproblemsbadhad problems at work because
of his membership in the church he answered this question
and then went on to describe the economics of the last days of
the GDRJ

manredmanfred well basically I1 could say that when one makes a firm
decision for the church when one makes it clear
where one stands then they watch you pretty closely
you are not looked up to like those who join the
party that much is clear the party comrades had
their own circle and I1 was not a part of it and what-
ever was decided by the party leadership became the
law in our firm consequently there was not much of
an opportunity to influence what was done but all in
all when you did your work there were no major
problems

there were disadvantages however your
social contributions were also evaluated and when
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it came to bonuses well you would have to figure
that you would earn considerably less money in com-
parison to those who belonged to the party or who
went along with the party that was normal proce-
dure I1 might have done just as much work as the per-
son next to me who was a member of the party but
we both knew that when our social contributions
were evaluated we who did not belong to the party
would be rated lower and consequently would be left
out when the bonuses were distributed it made no
difference how hard you worked the other guy
could be a terrible worker but if he belonged to the
party then he would get just as much as you thats
the way it was

well getting back to the political developments
they began coming to a head in 1989 you could see
from the economy how things were developing
there were a lot of people who were saying openly
that we were returning to a natural economy that
is an economy based on the barter system you give
me that and I1 will give you this in exchange money
had become useless you see the system was I1 need
this and that for my firm and if you can get that for
me then I1 can provide you with this in return one
firm needed heaters and the other firm needed heat-
ing elements and one firm had the elements and the
other had the heaters or he knew where he could get
them from a guy who needed something else the
whole economy was being run by this method you
needed something for your work and you had to get
it one way or another and that was usually by know-
ing someone who needed something you could sup-
ply the whole thing was very official no deception
no smuggling we called it mutual socialistic assis-
tance gegenseitige sozialistische hinelhicel

heres how it worked I1 go to this firm from
which I1 need something and he gets from me a piece
of paper which says we request in the form of mutual
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socialistic assistance the following and then we
declare that we are prepared to exchange this thing
or the other in that way each firm had a bill and the
bill was marked paid in fullfallfuli the value of the goods
was immaterial it was just a formality it was just our
goods for your goods

public schools ursula schluter

ursula it is no accident that less than 40 percent of the peo-
ple in our area in the former GDR are religious at all

the large majority of the people are atheists and this
is a direct result of forty years of education because
whether a child in school was protestant catholic or
whatever the others were always of the opinion that
she was a little strange someone who could believe
that must not be all there thats the way it was and
it was very hard on the children and it was not so
easy on the parents either to be hearing these
remarks all the time and that those people who go to
church have something wrong with them that was
the opinion and in my profession elementary school
teacher it was made very clear to me that I1 was not
to talk about religion if I1 wanted to keep my job

G duvisdavisdauis yes I1 wanted to ask you about that you became a
teacher that is a little unusual for someone who
belongs to a church isnt it

ursula yes but I1 became a teacher back at a time when
things were not so strict when I1 was a student I1 put
my religion on the application they asked about
your religion then but later in the 60sgos it started to
get even harder there was a girl who had been in
my class at the university for example who made a
little mistake she sat down in the school cafeteria
and prayed over her food in full view of everyone
we usually did that very privately without drawing
any attention to ourselves well she was told that she
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would have to give up her profession that could not
be tolerated in this state which was raising the chil-
dren to be atheists that someone would do some-
thing like that in public thats the way it was and
I1 must say I1 was always a little uneasy when I1 met a
colleague in the streetcar on sunday morning when
I1 was on my way to church because well as I1 have
said we were always under a little pressure you see

church and profession in the GDR reiner schliiter

I1 conscientiously avoided the party and I1 went to the univer-
sity anyway of course I1 have to add we could not come out
against the state that would have been unthinkable we would
never have had a chance and we had to at least give the appear-
ance of doing ones duty for the state that would be recognized
but at the same time it was recognized if one was a christian

in my professional career as a doctor it was assumed I1 would
have certain administrative responsibilities for that reason they
came to me and said that if I1 would become a member of the party
communist party I1 would have a chance to advance to these

administrative posts of course I1 declined and they knew exactly
why without going into detail I1 can say that I1 was watched very
carefully but in the later years of the GDR say after 1984 after we
had the temple they trusted in the people who were christian or
who belonged to a church a little more there was a clear ten-
dency in that direction As a result even though I1 could not offi-
cially assume an administrative position as I1 have said I1 was
unofficially given full administrative responsibilities that was of
course somewhat contradictory on paper I1 was not permitted to
do what I1 was actually doing which was acceptable it was all offoffi-
cially recognized I1 had no fears

we asked reiner schliiter what beftlthe feltbeltbeit about the church making
what some have called compromises with the communist gov-
ernment in the GDRJGDR

it was very important to make compromises at that time or
we could never have had the development we had with any security
the way it was done was the right way in addition I1 believe that
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such compromises actually hastened the political changes for the
church here in this part of germany the willingness to make com-
promises was the only way these things could be possible and the
results have shown this was right I1 would give my approval to this
procedure any time without question to have taken a hard line
would have made it much more difficult for the members of the
church to do anything

it should be understood that this willingness to compromise
was not done by the state only out of the goodness of their hearts
they could see the economic benefit to them just as we could see
the spiritual benefit to us they could see that we could build
chapels with hard currency and that they would naturally benefit
in some ways from that on the other hand what the church offi-
cials told the government at that time was not unknown to them
we members of the church had gained a reputation in our own
society as people who could be relied upon as people one could
look up to as a people who did not need to be restricted merely
because of their religious philosophy those who performed their
church service loyally were seen as people who were reliable cit-
izens of the state and there was no contradiction in that our
church was composed of reliable people the state officials were
more afraid of other religious organizations where the leadership
can exert less control certain parts of the evangelical church for
example where the reform movement is particularly encouraged
but political reform and nothing else has little to do with religion
that is simple political engagement

I1 accept the article of faith given by joseph smith that tells
us to be subject to rulers and magistrates I1 still accept it today as
we are moving in a more democratic direction of course there
were exceptions and I1 dont want to say that everything that glit-
tered in the GDR was gold but I1 did find this decision at that time
to be the correct one I1 have no criticism on this point whatever

we asked reiner schluter about the theproblemproblem of emigration about
members leaving the gdrforGDR forpor the west

on this matter I1 do not want to generalize there was a par-
ticular time for me when this question was connected to my
profession in 1988 1989 things were reaching the point eco-
nomicallynomically where many were certainly saying to themselves 1 I have
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a responsibility to my children and cannot guarantee that my roots
will remain here there were certainly cases where raising this
question was justified we had discussed this in our family and
right or wrong there was this saying going around that maybe it
was time to put out the lights in the GDR it would be wrong
for me to say now that this question did not come up in our fam-
ily it wasnt just a personal decision we had the responsibility for
our family and our children under what conditions would they
grow up we havent talked about these things yet about how social-
istic the educational system was and such fine points at some
time one had to make a decision nowadays this decision doesnt
have so much to do with the church but back then it could divide
you in half

and of course there were some families who emigrated
families who belonged to the church and I1 must say that the
church at the present could have been much much stronger if
these families were still here and I1 dont mean only the parents
but the entire family its too bad they finally made the decision to
get out but personally I1 must say if that was the decision they
came to then I1 accept it that is I1 would never say what they did
was not right that is something hard to evaluate and I1 would
never feel so confident of myself that I1 could say whether he or she
should have stayed or not there were also cases I1 could point to
where families came back

THE REWARD OF A TEMPLE

during the forty years of the german democratic republic
a majormajorproblemproblem members of the churchfacedchurch faced was their inabil-
ity to attend the temple and receive temple ordinances

A temple in our country elke schulze

on sunday october 101019821982 our entire family was together
my parents Gigunterinter and hannelore schulze my brothers olaf
and bernd with their wives heidrun and maja ortlieb and our
papa invited us to go with him on a drive an outing on the fol-
lowing saturday of course the questions began then where
will we need to pack a lunch what should we wear how far
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are we going but we got no answer to any of these questions out
of him he just sat there silently smiling we tried our questions
out on mom but she just said im sorry dont ask me ive just
heard about this for the first time myself that seemed somewhat
strange to us since our parents nearly always did things together
suddenly we were all talking about a pilgrimage but no one knew
where we were going how far or when we were coming back

in the course of the week my brothers called papa to find out
when we would be leaving the week went by much too slowly
to satisfy my curiosity finally it was saturday october 16 1982
our pilgrimage began at 930 AM when we were all seated in the
car trying to guess which direction we would be going we soon
found ourselves on the little highway leading over to freiberg at a

special conference held on august 29 that year the freiberg stake
had been organized the stake president frank apel lived in
freiberg but why were we going over to see him or would we be
going furtherfarther no papa stopped the car outside the city overlook-
ing a small rising piece of ground surrounded by a hedge and bor-
dered by a small sports field we all got out we crossed the
deserted street and walked out onto a large field at the far end of
the field we could see a small housing development

papa became very serious and with tears in his eyes he put
his arm around mamas shoulder and said to us on this piece of
ground a new chapel will be built for the freiberg ward and a
temple of the lord it was unbelievable A temple in our country
he then explained to us when the construction would begin and
where the buildings would stand we were speechless and then
the words from my patriarchal blessing came to mind you will
experience the covenants the holy covenants in the house of the
lord which are necessary now this promise was going to be ful-
filled so soon I1 had often thought of these words what possibil-
ity would I1 ever have of going to a temple unless it would be
after I1 was old enough to retire this promise which had always
seemed something far far off in the future would now be fulfilled
before any of the others it was all so wonderful

then papa said to me elke now you can understand why
I1 could not satisfy your curiosity but had to be silent I1 was not
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even allowed to tell mama since 1978 negotiations have been
going on between the church and representatives of our govern-
ment and we the mission presidency of the dresden mission
papa was second counselor at that time henry burkhardt was

president gave president monson our word that we would not
discuss this with anyone until the prophet made an official
announcement about the building of the freiberg temple and that
is what he did at the fall general conference

I1 was so proud of papa mom didnt even know and she had
never asked him about it in spite of the many rumors that were
going around I1 had often thought to myself papa must know he
works for the church and after he told me I1 was ashamed of
myself because of my curiosity and then papa answered all of the
many questions that were buzzing around in our heads in the true
sense of the word this had been a wonderful and beautiful pil-
grimage for us we were very happy

the ground breaking took place in the spring of 1984 and
the construction on these beautiful buildings began

the beautiful time of the open house was june 1161 16 1985
and I1 had the privilege of doing temple duty I1 helped people get
their overshoes on and off in front of the temple or I1 helped main-
tain silence in the temple or I1 helped do missionary work in the
chapel and on the temple grounds it was a beautiful time of ser-
vice and sacrifice on a single day there were seventy thousand
visitors and in all ninety thousand people stood up to five hours
in the rain and storm in terrible weather in order to see our tem-
ple the earlier prayer of apostle monson as he dedicated this
country that the people would come and ask about the gospel
was now being fulfilled

the laying of the cornerstone of the temple was held on
june 28 and dedicatory sessions were held on june 29 and 30
1985 it was so wonderful to see the general authorities and to
hear everything and to be permitted to participate

thursday july 4 1985 was a beautiful sunny day this was
the day on which the members of the dresden ward were permit-
ted to go to the temple for the first time my mother had a respon-
sibilitysibility in the nursery and so I1 went through the temple alone
I1 needed a lot of strength and I1 received it as it beamed forth from
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open house for the freiberg germany temple june 1 16 1985 long
lines of people waited their turn to tour the temple sometimes in rainy
weather elke schulze was one of the saints who helped host the visi-
tors courtesy elke and manfred schwabe

the brothers and sisters in the temple it was so beautiful to see allanaliail
of the members of our ward united there together

it is beautiful to receive the blessings of the temple since
that day I1 have been to the temple often to do work for the dead
and it is also beautiful to do something for others but the thing
that has brought me the greatest happiness has been that I1 have
been able to feel a peace a calmness and a security about my own
future because now I1 know that if we are true to our heavenly
father then all of the promises he has given us will be fulfilled

garold N davis is professor of germanic and slavic languages and norma S

davis is associate professor of humanities classics and comparative literature
both at brigham young university the narratives in the preceding article are eng-
lish translations of oral interviews conducted by the davisesdavisel in 1990 and 1994 as
well as translations of documents provided by manfred Schischutzeitze who was stake
president in leipzig from 1984 to 1991



cutting the last hay
she stands on a tractor that pulls a swather floating

careening softly over purple heads of alfalfa

silver under the harvest moon
she balances on the grating over the axle

her arm across her fathers shoulders
they orbit a vast field spiraling in to its undisclosed center
at each corner she and her father observe a station of their faith
she pulls the hand clutch to her and he disengages the swather blade

spinning the wheel to pivot the tractor not braking
this is the rhythm of their worship north east south west
sometimes she leans against the wheelguardwheelguard

on the long passages between cornerscomers
the metal of the wheelguardwheelguard sweats with dewfall
there she traces fine rust etchings that seem to whisper to her
sometimes the field ahead of the cutter bar grows a furrow

a running pheasant
her father brakes for pheasants when he sees them look there he says

often she sees only bent alfalfa closing on their passing
they never fly and some crouch before the blade
she considers the moon
at times she feels vertigo or dozes
several times she dozes sometimes missing her part with the clutch
and on one long passage her father stops

takes both her hands in his one and swings her free of the wheel
to the ground

she crosses the ditch A meager fall stream speaks in its bottom
she follows it to a weir gate

where the water is high enough to drink with grace
she is tired and has not reached the center

but she is glad to have seen pheasants running
cleaving the fields under a harvest moon

warren hatch

warren hatch won the 1995 eisteddfod crown competition
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joseph riddle as hugo huebener and blameblainebiame sundrud as the interroga-
tor the BYU theatre production of thomas F rogerssrogergsRog erss huebener
directed by ivan croslendcroslindCroslend 1992



whither mormon drama
look first to a theatre

we need drama that looks with clear eyes at the mormon
world while occasionally seeing beyond to celestial glory but

such a drama would require a subsidized theatre to nurture it

eric samuelsen

the history of latter day saint involvement in the fine and
performing arts is long and distinguished while american puritanism
was almost unanimous in its rejection of the stage particularly in
new england bothjoseph smith and brigham young held remark-
ably enlightened views of dramatic art nauvoo boasted a small hall
called the fun house which was used for performances and the
lower room ofofnauvoosnauvoosNauvoos masonic hall was likewise used as a stage 1

brigham young often mentioned church opposition to pastimes
and amusements as a distinguishing feature of the apostate protes-
tant tradition of his youth 2 brother brigham was a great fan of the
theatre even appearing in thomas A lynes nauvoo production of
a popular melodrama of the day august von kotzebuesKotzebues pizzaro 1

president youngs support for the theatre led to the 1861 62 con-
structionst of the salt lake theatre one of the most important the-
aters of the period in the american west and of course church
presidents ever since have strongly supported various kinds of
youth theatre road shows pageants drama festivals and other slinsirnsim-
ilar theatrical and quasi theatrical activities 4

given this remarkably supportive history LDS playwrights
have in recent decades begun to entertain thoughts of creating a
more substantial body of dramatic literature in fact this dream of
a mormon drama was prophesied by elder orson E whitney who
talked of the coming of a mormon shakespeare and spoke of a
dramatic literature whose top shall touch heaven 7151155 a prophecy

BYU studies 35 no 1 1995 81
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which has been echoed by elder boyd K packer president
spencer W kimball 6 and others As a result a number of mormon
writers and scholars myself included have dared to share the
hope that someday we will be able to point with pride to plays of
genuine substance and interest written by and perhaps but not
necessarily about mormonscormonsMormons plays which unapologetically dem-
onstrateonstrate the richness and profundity of the teachings of our
prophets while honestly and forthrightly exploring elements of
our culture which fall short of those teachings we hope in time to
have a drama with sufficient universality and power to become as
much a part of the canon of world drama as the plays of sophocles
shakespeare or shaw or perhaps more accurately we hope that
as the canon expands room will be found in it for plays with mor-
monism at their center as in fact elder whitneyswhitneytWhitneys prophesy sug-
gests with characteristic mormon optimism we have managed to
cling to the hope in the face of all existing evidence that such a
drama will someday be written and performed

at the same time when we honestly and objectively assess
the present state of mormon playwriting we must admit that we
seem to be as far as ever from realizing such a dream I1 remember
my astonishment and pride when as an undergraduate playwriting
student at brigham young university I1 attended a production of
tom rogerssrogergsRogerss fine play huebener and my dismay when I1 realized
that for most of the mormon public at large the apex of our
achievement in this field was saturdays warrior when I1 joined
the faculty at brigham young university in 1992 my colleagues
pointed with pride to a recent revival of huebener while ac-
knowledging with dismay the commercial success of the recent
videotape of saturdays Warrior 7 small wonder that a flyer adver-
tising the 1993 conference of the association for mormon letters
suggested that someone take up the question mormon drama
whither or wither

certainly the mormon shakespeare will come in gods good
time we must have patience and we must continue to hope but
we must also begin doing what we can to prepare the way for
future genius perhaps we must serve in the role of artistic eliasesaliases
for the shakespeare who will come yet when I1 look at the question
of building a mormon drama today I1 feel a greater sense of urgency
than ever before As the church moves into greater prominence in
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american and world society I1 am convinced that we as a people
and a culture must begin defining ourselves dramatically

the difficulty is not I1 acknowledge that we lack dramatic and
theatrical forms that express our culture all those road shows
and pageants do serve to define us some aspects of mormon culture
have indeed produced their dramatic double but the culture such
works reveal a culture of kitsch spectacle and bombast poorly
represents either the genuine spirituality of the gospel or the kind
of profound insight into the human condition the gospel provides
surely we can do better if we do not at least make the effort I1 am
concerned that mormonism could be perceived as trivial and senti-
mental or worse that outsiders might view the childishness of
mormon drama as masking something genuinely oppressive I1 am
arguing for a drama educated adults can take seriously

such a drama could well include searching examinations of
mormon society plays that explore the culture while affirming
the faith by the same token one of the more significant recent
mormon plays james A bells 1993 award winning prisoner does
not directly deal with mormonism at all bells fine examination of
the lives of american prisoners in vietnam is nonetheless a mor-
mon drama because it clearly reflects bells beliefs as a latter day
saint thus I1 am arguing for the emergence of two kinds of mor-
mon drama first plays written by mormonscormons that deal with specif-
ically mormon characters situations or issues and second plays
that do not use mormonism as subject matter but do reveal the-
maticallymatically the values and ideals of their mormon authors

of course a third kind of mormon drama also exists plays
which are written by non LDS playwrights and which treat mor-
mon themes or characters generally we ought to welcome the
searching examination of our culture and beliefs from those out-
side both but human nature as well as wisdom prompts us to
view such works with a humility tempered by skepticism surely
we are justified in looking at plays that attempt to define us and
seeing how well the definition fits

this question of cultural definition and the future of mor-
mon drama becomes even more urgent when we consider the
recent highly publicized success of tony kushnerskushnerzKushners pulitzer
prize winning two part epic angels in america A gay fantasia
on american themes 9



shiblon thou art avenged

welcome to zarahemlaZarahemla

scenes from a road production of coriantonCorianton the play writ-
ten by mormon orestes utah bean opened in the salt lake
theatre in 1902 and was presented there annually for several
years the play was a great success locally but when taken
to new york was panned by critics A flowery melodrama
coriantonCorianton was more pageantry than significant drama the
photographs are from a poster for a proposed movie which
was never produced courtesy special collections and man-
uscripts harold B lee library brigham young university
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angels in Ameamericailca A case study
on the need for mormon drama

angels in america is perhaps the most celebrated american
play in recent memory the first half of kushnerskushnerzKushners seven hour
marathon subtitled millennium approaches won nearly every
major award or honor available drama critics circle award a
tony and the pulitzer prize while the second half perestroikaPerestroika 9

generally was not as well received it likewise won the tony and
much of the criticism of the play was based on a premature and un-
successful preview in los angeles its new york reception in
december 1993 was far more positive while it has become
axiomatic to say as robert brustein did that the two parts
together have received unanimous critical praise at every step in
their journey 10 this perception is not true a great many critics

have been ambivalent toward both plays and a few most notably
the acerbic john simon of new york and richard grenier of the
national review have been actively hostile nonetheless even
those critics who have disliked angels have agreed that angels
critical and popular success has established it as a genuine phe-
nomenonnomenon a landmark in american theatre the most impor-
tant play in a generation12generation12 the biggest most intelligent most
passionate american play in recent memorymemory1313 and the most thrill-
ing american play in years 31411414

the plays success has been particularly remarkable given the
subjects with which it deals AIDS homosexuality legal and polit-
ical aspects of gay rights reagan republicanism new age theol-
ogy and mormonism unlike such important american plays as
john guaresghares six degrees of separation whose two mormon char-
acters are dealt with in a perfunctory fashion 15 kushner weaves
his version of mormon history mormon theology mormon cos-
mology and mormon social attitudes into the essential fabric of his
play three of the plays main characters are mormon and they talk
directly about their beliefs or lack thereof one of the central
characters is an active LDS attorney whose main conflict is the
struggle between his faith and his homosexuality several key
scenes in the play take place in the LDS visitors center in new
york finally much of the plot of perestroikaPerestroika paraphrases the
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joseph smith pamphlet a young man confused about religious
issues is visited by an angel who gives him a holy book the con-
tents of which are intended to form the basis for his prophetic
message mormon themes and concerns make powerful dramatic
material in the hands of a skilled playwright

nevertheless kushnerskushnerzKushners cosmology is to a large degree a dis-
tortion of LDS cosmology although the play is not anti mormon in
the sense that say the film the godmakersGodmakers is and while some
scenes in the play would certainly cause most mormonscormons to wince
to say the least kushner treats his mormon characters compas-
sionatelysionately and their beliefs sympathetically at the same time kush-
ner is a self proclaimed leftist gay activist his obvious agendas and
his sometimes offensive misunderstandings of mormon theology
and culture serve as a prime exhibit of the need for a rich and per-
ceptive mormon drama in order to grasp both the problems and
the potentials presented by this situation a basic understanding of
kushnerskushnerzKushners efforts and errors is needed

angels centers on two groups of characters living in new
york city first the play discusses the complex relationships
between three gay men prior walter the plays central prophetic
figure who has been afflicted by AIDS his lover louis ironson a
sensitive jewish intellectual who finds himself unable to deal with
the pain and mess of priors illness and yet is racked with guilt
when he leaves his friend and belize a wisecrackingwisecracking black nurse
close friend and confidant to both men the second group consists
of joe pitts an LDS attorney and conservative republican who is
struggling with his own homosexuality his wife harper a des-
peratelyperately lonely mormon woman who has become a vallum addict
and joes mother hannah a strong willed woman who sells her
home in salt lake and moves to new york when joe tells her of his
sexual confusion these two groups are tied together by two other
main characters one actively evil and one good first of these char-
acters is the historical roy conncohn former attorney to senator
joseph mccarthy over the course of the play cohn battles and
succumbs to AIDS portrayed as an amoral monomaniacal power
grubber conncohn is joes mentor and friend he also becomes a
patient under belizesbelidesBelizes care the second linking character particu-
larly in perestroikaPerestroika is an angel who becomes a focal point of the
play as she visits both prior and hannah
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these characters interact in a number of ways some interac-
tions are realistically portrayed and others involve fantasy dream
states and other elements of magical realism on the mundane
level joe leaves harper and meets louis who is distraught over
having left prior joe and louis have an affair joe has a number of
scenes with roy cohn in which roy tries to persuade joe to take
a job in washington DQDC joe refuses because of his concern over
harpers health a concern which does not prevent his relation-
ship with louis later belize nurses roy who has used his con-
tacts to acquire a personal hoard ofaztofaltof AZT belize and louis steal the
medicine and use it to nurse prior at the visitors center hannah
meets prior who has become very ill indeed and in her best
brusque sergeant major fashion nurses him back to health

other meetings and connections are less prosaic early in mil-
lennium approaches for example harper and prior meet in each
others dreams and have the following conversation

HARPER mallummailum I1 take mallummailum lots of mallummailum its terrible
mormonscormons are not supposed to be addicted to any-
thing im a mormon

PRIOR im a homosexual

HARPER oh in my church we dont believe in homosexuals

PRIOR in my church we dont believe in mormonscormons millen-
nium 1.71717

later in this scene each has a revelation about the other
prior that harpers husband is gay harper that prior willwin be vis-
ited by an angel both of these revelations turn out to be true

while the dreamlikedream like visionary quality of the play gives it
much of its theatrical interest kushner is perhaps even more
appealing in his exploration of the mutual misunderstandings and
attempts at genuine communication between these flawed but
richly human characters in perestroikaPerestroika when prior discovers
that his formidable but loyal friend hannah is mormon she tells
him a somewhat distorted version of the joseph smith story they
then have the following conversation

PRIOR thats preposterous thats
HANNAH its not polite to call other peoples beliefs preposterous
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he had great need of understanding our prophet his
desire made prayer his prayer made an angel the
angel was real I1 believe that

PRIOR I1 dont and im sorry but its repellent to me so
much of what you believe

HANNAH what do I1 believe

PRIOR im a homosexual with AIDS I1 can just imagine what
you

HANNAH no you cant imagine the things in my head you

dont make assumptions about me mister I1 wont
make them about you

PRIOR fair enough perestroikaPerestroika 4.64646

kushner creates a cast full of interesting fully fleshed out
human beings who are quite unforgettable in their humanity the
mormon characters on the other hand while perfectly rounded
are much less convincing as mormonscormonsMormons kushner is for example
remarkably successful in describing a close knit mutually support-
ive gay community in new york but he seems to discount the pos-
sibilitysibility of an equally supportive close knit support system among
mormonscormons in new york joe and harper seem to live in a vacuum
not only their beliefs but their lives form in complete solitude joe
talks like an active member but without reference to church call-
ings or service the depressed and mallummailum addicted harper is a

compellingly drawn woman compelling yet not altogether con-
vincingvincing while I1 do not mean to suggest that lonely mormonscormons do
not exist or that loneliness is not a mormon problem for her to be
left so completely alone as kushner describes it would to put it in
the most banal of terms require that at least seven people in her
ward have not being doing their jobs bishop relief society presi-
dent elders quorum president visiting teachers and home teach-
ers of course such a thing is possible there are wards where the
organization struggles nor do I1 mean to imply that a deeply dis-

turbed woman would be all right if only her home teachers would
visit her regularly but when harper declares that she is completely
alone that no one ever visits her she is not describing the usual
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experience of mormon communities outside the wasatch front
one wonders in fact just why kushner so strenuously avoids any
depiction of the larger mormon community

these are not kushnerskushnerzKushners only cultural errors hannah for exam-
ple is described as an active LDSIDSirs woman at least active enough to
be employed by the IDSLDS visitors center but kushner also describes
her smoking in an early scene with roy conncohn joe asks roy to stop
taking the lords name in vain but both joe and harper regularly
profane the name of the savior hannah sells her home on the east
bench in salt lake city for forty thousand dollars given that loca-
tion and the mid eighties salt lake city real estate market a sum four
or five times that amount would be closer to reality

these errors call into question how well kushner knows mor-
mon culture a crucial point given the remarkably subtle distor-
tions of mormon theology that become part of his cosmology
certainly in the one scene of the play that most members of the
church would find the most difficult to take kushner blasphemes
quite knowingly in this scene a sexual encounter between joe
and louis joe wears nothing but his temple garments which he
calls his second skin perestroikaPere stroika 3.3333555 again kushner seems to
understand mormon theology without understanding the culture
the image of the temple garment as a second skin is an insightful
one especially when equated with a lifetime of belief but what
kushner does not seem to understand is the seriousness for a mor-
mon of any sexual encounter outside of marriage kusher misses
the significant fact that joe an endowed member of the church
has violated his covenants in his affair with louis and could very
well be excommunicated

perhaps most significantly kushner creates especially in per

troikaestroikaes in which prior encounters the angel a very peculiar and
specific cosmology for the play which echoes and distorts LDSIDSioslos doc-
trine the angel gives prior a book to read and asks him to make
the book the basis of his doctrine briefly the angel tells prior that
god abandoned heaven immediately following the san francisco
earthquake of 1906 the angels have been trying unsuccessfully to
run things in gods absence and as a result humans have been
sliding gradually downward towards a final catastrophic destruction
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the angels message to prior therefore is one of stagnation stasis

he and through him everyone is told to stop moving kushnerskushnerzKushners
heaven is more than a little tongue in cheek and in a play with so
many LDS references and connections it is difficult not to see
a kind of vestigial mormonism in the cosmology as well while
kushnerskushnerzKushners intention is clearly part and parcel with his political
agenda showing even heaven under the thrall of malign 1980s
conservatism it jibes poorly with mormon theology for one of the
remarkable differences between mormon and other christian con-
cepts of the afterlife is precisely the mormon insistence that heaven
is not static but a place of eternal progression

even more offensive are the depictions of the angel herself
kushner seems unable to imagine heaven or heavenly beings in
any other than sexual terms every time a character in the play is
visited by the angel prior frequently and hannah once they
immediately have what kushner describes as an enormous orgasm
the angel herself is described as having multiple male and female
sex organs and heaven is portrayed as a place of ceaseless sexual
activity this echoes a typical anti mormon distortion of mormon
cosmology such distortions have of course no scriptural justifi-
cation and to his credit kushner does not describe it as a mor-
mon idea it is nonetheless disturbing to see so crude an
anti mormon theme appear in a play which claims to treat mor-
monism evenhandedly

in many ways angels in america is an exceptionally difficult
play for a mormon to assess but in other ways the play preaches
a remarkable compassion and forgiveness for all its flawed human
characters and ends in a note of optimism and charity priors last
line let the great work begin could very well serve as a clarion
call for LDS ideals of freedom progression and change tony kush-
ner is a genuinely brilliant playwright and one whose intentions
seem basically benign his distortions of mormon cosmology are
all part of his larger political agenda and are not directed toward
the destruction of the church on the other hand it seems
unlikely that non mormon viewers of the play would gain any kind
of a positive appreciation of mormon theology or culture from it
indeed the plays distortions and blasphemies could seriously
damage the mission of the church
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I1 have not belabored this point in order to wring my hands
over kushnerskushnerzKushners artistic liberties or to offend by spelling out the
realities of this situation in some detail but only to argue that such
productions show clearly just how important is the creation of a
genuine mormon drama while I1 dont know just how much kush-
ner has read in mormon scripture he has been exposed to at least
one mormon attempt at cultural self definition the visitors center
dioramas and his parody of one diorama skewers it precisely
lacking any more substantive mormon theatrical expression as a
frame of reference I1 am not surprised that kushner assumed that
the dioramas express mormon culture as a whole and found latter
day saints such convenient sitting ducks for his dialectic nor can
I1 blame him for not taking seriously a culture which if judged
solely on the face of existing theatrical evidence does not take
itself seriously either

to me the distortions and blasphemies of angels in america
profoundly illustrate our need for a drama that offers a counter
vision a more culturally accurate frame of reference for audiences
and playwrights both but that drama should also have a rich-
ness and subtlety to match or even surpass the talented work of
the kushnerskushnerzKushners of today it should be a drama of genuine insight a
drama that looks with clear eyes at the world while occasionally
seeing beyond to celestial glory

the possibility of great mormon drama

can such a dream become reality or is great art based on
equivocation and iconoclasm does the very fervor of our religious
commitment hinder a genuine artistic expression or accomplish-
ment certainly the makers of dioramas and pageants do so with
earnest sincerity and devotion with the very best of intentions Is
their devotion a barrier to more substantive expression

the question is an intriguing one while such jewish novel-
ists as chaim potok and isaac bashevisBashevis singer are able to represent
their faith and culture unapologetically without lapsing into senti-
mentality or dogmatism they are also not afraid to be poignant and
critical their task is not to promote judaism but to explore the
beauty and spirituality as well as the tensions and difficulties
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within jewish lives and communities drama intended to proselyte
has its place but drama by its very nature deals with the benefi-
cially molding pressures of struggle and strife our mormon drama-
tists when they arrive will not write works with a direct
missionary purpose or application nor should we expect them to
do so perhaps we can find a way to balance works that serve a
valuable missionary function such as the hill cumorah pageant
with works more like that essential mormon ur drama the temple
endowment ceremony which includes chastisement conflict and
renewed commitment

the development of playwrights

in fiction and in poetry we can point to LDS works of gen-
uine accomplishment patricia nelson limericks recent tanner
lecture at the 1994 meeting of the mormon history association
cited a remarkable and impressive flowering of mormon litera-
ture as evidence for the creation of a clear cultural identity all
expressing what she called mormon ethnicity 1611 I1 find it signifi-
cant however that so perceptive an observer as limerick could
point to few if any works of mormon drama to prove her point

once again drama an art form that is unusually indicative of
culture remains the poor stepchild of mormon letters and so we
must ask the question why have none of the writers who have
shown promise in drama ever progressed beyond mere potential
I1 am convinced that the fault lies neither in a lack of talent nor in
an excess of religiosity rather our best writers in this field have
in my view suffered from the lack of a sustaining theatrical envi-
ronment in which they could flourish

playwrights unlike composers or romantic poets tend to
develop in their middle to late thirties aside from the occasional
georg buchner there are few examples of theatrical mozartsmomarts
astounding the world as child prodigies playwrights seem to re-
quire a greater knowledge of the world and their own societies of
how human beings are likely to behave and what they are likely to
say in response to the universal travails of the human experience
than artists in other fields ibsens first masterpieces brand and
peer cyntgynt were written when he was thirty seven and thirty eight
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years old his great prose dramas beginning with dolls house
were the products of a man in his fifties chekhov wrote the sea-
gull at thirty six and shaw wrote his first play widowers houses
when he was thirty six as well 17 playwrights who produced their
first masterpieces after the age of thirty include strindberg arthur
miller tennessee williams eugene oneill moliikoliimolierere shakespeare
and even aeschylus sophocles and euripedes apparently the
crucial period in the development of a playwright is the years from
the age of eighteen to thirty five mature playwriting follows

in the playwriting program of brigham young universitys
department of theatre and film we see a constant stream of young
writers who show tremendous promise in their early twenties I1
assume the same is true of LDS students at other universities but
when we look at their subsequent careers we find they turn to
writing novels or movie scripts if they are lucky while most pursue
other walks of life the environment we have tried to create at BYU

has no corollary outside our program while we can provide play-
wrights with a fairly rigorous theatrical education we cannot pro-
vide career opportunities for them following graduation and no
outlets exist with professional actors and directors capable of or
interested in communicating the mature vision of a major mormon
playwright while remunerating such an artist sufficiently for him or
her to survive those few LDS playwrights who have attempted
careers in this difficult field neil labute elizabeth hansen julie
boxx boyle tim slover susan lewis would all I1 think attest to
just how difficult mere professional survival has been and just how
many professional compromises have been necessary

great drama emerges from theatre

what such playwrights need is a theater the great eras of the
worlds dramatic literature have tended to come after the estab-
lishmentlishment of theaters and theatre companies sufficiently robust to
support them further those theaters have always been subsidized
to some degree either financially underwrittenunderwritten or politically sup-
ported and the reality is that the need for such subsidies is

greater now than ever in short we will never develop a satisfying
mormon drama until we have established and supported a theater
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from which such drama might emerge the mormon shakespeare
needs a mormon globe

this point has ample support from theatre history I1 have
mentioned shakespeare but similarly can we imagine marlowe
without the rose can we think of shaw without archer grein
and the independent theatre would moliere have been possible
without the hotel de bourgogne would eugene oneill have
emerged apart from the provincetownProvince town players can we think of
synge and ocaseymcasey without the abbey theatre chekhov without
the moscow art theatre even today the lifeblood of the american
theatre is such developmental theaters as new dramatists or play-
wrights horizons or the eureka which have been instrumental in
nurturing and supporting such outstanding contemporary play-
wrights as wendy wasserstein august wilson terence mcnally
and kushner

As we seek historical blueprints for our own efforts three
great theaters seem to me to be particularly instructive den
norske scene ibsens theater in bergen norway the abbey the
irish theater of the early part of this century and the moscow art
theatre all these theatre movements came from societies which
seem strikingly similar to mormon society of today each of these
explosions of dramatic significance was the product of what had
been regarded as a cultural backwater each came from an area
and culture from which a renaissance must have seemed most
unlikely in each of these periods of dramatic achievement the
major artists quite specifically and intentionally sought to explore
and represent their own cultural heritage just as our mormon
self consciousness must certainly find expression in our drama
such writers as ibsen chekhov and synge wrote plays of univer-
sal appeal and truthfulness that is why we continue to study them
today yet each did so within the confines of very specific cultural
matrices and in each of these eras the playwrights of conse-
quence were the products of theaters specifically created with
the intention of encouraging them

to a very large degree the establishment of those theaters
represented something of a leap of faith when frank fay william
butler yeats and augusta gregory established the abbey they did
so in the hope that such playwrights as synge and ocaseymcasey would
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emerge as in fact happened by the same token nemirovich
danchenko and stanislavsky hoped their art theatre would
attract talented young playwrights such as eventually emerged in
the persons of chekhov and gorky chekhov had decided to give
up playwriting altogether when the seagull failed in an 1896 pro-
duction by the mainstream alexandrinskyAlexandrinsky theatre in st peters-
burg but his career revived with his storied partnership with the
moscow art theatre

both the moscow art theatre and the abbey were equally for-
tunate financially the abbey of course succeeded only because
of the largess of the wealthy and eccentric A E horniman by the
same token the moscow art theatre was saved by the generosity
of savvasawasaga morozov and other wealthy patrons while both the abbey
and the MAT were intended as financial ventures and the hope was
that both would become economically self supporting the fact
remains that both theaters received significant patronage in their
early years and survive today through state subsidies

ibsen strikes me as the exception that proves the rule
although he did not write for any specific theater during his
mature period his primary source of income throughout his life
was the sale of his plays as books he was sponsored and sup-
ported as a young writer 18 ibsen would almost certainly have been
condemned to the life of an obscure country doctor or university
pedant without the fortuitous intervention in 1851 of an eccentric
self taught violin virtuoso ole bull bull became obsessed with the
idea of establishing a norwegian national theatre free from the per-
vasive influence of danish culture and language and decided on
the scantiest of evidence that the young ibsen was just the man
to serve as artistic director bull founded his theater and shortly
thereafter lost interest in it moved to the united states and
attempted to found a quasi religious communal society with him-
self as prophet and mayor nonetheless bulls money and other
private donations kept the theater solvent and ibsen spent the
next six years learning his craft as a writer and director both of
the main ibsen biographers halfdan koht and michael meyer agree
that it is nearly impossible to imagine ibsens success as a play-
wright in later years without the experience he gained as a young
man in bulls theater 19 during the crucial years of his development
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as a writer he was employed as a playwright and director he was
able to make ends meet while perfecting his craft

of course the idea that mormonism might produce play-
wrights of the quality of ibsen synge or chekhov seems arrogant
or preposterous today but could the impartial theatrical observer
of 1870 have possibly predicted the course of the subsequent half
century of dramatic history could it have seemed likely the
exhausted and impoverished ireland of syngessanges youth would ever
have mustered the resources for any real theatrical achievement
given the brutal czarist censorship of russiasdussiasRussias previous half cen-
tury who would have imagined the moscow art theatre would
transform the worlds theatrical practice when ibsen wrote cati
uneline and submitted it to the christiania theatre in 1850 it was the
first new play that theater had received from a norwegian in eight
years could anyone have foreseen that the author of carilinecatilineCatiline
would today be lauded as the father of modernmodem drama I1 would like
to believe mormon drama may be standing on a similar threshold

while theatrical practice has changed a great deal in the past
hundred years the change is towards heterogeneity developmen-
tal theatrestheartrestheatres and theatrestheartrestheatres of cultural self definition with an explo-
sion of hispanic theatre companies african american troupes and
other theaters serving an increasingly diverse theatergoingtheater going com-
munity while these theatrestheartrestheatres often appear in their infancy some-
what narrow in focus and strategy they often not only move into
but redefine the mainstream as they mature there is no reason
why mormon drama cannot do likewise

for all these reasons and more it is evident that if there ever
is to be a mormon drama the members of the church and espe-
cially those of some means must consider the need for a mormon
theatre specifically there needs to be a professional repertory the-
atre company charged with the task of discovering and nurturing
new playwrights capable of supporting the best and most creative
of our theatre artists and dedicated above all else to furthering a
mature mormon drama certainly no mormon drama or any
drama of cultural self definition can ever arise from the present
commercial theatrical establishment either in utah or elsewhere
utahs only professional repertory theatre company pioneer
memorial theatre has received grants from the LDS foundation for
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years as have most other arts organizations in the state yet pioneer
memorial theatre has never produced any plays of significance
dealing with mormon culture or society or indeed any original
scripts other than adaptations of classics even the justly revered
hale center theatre has done only three plays in its history deal-
ing with mormon topics drama of lasting quality cannot come
from even the most dedicated amateur theatrical ventures such a
drama only comes from a professional theatre dedicated to discov-
ering it 020O

Is such a theatre really necessary shouldnt we simply hope
that playwrights who happen to be mormon will write such fine
plays that playhouses throughout the world will want to do them
such a dream is a worthy one it is also hopelessly naive great
plays and great playwrights simply do not rise out of a vacuum
most contemporary plays in fact nearly all contemporary the-
atrical successes are either commissioned by a theater or come
out of playwriting workshops sponsored by theaters

again kushnerskushnerzKushners angels in america provides an outstanding
example of the kind of nurturing an outstanding but previously
unknown contemporary playwright requires kushner first work
shopped the play at the new york theatre workshop then at the
center theatre groupmarkGroup Mark taper forum in 1990 it was subse-
quently performed at the eureka theatre company the british
national theatre and at the mark taper forum prior to its broad-
way opening along the way kushner received grants from the
national endowment for the arts the gerbode foundation and
the fund for new american plays 21 this is the gestational process
of a new play not just long hours spent hunched over a word
processor but equally long days workshoppingworkshopping in small theatre
groups funded by grants

film can emerge from successful drama

in addition to its stage success one hears persistent rumors
that the noted director robert altman is planning a filmfihn version of
angels whether or not the altman film project succeeds the very
fact that it is being discussed at all indicates the way in which a
successful stage play can transfer to other media film or video
that might reach broader audiences
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another possible model for a mormon theatre might found
in the work of the famous swedish director ingmar bergman
bergman began his work as a theatre director and playwright at
the royal dramatic theatre in stockholm popularly known as dra
maten he staged his own works at dramatenDramaten and then used the
summer months to direct those same works again as films using
the dramatenDramaten company of actors in both projects I1 can see many
advantages to this approach including the ability to work with an
acting troupe with a cohesive sense of ensemble the ability to pol-
ish material out in one medium before transferring it to another
the relatively low cost of failure on stage as opposed to film and the
fact that a successful play will have already created an audience for
a subsequent video or film 22

theatre is a literary art form built on the spoken word film is a
visual art form built on the moving image film therefore provides
a very poor platform for the creation of dramatic literature of genuine
merit it tends not to lend itself to a very writer friendly environment
and the reality is that film tends to be prohibitively expensive which
makes the cost of a single failure enormous on the other hand I1

believe that a successful theatre company can lay a solid and impres-
sive foundation for later successes in filmfihn andor video

creating a mormon theatre

cannot the universities provide such support could not a
mormon drama arise from professors or students at BYU the uni-
versity of utah utah state university or many other campuses I1

think it unlikely I1 do not mean to imply universities in our com-
munity can do nothing to foster such a drama on the contrary I1

believe they can and ought to do a great deal but university sup-
port can take a play only a certain distance nor do I1 believe that
our great writer when he or she emerges will be either a student
or university faculty member teaching is a full time job and my
experience has been that even in the best of times it is difficult for
anyone at a university to spend more than two or three hours a day
playwriting and those hours are usually stolen from family and
religious responsibilities in the evenings at times when would be
writers are hardly at the peak of their artistic powers
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1I am quite aware the creation of such a theater involves a
certain leap of faith but I1 am not invoking the image of field of
dreams if you build it they will come rather history con-
vinces me that if we do not build it they will not come I1 fully
anticipate that starting such a theater will involve a great deal of
difficulty require enormous dedication and entail considerable
sacrifice and I1 do acknowledge that the financial support for the
establishment of a theater must remain a formidable obstacle
william J baumol and william G bowens 1967 book the per-

forming arts the economic dilemmasdilemma2dilemma13Dilemma213 harold vogels more
recent studies of entertainment industry Economicseconomics2424 and par-
ticularlyticularly wallace dacescaces Proposproposalproposalforalforforjor a national theatre25theatre25 suggest
that even the most prosperous and successful repertory theaters
require an annual subsidy of 50 75 percent of their annual bud-
gets beyond the initial cost of construction As baumol and bowen
conclude in their ground breaking study twentyfivetwenty five years ago

the economic pressures which beset the arts are not tempo-
rary they are chronic if things are left to themselves deficits are
likely to grow any group which undertakes to support the arts can
expect no respite the demands upon its resources willwinwiliwiil increase
now and for the foreseeable future 26

time has confirmed these conclusions yet how can mormon
theatre find such subsidies while the IDSLDS foundation a philan-
thropic arm of the church gives grants to several art organizations
in the salt lake city area these monies are limited and direct finan-
cial support from the church is not likely at the same time hardly
a general conference goes by without some expression of general
authorities concern about the deleterious effects of the images and
ideas of pop culture on this score the concerns of the general
authorities and the concerns of the serious mormon artistic com-
munity are not as far apart as they might seem on the surface

finally a theatre is more than just a building and an acting
troupe A theatre is an audience seemingly there always exists a

theatre audience hungry for modestly priced family entertain-
ment the question is whether an audience exists for a drama that
would inevitably treat challenging or difficult subjects or take an
unsentimentalized view of mormon history and society effort will
be needed to build an audience that will tolerate even applaud
such challenges
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how can we build this audience first we must establish a
theoretical basis for such a theatre and state it in terms accessible
to the mormon reading public numerous books are published
providing a gospel perspective on managing ones personal
finances or food storage little if any writing attempts to find a
basis in scripture for a mormon aesthetic even so basic a topic as
11 protecting ones family from the bad effects of bad television has
seen little scholarly or informed discussion

second of course mormon playwrights will need to stretch
the boundaries of audience understanding without exceeding the
limits of audience acceptability such playwriting might not result
in the mormon hamlet it may however result in a mormon cam
basesbysesbYSes gorbaducGorbaduc or spanish tragedy dramatic eliasesaliases all true
learning usually involves a degree of discomfort being corrected
by a piano teacher unlearning bad habits or admitting prior igno-
rance even joseph smith had to first learn that the churches of his
youth were wrong mormon playwrights too as they build an
audience must make room for tough minded challenging works
and not shy away from inevitable controversy at the same time
they also need to combine both faith and talent and give no quar-
ter for the impression that mormon artists are by nature rebellious
at odds with the authorities of the church the fact remains that
mormon novelists essayists or poets can generally push the
boundaries of audience acceptability far further than playwrights
can for as a popular art form drama cannot offend too greatly and
still survive

language and subject matter will be two major pitfalls the
mormon audience has a strong language taboo even relatively mild
profanity and obscenity are disproportionately disturbing to the
mormon public while I1 have enormous admiration for such forth-
right contemporary playwrights as david mamet and sam shepherd
and while obscenity can sometimes serve a legitimate artistic pur-
pose artists must acknowledge audience concerns thus the use
of language solely to shock sets back the cause of mormon drama
as a whole likewise plays that attack or question official church
doctrines are at odds with the objectives of a mormon theatre cer-
tainly mormon playwrights can and ought to deal with tough or
controversial cultural subjects for example a play dealing with the
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plight of battered mormon women strikes me as responsible and
engaging I1 would welcome plays discussing suicides among utah
teens the odd propensity mormonscormons seem to have for being taken
in by con artists the crowded condition of utah public schools or
the challenges faced by isolated LDS youth in a non mormon high
school the struggles of the single parent latter day saint or the older
single adult even the issue tony kushner explored the wrench-
ing dilemma of a mormon homosexual these all strike me as re-
markablymarkably rich and promising topics for dramatization but if charity
is the guiding value then even these topics need to be handled
with sensitivity to audience concerns

the dream of a mormon drama must be realized step by step
line upon linefinebine if that dream is to become a reality we must do
more than simply write plays sponsor contests or deliver
papers although those are helpful steps efforts must first be con-
centratedcentrated on the immediate task at hand the building of an audi-
ence the building of a theatre years from now when a mormon
drama does arise it will not only articulate but also constructively
transform mormon culture it will be a drama of prophetic power
and courage if a mormon drama is not created within the house-
hold of faith the dramatic role of mormonism will remain a bit
part oddly cast on the stages of strangers and foreigners

eric samuelsen is assistant professor of theatre and film at brigham young uni-
versityversity
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old language

we canyonedcanionedcanyoned in early on wheels
and now have little time we think
but sandstone pulses red on all sides
and the town the business of the town
trails off like a lost thought

here is a place of memory
A small boat streams and arrows us
in deep where sacred datura seeps
on the shoulders of the water
and a salamander like an icon
bronzes in orange clay orange light

at last the boat hushes slows
and brushes cathedral walls
of the anasazi and the fremont
one of which spirited seven figures
here imagined them large draped
them sparely hammered or blooded
them into life floated or angled
them in mystery

we have a few hours here
box elder trees tendril the walls
hanging like unspoken words
an old wind breathes on the water
light flares high on the paintings
the sun of another near nighttime
another arrival back and inward
on the river in the slickrockslickrock
in the heart of all that is changed
but must not change in this land
that glides us through our deepest dreams

dawn baker brimley

dawn baker brimley won second place in the BYU studies poetry contest
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ravens at island in the sky
canyonlandsCanyonlands utah

some mornings I1 dont want
to be the planner anymore to pack the water
the cameras and binoculars to read the maps
I1 want to stand in one high spot
and be comfortable in mystery
as the sunstainedsunstained figures that rise
for miles temples with worshippersworshippers
cast in reddened stone

we cant be sure whether what we sense here
is part of desire or fear
maybe what we havent known is that its all right
to be part of an apparent emptiness
the unseen landscape between us and the extremes
of horizon or between this gnarled pinon
and the bottom of the deepest canyons
we have ever seen what vanishingsvanishings
would prompt our dreams
if we stayed the night on this ground
the milky way a slush path
above the high sheer dark

on the trail back two ravens startle out
from cedars their synchronized wingspan so large
we shrink in our tracks
as they sweep into canyon depth
and disappear literally into the thin air
and it feels right to say the word
eternal to wonder what comes next
on the plain road to moab

dixie partridge
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sacred connections
LDS pottery in the

native american southwest
LDS themes expressed via tribal art traditions provide a path
to appreciating the native american artists connections to the
land rhethethefamilyfamily and a spirituality in and through all things

richard G oman

in the fall of 1994 an exhibition sacred connections art
and latter day saint native americans in the southwest 2 opened at
the museum of church history and art among the scores of
objects on exhibit were eight clay pots that express latter day
saint themes this article examines those pots and attempts to put
the pottery into a cultural context some of the pots were com-
missioned by the museum of church history and art all are in its
permanent collection

latter day saints came into contact with native americans in
the southwest in the nineteenth century in 1858 jacob hamblin
and a small group of fellow missionaries made their first proselytproselyte

ing expedition to arizona initially their missionary focus was
the hopi who inhabited a series of dry windswept mesa tops in
northern arizona eventually some hopi became latter day saints

chief tuba or tuvicuvi in hopi presided over a small summer
village of moencopiMoencopi located about fifty miles west of the main
hopi villages after he and his wife joined the church they spent
several months in the st george area of southern utah where
they went through the newly completed and dedicated st george
temple in 1873 tuba invited the mormonscormons to settle near moen
copi this settlement named tuba city in honor of this hopi chief
was the first latter day saint settlement in arizona 1

BBYUYU studies 35 no 1 1995 107
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since that time the church has continued to grow among
the various tribes of the southwest with the largest growth oc-
curring after 1946 when the church established the navajo zuni
mission later known as the southwest indian mission with
ralph evans as the first mission president today there are many
LDS chapels branches wards and even a stake among the south-
west native americans 2

the indian southwest is an area with limited economic re-
sources little industry is there other than coal mining and power
plants low rainfall precludes an extensive agricultural economy
desert conditions create limits to the livestock carrying capacity of
the fragile ecosystem most of the area is distant from any major
cities making urban employment very difficult today one of the
most viable economic activities among this people is the arts built
on cultural and artistic traditions native american art is perfectly
suited to the limited economic resources of these people because
its production requires little or no capital for an artist to begin

native american art in the southwest connects to the land
tribal traditions the family and the transcendent spirituality in and
through all things the home is the art school and the family
the art faculty the artists use materials that come mostly from the
earth they dig and hand process the clay and use local minerals
for dyes paints and gemstonegemstonesgemstoness plants native to the area provide
weaving materials for baskets and for some dyes and paints sheep
provide wool for weaving rugs the navajo and pueblo usually fire
their pots in a wood fire the hopi use sheep dung and the santa
clara use horse dung the artists tools are very basic simple
looms no potters wheels and usually no klins most of the basic
techniques and the decorative designs and forms have ancient
roots that relate to tribal traditions the visual symbols of this art
frequently reflect a spiritual world view

some anglo americans find in native american art an antidote
to many of the physical and social pathologies in the dominant
american culture this anglo interest in acquiring native american
art helps give the most competent of the southwest native ameri-
can artists a ready market for their art for the artists this market
provides a stimulus to continue to produce art whose original func-
tionalitytionality has been eclipsed by mass produced consumer items for
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example most native americans now use plastic pails instead of
large handmade pottery jars for carrying water thus the produc-
tion of art provides a cottage industry that reinforces cultural roots
rather than fragmenting the artists with secularism

this flourishing contemporary and yet ancient native amer-
ican art tradition in the southwest includes many fine latter day
saint artists their art is rich in religious message yet the artists
frequently express themselves with the visual symbolism of their
own cultures this visual language can be almost as enigmatic to
those from a different culture as are unfamiliar verbal symbols

while we are accustomed to realizing the need for translators
in a linguistically diverse church we sometimes forget other poten-
tial pitfalls in communication however once understood latter
day saint art in the native american southwest exemplifies spiritual
transcendency in a cross cultural environment following is a guide
to some of their art pieces which bond all latter day saints together
by celebrating their shared beliefs and spiritual commitments

corn pot by iris youvella nampeyo
miniature corn pot by charlene youvella

the elegantly formed corn pot see figure 2aaa celebrates corn
as a unifying symbol for the hopi corn has deep symbolic mean-
ing corn is the hopi staff of life the seeds for corn were first
brought to the hopi by corn maiden who taught them how to
plant the corn and who continues to send the necessary rain for
the corn when the hopi pray diligently 3 when a hopi prays he or
she sprinkles cornmeal on the ground as a sign of reverence before
deity one of the hopi clans is the corn clan iris youvella nam
peyo is a member of that clan she signs her pots with an ear of corn

hopi potters usually learn by watching their mothers make
pots at the kitchen table iris nampeyo learned to make pots while
watching her mother fannie nampeyo polacca in turn miniature
corn pot see figure 2bab made by charlene youvella iris nam
peyosdeyos daughter shows the obvious influence of the maternal
model such conscious imitation is typical of folk artists who sink
their roots deeply into their tradition and their family to draw
strength change happens in any art tradition but it happens
much more slowly among the folk arts of traditional societies
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in this sense folk art is an artistic world view for example
much of the avant garde fine art tradition of the west awards crit-
ical acclaim to innovation and individualism artistic energy often
comes from fighting against tradition the folk art celebration of
continuity connects the artists and their work to their societies
and other generations this difference in values is one of the great
divides between the world views of the folk art tradition and the
contemporary western fine art tradition

my son await the coming of the
mormon missionaries by thomas polacca

tom polacca the grandfather of the artist was an early latter
day saint convert among the hopi this remarkable man spoke sev-
eral languages was the leader of the corn clan founded a trading
post at the foot of first mesa established a post office and a school
nearby and was one of the principle hopi informants for the
smithsonian ethnographer walter jesse fewkes 1850 1930 in
documenting hopi traditions and ceremonies A town grew up
around his trading post and was named polacca arizona in his
honor this pot represents the spiritual legacy of tom polacca and
his family

when polacca was an old man he called his children around
him to tell them about his faith he bore his testimony of the
gospel and told his children that someday the mormonscormons would
return with the book that told the story of their people he made
them promise that they would not join any other christian church
but would wait for the mormonscormonsMormons

on the pot see figure 53 tom polacca is the man praying
A feather the hopi symbol for prayer is coming from his mouth
the stylized eagle above him represents the holy ghost and the
figure behind him represents his guardian spirit the book of mor-
mon and the bible are shown because they are the spiritual guides
for life the hills and tree represent the polacca family ranch
where tom gave the speech to his family and where mormon mis-
sionariessionaries eventually came to baptize his descendants the tree also
represents the tree of life the footprints represent the visits of
president spencer W kimball to the ranch the stone base with
the plaque represents a monument which tells tom polaccaslaccaspolancasPo story
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at his ranch grave site the great feathered disk represents the sun
the traditional hopi symbol for the lord 4 who smiles down on this
historical experience 5

my testimony pot by gary polacca

my testimony pot see figure 4 gives gary Polaccas personal
interpretation of part of the hopi migration pattern a traditional
pattern that has been used by generations of artists in the polacca
family migration is an important aspect of hopi cosmology and
history the hopi believe that they lived in worlds previous to this
one and that they will go to other worlds after they die they also
have a tradition that they migrated across water and then traveled
north to their present homelandshomelands on the tops of the windswept
mesas of northern arizona 6

the kneeling figure is the brother ofofjaredjared holding stones in
a basket the lord depicted in the traditional hopi deity symbol
of the sun reaches out his finger to touch the stones to give them
light for the jareditejaredineJaredite barges the barges are entered from the top
with a kiva ladder the numerous figure groups are migrating
people the footprints represent their migration the two story
buildings link this migration to polaccaslaccaspolancasPo own hopi people 7

the next major figure is nephi holding the sword of laban
above him are feathers representing the communication of the lord
ordering nephi to slay laban to obtain the plates of brass nephis
family needed these records before they set out on a migration to
the promised land 8

gary polacca is the son of thomas polacca the family continu-
ity in art is readily apparent in the similarity of style of their two pots

three degrees of glory pot by les namingha

the artist les namingha served a mission to england and
graduated from brigham young university he is a cousin of the
Polaccas and the youvellasYouvellas all of whom descend from the great
hopi potter nampeyoNampeyo 9 but namingha grew up in zuni a pueblo
neighboring the hopi this pot see figure 5 shows the influence
of both hopi and zuni cultures the form technique materials
and style are hopi but some of the iconography is zuni
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the sun moon and stars represent the three degrees of
glory the small faces with rays represent the inhabitants of those
kingdoms the expressions on the faces and the amount of light in
their rays reflect the level of glory the form of these faces was
derived from ancient zuni kiva murals familiar to the artist in the
center is a depiction of christ standing on an altar his face is cov-
ered because namingha felt that the face of christ was too sacred
for him to depict 10

echoes of the ancient ones by lucy leuppe mckelvey

after growing up on the navajo reservation lucy mckelvey
served a mission and graduated from brigham young university
while she was a college student she became friends with a hopi
man and visited his family in arizona his mother was a potter and
shared her knowledge of hopi pottery techniques with mckelvey
these circumstances are significant for two reasons 1 traditional
hopi pottery techniques are much more refined than tradi-
tional navajo techniques by incorporating hopi techniques into her
pottery mckelvey was able to create far more sophisticated and
complex works of art than she might have otherwise 2 the hopi
and the navajo have been battling about land rights for several
decades As a result the feelings between these two tribes are at
best very cool and frequently hostile for mckelvey the church and
BYU provided environments that bridged these ancient hostilities
the result is the development of a new tradition in navajo art that
combines hopi technique and largely navajo forms and symbols

this pot see front cover and figure 1 represents mckelveysMcKelveys
feelings about the book of mormon which she expresses in sym-
bolic elements drawn mostly from the native peoples of the south-
west the migration to the promised land is represented by four
mimbresmembres figures symbolizing laman lemuel nephi and sam
the figures cross the waters on whirling logs such as those de-
picted in the nightway chant 12 the promised land is shown by the
four sacred mountains that mark the traditional home of the navajo
hesperus peak the north mountain mount taylor the south
mountain blanca peak the east mountain and the san francisco
peaks the west mountain in the center are the gold plates from
which the book of mormon came radiating from these are step



figure 1 lucy leuppe mckelvey 1946 echoes of the ancient ones
fired clay 12 34 x 11 12 new mexico 1988
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patterns that are the navajo symbol for rain clouds in the aridandarld
southwest rain is an expression of heavenly blessings

below the plates is an avanju or plumed water serpent this
plumed serpent represents the traditional god of the santa clara
pueblo the god that taught farming and was the arbiter of
morals the avanju is the equivalent of quetzalcoatl of meso
america 13 the imagery of the water serpent also brings an associ-
ation with the blessings of rain and lifefifeilfe

on the other side of the pot is a deep indentation with a bas
relief of mesa verde like structures which echo the ancient ones
as does the book of mormon uniting these structures as well as

the forms on the opposite side of the pot are swirling rain clouds
representing blessings from the lord

whirlingirling rainbow goddesses pot by lucy leuppe mckelvey

whirling rainbow goddesses pot see figure 6 is a moral dia-
gram navajoscavajos have a spiritual concept known as hothohozho which com-
bines aesthetic and moral principles the most general definition
of hothohozho is beauty but beauty in this context includes good
health long life reverence for the aged and an imperative to radi-
ate and create harmony above all else hothohozho implies being self
controlled spiritually centered and dynamically active in hard work 14

the form and pattern on this pot are perfectly symmetrical
reflecting self control and spiritual centerednesscenteredness the curvature of
the forms express energy and movement the rainbow figures rep-
resent the blessings from the heavens rain seems to be the uni-
versal metaphor for blessings in aridandarld climates that come from
being spiritually centered and dynamic the plants represent the
direct benefits of these heavenly blessings thus this aesthetic sys-

tem brings with it a moral imperative of how we should live our
livesfivesilvesbives it also combines the symmetry of the renaissance and the
dynamics of the baroque no small contribution to the history of
world art

plan of salvation pot by shirley benn

shirley benn is also part of the royal family of hopi potters
her great grandmother was nampeyoNampeyo and her mother is daisy
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hooee fannie nampeyo polacca thomas and gary polacca and
iris youvella are her cousins les namingha is her nephew

As a young woman shirley benn joined the church but even-
tually became inactive A few years ago her son died tragically
throwing benn into deep depression and longing she began look-
ing for ultimate answers about life this search led benn and her
husband virgil back to the church in the benns search the plan
of salvation was the most powerful element when I1 approached
benn about doing a pot for the museum she said she wanted to
create one that depicted the plan of salvation I1 initially tried to dis-
suade her from that theme thinking it was too monumental to
depict on a single piece of pottery but she insisted that this
was the theme that reflected her deepest spiritual experience
she has chosen to depict this sacred plan using mostly traditional
hopi imagery

the first image see figure 7 shows the lord dressed as a

hopi priest playing a flute that calls forth his spirit children and
sending them through the veil into this mortal life the next scene
shows the hand of the lord creating this world with animals a styl-
ized parrot the sun plants and the blessings of rain depicted by
a rainbow arching over the beans veils bracket the next image
death which is portrayed as a huge beetle

following the death image the spirit world is represented by
a maze pattern showing the further searching path after the next
veil is a hopi sash with step patterns that go up and down benn
explains that this section represents the possibilities for those that
did not have the opportunity to hear the gospel in this life their
willingness to embrace the gospel in the spirit world determines
whether they advance up the steps or go down

the final panel depicts the resurrection the judgment and
the assignment to degrees of glory michael the archangel is blow-
ing his trumpet and shaking a rattle to call forth the dead from
their graves the lord represented only by his hand is sending his
children to the three degrees of glory the final vertical band is
dark it is the journey to outer darkness represented by the bot-
tom half of the pot the contrast between the kingdom of lightfight and
the kingdom of darkness is represented in the vertical bifurcation
of the pot
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lebis vision of the tree of life by harrison begaybegayjrjr
of all the pots depicted in this article lebis vision of the tree

of life see figure 8 is the most straightforward in its symbolism
the artist shows male and female figures dressed in traditional cloth-
ing of the southwest holding onto the iron rod which represents
the word of god below them are waves of the filthy stream which
represent the depths of hell at the end of the rod is the tree of life

with its bright fruit representing the love of god the style and com-
position of the pot combine with economy of form and jewellikejewel like
perfection to make a statement that is powerful in its simplicity

harrison begaysbelays development as a potter has some similari-
ties with the evolution of lucy mckelveysMcKelveys art begay is also a
navajo whose tribe has no carved blackwareblackwardblackware pottery tradition
while on his mission begay was given special assignments to cre-
ate paintings about missionary work he met his wife a santa clara
pueblo while attending school in provo most of the indian tribes
in the southwest are matriarchal which means that when a couple
is married they go to live with the wives people when begay
moved to santa clara pueblo he learned pottery making from his
wives family 15

santa clara pottery is completely hand formed and carved it
is then polished with a smooth stone to give it a lustrous finish
where a matte finish is desired as part of the design it is left unpol-
ished afterwards the pot is fired in a wood fire when the fire has
burned down to coals it is smothered with powdered horse dung
which causes a reduction atmosphere the fire then sucks the oxy-
gen out of the clay and replaces it with carbon changing the nat-
ural redware to black

because begaysbelays navajo tradition was different from that of
the santa clara pueblo he was freer to experiment with a variety
of forms while using santa clara techniques

lebislehisgehis vision of the tree of life by tammy garcia

like most traditional artists in the southwest tammy garcia
learned pottery making from her family she comes from a long
line of distinguished santa clara pueblo potters including two
of the most prominent margaret Tafoya16 and terresitaterrisitaTerrisita naranjo 17

garcia digs her clay from the hills near santa clara cleans the clay
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and mixes it with the temper of volcanic ash also obtained from
the area she and her husband leroy who runs an art gallery livefive
in taos near the pueblo of his family 18 garcia has won virtually
every award possible from the various native american art com-
petitions in the southwest 19 her work is included in the collec-
tions of the museum of the american indian in new york city and
the heard museum in phoenix 20

garcia is known for three distinctive aspects in her art 1 she
makes very large pots completely by hand with no potters wheel
and fires them without the use of a kiln very few pueblo potters
attempt such large pots using these primitive techniques because
several months work can be lost in an instant if the pot breaks in
firing 2 she uses design elements from many native american
sources in the southwest in addition to the santa clara pueblo
this openness to new forms made it much easier for her to create
a pot as symbolically demanding as the one depicting lehisgehis vision
53 garcia carves a much larger proportion of the pot than is usu-

ally done by santa clara potters this technique gives her a more
expansive field upon which to depict a complex story

the symbolism of lehisgehis vision is quite obvious but two
design elements stand out see figure 9 and back cover the path
and the iron rod are dramatically highlighted by a light cream slip
the great and spacious building is represented by basic pueblo
architecture this second aspect seems to follow nephis admoni-
tion 1 I did liken all scriptures unto us that it might be for our profit
and learning 1 ne 1923

conclusion

As we look at the growth of the church around the world it
is the non anglo cultures that are experiencing the most dramatic
growth curves since art is a direct way of understanding peoples
and cultures it behooves us to look carefully at the art of these
new latter day saints in order to gain a greater understanding and
appreciation of what is rapidly becoming the future majority mem-
bership of the church

in addition the study of these eight pots from native ameri-
cans in the southwest can expand our understanding of contem-
porary religious art in several ways significant art is not limited to
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oil painting or bronze and marble sculpture art can be linked
intimately with the land the home and family can be an art studio
and school art can draw upon rich visual symbolism when it is
rooted in an ancient artistic tradition art can be a significant con-
nection between many generations of a family rather than becom-
ing a cultural fracture line art can also cross cultural boundaries
and still maintain its artistic integrity art and the church can facil-
itate a peaceful bonding among peoples that are normally at odds
with each other there is more to artistic significance than inno-
vation for the sake of innovation however when innovations do
develop within an artistic tradition that art can still remain con-
nected with tradition through the continuity of techniques mate-
rials forms and iconography in the midst of modern breakneck
changes some of the contributions of such art are continuity con-
nectedness and spiritual values

richard G oman is senior curator museum of church history and art salt
lake city

NOTES

this IDS settlement continued until the early 1900s when it was incor-
porated into the navajo reservation by the federal government for the extension
of the navajo indian reservation see united states bureau of indian affairs cor-
respondence 1902 1903 letters relating to the purchase by the federal govern-
ment of claims of settlers around tuba city arizona photocopies courtesy of
ralph evans archives division historical department the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as IDSLDS church archives
three general but useful books on early mormon contact with native americans
in arizona and the southwest are charles S peterson take up your mission
mormon colonizing along the little colorado river 187019001870 1900 Cructucsonson uni-
versity of arizona press 1973 pearson H corbett jacob hamblin the7 be peace-

maker salt lake city deseret book 1952 and helen bay gibbons saint and
savage salt lake city deseret book 1965 the most concise source on this sub-
ject is david kay flake A history of mormon missionary work with the hopi
navajo and zuni indians masters thesis brigham young university 1965

davidavldavid kay flake history of southwest indian mission apnp 1965 pho-
tocopy LDSIDS church archives this manuscript is a useful reference particularly
for the post world war II11 period

obelaowela polacca the hopi corn maiden as told to lucy bloomfield
1936 typescript LDSIDSins church archives
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the scriptures frequently use symbolism to communicate feeling as well
as physical description the symbolism of the sun as the lord is not without
precedent in sacred writ modem revelation teaches that the fire of the second
coming is the actual presence of the savior a celestial glory comparable to the
sun dacd&c 7670 the prophet joseph smith saw the father and the son in a pil-
lar of light that was above the brightness of the sun JS H 11517115 17 when the
savior was transfiguredtransfigured before peter james and john on the mount of transfigu-
ration his face did shine as the sun and his raiment was white as the light
matt 172 psalms 8411 states for the lord god is a sun and a shield

in malachi we leamlearn but unto you that fear my name shall the sun of righteous-
ness arise with healing in his wings mal 42 in describing the lord revelation
tells us that his countenance was as the sun shineth rev 116

museum acquisition record form october 18 1990 museum of church
history and art salt lake city

6garyugaryarsary polacca conversation with the author polacca arizona august 23
1994

museum acquisition record form museum of church history and art
and polacca conversation

museum acquisition record form museum of church history and art and
polacca conversation

nampeyo9nampeyoNampeyopeso was the half sister of early mormon convert tom polacca in the
late nineteenth century factory made containers had almost displaced traditional
hopi pottery as utilitarian containers the few remaining hopi potters had nearly
lost the traditional tribal style most hopi potters were doing pale imitations of
zuni pottery in 1895 walter jesse fewkes hired nampeyos husband lesoulebou to
help in the excavation of a sixteenth century ruin lesoulebou occasionally showed his
wife some of the pots and potsherdspotsherds that he was digging up nampeyo began
incorporating some of the old patterns into her pots her brother tom and traders
in the area began selling her pots to tourists and art collectors this combination
of ancient forms and expanded markets for the pottery created a renaissance in
hopi pottery nampeyo taught her children to make pots and the skill was passed
down through the family the nampeyo family they frequently take the name of
their esteemed ancestor have become the most significant family of hopi potters
to claim descent from nampeyo is to claim the tradition of the hopi pottery
renaissance harry clebourneCleboume james pages from hopi history tucsonrucson univer-
sity of arizona press 1974 and maxwell museum of anthropology seven famil-
ies in pueblo pottery albuquerque university of new mexico press 1975

museum acquisition record form and les namingha conversation with
the author polacca arizona september 19 1994

the mimbresmembres were agricultural peoples that flourished in southwest new
mexico between AD 1000 and 1250 an essential and completely unique aspect
of mimbresmembres pottery painting is its representational character about one quarter
of existing mimbresmembres pottery paintings almost two thousand examples carry
images of animals humans and objects all of which are often shown in narrative
interaction see J J brody ed membresmimbres pottery ancient art of the american
southwest new york hudson hills in association with the american federation
of arts 1983
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the traditional navajo use their sacred history as part of their healing
rituals A person who is sick is assumed to be out of balance to restore balance
the patient must make his or her life parallel with the ancient sacred hero figures
of the past this alignment is accomplished by a chant or sing a story from
sacred history told through sung poetry the chant is accompanied by a symbolic
sand painting that visually tells the same complex story and takes several days to
perform much of navajo sacred history is preserved and regularly used in this
way the nightway chant or sing is one of the stories used as a healing ritual

betty13betty lefree santa clara pottery today albuquerque university of
new mexico press 1975 94

1414forfor example an elderly person of good character but bent and wrinkled
would have hothohozho this person would be seen as beautiful in the navajo society
on the meaning of hothohozho and its relationship to navajo art see gary wither-
spoon language and art in the navajo universe ann arbor university of
michigan press 1977

151harrison151larrisonlarrisonharrlson begaybegayjrjr conversations with the author santa clara new mex-
icoico1985198519951985 1995

16gallery 10 inc tammy garcia scottsdale ariz npap nd brochure
tammy garcia conversation with the author taos new mexico april

10 1995
gallery 10 inc tammy garcia

19ronron mccoy the youthful age old pottery of tammy garcia soutbwestsouthwest
profile 16 no 1 februarymarchFebruary March 1993 333533 35

10garcia10garcia conversation



figure 2 insel relative size of the two pots shown below figure aa2a middle
iris youvella nampeyo 1944 corn pot fired clay 6 X 9 34 polacca ari-
zona 1994 collection of the museum of church history and art figure ab2b
bottom charlenechariene youvella 1968 miniature corn pot fired clay 2 X 1

polacca arizona about 1990 courtesy charlenechariene youvella







figure 5 les namingha 1967 three degrees of glory pot fired clay 3343 V 11xx
13 12 polacca arizona 1994 collection of the museum of church history
and art







figure 8 hamsonharrisonharrlson begaybegayjrjr 1961 lebisledis vision of the tree of life
fired clay 9 14V x 9 14 santa clara pueblo new mexico 1993 col
lection of the museum of church history and art





when you see me

in some dream and dont
believe your eyes
are closed there
is a sure way to tell
if I1 am real
give me your hand
you will feel the same
chill I1 feel when the sky
wants to open before
it starts to rain
the chill a man who is about
to die finds in the cone
of the lilyiffy a girl cuts
to put on his grave
she tries to wake him
the anther smears its pollen
on the back of his wrist
where the scar doesnt show
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the lines in his palm
spell out your name
except for the t
which is not crossed
and looks like the i
with no dot or like
the stem of the lily

now that the girl is gone
the veins run parallel
to my life under the surface
roots form a sweet bulb
like those shoshone women
dug with their camas sticks
and saved to roast
over tipi fires on cold nights
when their men had gone
to war or to follow
the west trail home

donnell hunter
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the great bean count schism

scott R parkin

it happened five years ago at the hunt family reunion thats
my wifescifes side more specifically my wives mothers mothersmotbersders side
marny and I1 were newly engaged and this was to be my grand
unveiling before her family

it was a traditional western reunion theyd rented a camp-
ground at the state park about sixty miles southeast of panaca
nevada thats where most of her family was from and like every
other event of its kind the only people who knew anyone were
the old folks the ones who organized it there were six of them
altogether aunt jay aunt edna aunt myrna aunt joyce uncle
arch and uncle leroy no one knew how to count the proper
number of greats to go before the name so marny instructed me
to simply refer to them as aunt and uncle something or other
and not to worry too much about it they were brothers and sis-
ters and theyd started the whole reunion thing fifty years ago as
a grand birthday party for their mother where all the kids got to-
gether and celebrated she died twenty odd years ago but they
enjoyed getting together so much they just kept doing it

over the years though the little family gathering turned into
a major event involving a cast of hundreds and a budget of not
inconsiderable proportions and because no one knew all of the
cousins and nephews and granddaughters by sight a method was
devised to keep tabs on who was who and how they were related
to the original six

it was aunt myrnasbyrnas idea before you could gain entrance to
the event you had to write your name on one of those hello my
name is badges along with a pedigree showing your relation
to one of the six I1 copied marnysgarnys and added soon to be husband
of at the bottom aunt myrna laughed and shook my hand and
explained who she was but I1 missed most of what she said
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after the greeting and hugging with aunt myrna was over
she led us to a table on which sat a mason jar full of red beans
guess how many beans are in the jar and write it on the bottom

cornercomer of your name tag she said and tapped the top of the jar
with her pencil whoever guesses closest gets a prize at the
awards ceremony after dinner

I1 questioned marny about what kind of awards one receives
at a family reunion I1 couldnt imagine anything like best grand-
son or most influential second cousin but I1 had heard of
stranger things she laughed and told me they were gag gifts and
I1 need not worry I1 wasnt nearly old enough to get one then she
turned her attention to the beans

marny is a math teacher and she approached the jar of beans
with great determination and use of the scientific method she
turned the jar this way and that her lips moving quietly as she con-
sidered the best method of accurately guessing the bean count first
she estimated the height in beans of the jar then she counted
width in beans of the jar and divided the number by two to get the
radius then she went to work with her pencil and a paper place
mat to determine the volume of the jar in cubic beans when she
was done she subtracted 2 percent to account for the slight taper-
ing at the top of the jar and wrote down her estimate 18231825 beans

I1 looked at the jar and scratched my head and added fifty
to marnysgarnys guess to get my own how can you beat the scienti-
fic method

it was still early and people hadnt quite integrated yet each
family unit had its own little piece of the campground and each
had marked its territory with folding chairs and ice chests the
adults from each group talked to the adults in the group next to
them the children had long since become bored and ended up
down the hill at the creek splashing water on each other the
teenagers all sat in folding chairs with sullen looks on their faces
at having lost an entire saturday to a stupid family reunion

marny dragged me from family to family introducing me to
anyone who looked familiar to her I1 nodded and smiled and tried
to be charming but I1 dont think I1 was doing very well people had
a tendency to look at me funny then whisper to marny who shook
her head emphatically I1 overheard one of them I1 dont recall the
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name ask her if I1 was related to the emersons marny replied that
I1 certainly was not and he seemed satisfied I1 never got a chance
to ask her what the question meant fifteen minutes later we had
talked to everyone of note and I1 still didnt know who anyone
was except the original six they were the ones whose name tags
sported only one name

someone had brought a dog it was a cute miniature collie
with white paws and a tendency to drool but it was friendly so
I1 scratched its ears and patted its head and wiped the drool off my
shoes every once in a while and I1 was a little disappointed when
the collie ran off to meet the black mutt someone else had brought

the collie was back in less than a minute the mutt close on
her heels she was in heat and the mutt was interested the adults
pretended not to notice its overly friendly advances the children
tugged at their parents shirts and asked why the black dog was
chasing the collie like that and the teenagers hid their heads in
shame at the brazen lust of animals

thats when aunt myrna let loose with the scream
I1 turned in time to see aunt myrna take the bean jar away

from a tall potbellied man in a checkered shirt and coveralls she
checked the lid on the bean jar and put it down on the wooden
camp table with a loud thump then promptly began to cuss the
man out it was somewhat of a shock to see a sweet old lady like
aunt myrna going at someone that hard so I1 moved in a little
closer to try to pick up what she was saying I1 caught a glimpse of
the tall mans name tag his name was burt and there was only one
name besides his own on the pedigree list at the bottom I1 could-
nt see what his bean count guess was

youre not allowed to look inside the jar you know that
aunt myrna said

burt shook his bald head and crossed his arms over his chest
1I most certainly do not know that why shouldnt I1 look inside

aunt myrna hushedflushed its not fair no one else looked in the
jar so you cant either

burt shrugged so is it my fault no one else was smart enough
to look I1 just wanted to see if youd done something to throw off
the count like put a toilet paper tube in there or something
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aunt myrnamyma sputtered and turned red 1 I resent that accusation
she said and tore his name tag off his chest she took her pencil
and scribbled over his bean count guess until it was obliterated
under a heavy layer of gray lead then stuck the tag to his chest
again you are disqualified you cheated

1I did not cheat burt shouted and reached for a blank name
tag from the table aunt myrna smacked his hand and told him to
git and burt looked at her for a long moment before he turned and
stalked away As he passed me I1 heard him mutter just like a hunt
to change the rules when someone smarternsmartern them comes along

I1 wandered to the area marnysgarnys parents had staked out and
told her what I1 had seen she got a cloudy look on her face and said
burts an emerson theyve had it out for the hunts since I1 dont

know when if aunt myrna says he cheated he cheated you cant
trust an emerson for anything

I1 stood there shocked I1 had known marny for almost two
years before we got engaged and in all that time I1 had never heard
her say something bad about someone it wasnt in her nature but
the scowl on her face was unmistakable she didnt like emersons

vatwhatnat makes emersons so bad I1 asked
she shook her head aohooh theyve been at it for years it allanailali

started when aunt joyce married one named andrew they got
married and moved away and never bothered to come to family
events at christmas or easter they didnt even come back for the
family reunion every year they completely abandoned the hunt
side of the family

until they wanted something
theyd been married for five years before they ever showed

their faces in panaca again and then it was only to beg for money
they came for the family reunion and pumped each of the broth-
ers and sisters for money they said the copper mining operation
upstate was running dry so they were tight for cash

marny sighed 1 I dont know the exact details of it all but the
end result was that no one lent them any money times were
tough everywhere and no one had extra

well they left the reunion in a huff claiming that it was a

conspiracy to keep them down and that the hunts were just jeal-
ous cheapskatescheapskates who didnt know the true meaning of family
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marny began to pace and I1 just stood back and listened I1 stillstiffstinn

hadnt decided whether to be amused or alarmed at her display
but I1 had decided that the fact I1 apparently bore some family
resemblance to the emersons was not good she continued they
disappeared after that no one saw them for another five years
when they finally did come back they were rich they had a big
car and fancy clothes and lots of cash and they made sure every-
one knew it

marny stopped pacing and looked up at me now that wasnt
bad in and of itself what got everyone so mad was that they spent
the whole reunion bragging about all the stuff they had and how
they werent cheapskatescheapskates like some other people they knew and
if anyone needed money theyd be glad to help out because fam-
ily came first it was really rude

well it turns out no one wanted their help and that made
them mad again they left the reunion in a huff and didnt come
back again for another five years

I1 smiled they seem to have a thing about five year cycles
think its hereditary

marny glared at me and I1 shut up
she continued whenmien they came back again it was all apolo-

gies and excuses they still had the big car and the fancy clothes
but now they had five children too well the children ate more
than their fair share and the food ran out aunt jay went to the
store and bought hot dogs and buns with her own money and
everyone ended up getting something at least

when aunt myrna asked the emersons to pay for part of the
extra food aunt myrna was in charge of the budget and aunt jay
wouldnt have asked for the money ifaunt myrna hadnt offered
andrew got all indignant and huffy again and wanted to know why
he suddenly had to pay for food when hed never had to pay for it
before aunt myrna reminded him that it had been five years since
he last darkened the doorstep and that things had changed now
people paid for the food and besides their kids had eaten as
much food as the rest of the family put together and they ought to
be happy at only being asked to pay for part of it

marny started pacing again and I1 stifled a grin at the silliness
of what some people could hold a grudge over she stopped at the
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far end of her familysfamilys area and looked out across the campground
at burt then turned back to me well as you can expect they got
mad again and took off without paying for the food she paced
again its not the money its the attitude they ignore the family
until they want to show off or try to prove a point then they come
back and find something new to get mad at

well they came back the next year and made a big show
about not eating too much food they even made one of their kids
put some fried chicken back in the pan and they brought a bag
full of hot dogs and buns and gave them to aunt jay and made a
big deal about that and when they paid for their share of the food
they made a big deal about that too it was like they wanted every-
one to see how much better they were than the rest of us when
all they were doing was their fair share

marny stopped and clenched her fists all the emersons are
like that its in their blood theyre always trying to show how
much better they are than the rest of us and they taught it to their
kids and to make matters worse the emersons started coming
every year its like they see it as their sworn duty to come every
year and act like their bums are made of gold

I1 shrugged at her isnt that what family reunions are for
arent you supposed to show off a little

marny stared at me her mouth agape it most certainly is

not family are the only people you dont have to show off for
reunions are to relax and have fun and mingle with the family not
to show off

oh
she looked out across the campground look at them

theres burt over there making a big deal out of aunt myrna dis-
qualifying him

I1 moved to marnysgarnys side and looked sure enough burt stood
in the midst of a group of people waving his hands and pointing
at his chest and making a show

marny sniffed you can always tell an emerson they look
like a bunch of rednecks

I1 coughed and gagged and did what I1 could to squelch my
laughter I1 had grown up in the suburbs of chicago and to me allanailali

these westerners looked equally redneck
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marny patted my back and looked at me with a hint of disap-
proval in her eye are you okay

I1 coughed a few more times and patted my chest sorry
I1 swallowed a bug or something it just flewhewnewfiew right in and caught in
my throat

she looked at me dubiously then took my hand and led me to
a jug full of water she poured the water into the plastic cup that
lay next to it and gave it to me I1 dutifully swallowed the water
thank you I1 said

marny nodded and put the jug and cup back on the ground
burt and crew broke out laughing and marny looked up at them
they just sit over there and make fun of the rest of us it isnt

right she said
I1 nodded true but that still seems like a silly thing to con-

demn an entire family for
marny shook her head you havent survived a lifetime of

tainted family reunions they do something every year that ruins it
for the rest of us sometimes I1 wish they just wouldnt come at all

marny was clearly bothered by the situation and I1 couldnt
think of anything to say that wouldnt sound flippant or accusatory
so I1 just hugged her and whispered im sorry I1 guess I1 dont know
what im talking about

she hugged me back and smiled up at me and I1 was happy
all over again that she had agreed to marry me we stood there for
a long moment and just enjoyed each other then she squeezed me
again and stepped back 1I better mingle you want to come

I1 shook my head no I1 think ill just stay here and be anti-
social its always a little strange to go to other peoples family
reunions and people keep looking at me funny

she smiled impishly well you do look like an emerson
I1 hooked my thumbs in my belt loops and spoke in my best

hick accent just like a hunt to be jealous of my staggerinstaggeringstaggerin beauty
she touched my hand cute back in a few minutes
I1 sat down in a blue lawn chair and looked out over the camp-

ground some of the carefully segregated family units had started
to lose their separateness as old acquaintances were renewed and
warm feelings were slowly rekindled many wandered freely from
unit to unit striking up conversations with people who had once
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been only relatives but now were also friends I1 sat back and
smiled maybe this wouldnt be so bad after all even some of the
sullen teenagers had begun to notice that there were other sullen
teenagers and maybe they werent as alone as they had thought
at first

I1 heard a yipping off to my left and looked up to see the
miniature collie darting among the trees and coming right for me
a look of abject terror in her eyes the black mutt close on her
heels the collie reached the clearing where I1 sat put on a burst
of speed and leaped through the air and into my lap it burrowed
its tiny head into my armpit and shivered and I1 stroked its thin fur
with my left hand

just moments later the black mutt bound into the clearing
and came straight for me I1 leaned forward and put my foot out
and when the mutt recognized the hazard placed in its way it tried
to stop but the thick layer of last years leaves on the ground
proved to be slicker than expected and the mutt slid face first into
the bottom of my shoe

he let out a yelp and scrambled backwards he eyed me then
the collie and gingerly stepped forward but I1 shouted and waved
my arm and he skittedskirted back to the edge of the clearing no matter
what I1 did I1 couldnt get him to go away altogether he just stood
there sniffing at the air the little collie seemed satisfied with my
protection and pulled her nose out of my armpit

I1 continued my survey of the reunion and discovered that
marny was right you could tell an emerson by sight everyone
wore the traditional western baseball cap and blue jeans but the
emersons pushed their caps back just a little further and their jeans
were just a little bluer like they considered these to be their
sunday go to meeting blue jeans or something and even though
I1 knew it was impossible it seemed like all the emersons I1 spotted
chewed nervously on a toothpick that dangled from their lips like
an ersatz cigarette

someone rang the dinner bell and I1 stood up and put the col-
lie down on the ground she immediately took off into the woods
and the black mutt chased after I1 felt a little sorry for the poor thing

I1 headed for the big clearing where forty odd tables were all
linedfined up marnysgarnys family had saved two of them and marny stood
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waving her arms at me I1 went to the table and took her hand hi
she said

hiahi7hi I1 responded watswhatsvats for lunch
marny pointed to three big fire pits over by the outhousesouthouses

chicken
I1 gawkedgawker at the spectacle in each of the three fire pits was

an enormous three foot diameter dutch oven A gray haired old
man uncle leroy I1 think stood directing traffic while younger
men stuck broomsticks through the handles on the giant lids and
heaved them up great goutsbouts of steam erupted from the dutch
ovens and the old man poked at the mounds of chicken pieces
inside one after a moment he looked up and kissed his fingertips
perfect he pronounced and the younger men started piling

chicken parts in big broiler pans and bringing them to the four buf-
fet tables

I1 was still staring at the sheer size of the dutch ovens and
the amount of chicken in each one finally I1 touched marny on the
shoulder how many people are we feeding here

she smiled somewhere around three hundred I1 think
oh isnt that still a little too much food

marny laughed maybe a little but not by much watch itll
be mostly gone by four oclock

I1 shrugged and moved with her to the buffet if you say so
it was good plain food the traditional family picnic fare

potato salad tossed greens baked beans fried chicken green jello
salad stale dinner rolls I1 took a heaping plateful and headed back
to the table thinking I1 could go back and load up another plate
then I1 remembered marnysgarnys story about the emersons and decided
against it no reason to tempt the fates or the hunts to have
bad feelings about me the first time they met me my resemblance
to the emersons already put me one step down on that account

we all got situated marny has eight brothers and sisters so
it took most of both tables just to hold us and waited for aunt
edna to say grace she did and before the amen had a chance to
die out we started eating

I1 am always surprised at how much fun it can be to just sit
around with people and eat I1 read in a book once that eating toge-
ther was a sort of bonding ritual that the aborigines or someone
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ate every meal as communal groups in an effort to build societal
unity and strength I1 dont know much about bonding rituals but
I1 do know that I1 felt at home and that these multitudes of strangers
were no longer quite so strange

with the possible exception of burt and the rest of the
emersons

I1 dont know if it was accident or design but the emersons
taken tables along the outside edge of the picnic area almost like
they were trying to place themselves between us and the exits
after marnysgarnys stories of the unsavory emersons and their familial
exploits it made me nervous

As dinner ended burt started talking overly loudly about how
aunt myrna had cheated him on the bean count contest at one
point he shouted hey everybody the reason myrna wouldnt let
me look inside the bean jar was because she stashed a toilet paper
tube inside the jar the whole middle of the jar is empty its only
half full A few minutes later he shouted actually the toilet
paper tube is full of he let the pause hang in the air for a long
moment and I1 was afraid he would say something gross the toi-
let paper tube is full of even littler beans than the ones on the out-
side theyre little scrawny beans kinda like hunts and a minute
after that 1 I lied the jar is full of normal red beans just like it
seems like from the outside but then again

someone off to my left said put a sock in it burt its just like
an emerson to be a sore loser

burt stood up and peered out over the crowd who said
that whoschos the chicken liver what cant keep his nose out of other
peoples private conversations

there was a long pause then a voice to my right said try
acting civilized for once burt shut up and sit down and let the
rest of us eat in peace

burt stood there swiveling his head back and forth trying to
figure out whod said what and after a minute he sat down heav-
ily and said in a loud voice just like hunts to hide in a crowd and
not own up to what theyve said

I1 looked at marny she just sat there and glowered toward
burt after a minute people started talking again and it looked
like the issue had passed
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it hadnt
dinner broke up and people started mingling again but

there was still a lot of gesturing and loud talking coming from
burts side of the campground people were walking up to him and
telling him to lay off but burt just blustered and told them to mind
their own business and leave him alone

so people did and after an hour burt finally shut up
it was an odd thing until marny told me about the emersons

I1 wouldnt have been able to pick one out of a crowd of two but
now I1 could tell just by looking at them As I1 walked around the
campground I1 would pick people out and try to guess whether
they were hunts or emersons before I1 got close enough to see
their name tags I1 guessed right every time the redneck factor was
that obvious even to a city boy

late afternoon rolled around and someone rang the dinner
bell again the buffet tables were still set but the amount of food
left on them looked a lot more manageable I1 was still hungry from
lunch so I1 filled a plate found the two tables marmarnysgarnysnys family had
staked out and sat down

aunt myrna stood in the middle of the picnic area and waited
for people to get quiet she held a sheet of paper in one hand and
the jar of beans in the other before she could even open her
mouth burt shouted there shouldnt be a bean count contest at
all if youre not gonna do it fair and let everyone take part course
you wouldnt of disqualified a hunt would you

aunt myrna stood there red faced she worked her mouth but
nothing came out and someone in the emerson section shouted
spit it out myrna or are you still eating crow for cheating poor

uncle burt
someone on the hunt side shouted its just like an emerson

to make a jerkwater comment like that who let you people off the
farm anyway

well it degenerated quickly after that people started shout-
ing insults and making slanderous comments about each others
heritage and whose mothers bore legitimate children burt got in
a fist fight with uncle arch and just about got the tar knocked out
of him before he was rescued someone went after aunt myrna
and the bean jar but rather than let an emerson get hold of it she
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threw it on the ground it broke into a thousand pieces and beans
scattered all over the campground for just a moment she had a

look of triumph on her face then she realized what she had done
and tried to gather up the beans

in an hour it was over everyone packed up their cars as fast
as they could and left A few muttered apologies to aunt myrna

but most just peeled rubber and didnt look back it turned out the
miniature collie belonged to a hunt and the black mutt belonged
to an emerson it figures

that was five years ago they havent had a big reunion like
that since weve received letters from both the hunts and the
emersons inviting us to separate gatherings but never to a tradi-
tional reunion like they had had for over fifty years before the
great bean count schism broke the family apart

I1 can still see aunt myrna on the ground trying to gather up
those beans she did what she could to get the family together
again but she just didnt have the power the damage was too
great and the family had scattered too far aunt myrna died last
year and burt is in the hospital with heart trouble they never did
iron out their differences

marny and I1 dont talk much about it I1 think shesashes embar-
rassed by the whole thing but she doesnt need to be I1 under-
stand these things I1 havent been to a parkin family reunion since
the great butter squeezing fiasco of 8583 1I still think it was one of
those shifty eyed manns that did it although I1 know theyll never
admit it theyre always doing that kind of thing and then blaming
it on good folks

I1 never did find out how many beans were in that jar

scott R parkin is national training specialist for onlineon line products at jostenscostens
learning corporation in orem utah the great bean count schism won fourth
place in the first BYU studies writing contest short storyessaystory essay division and will
be the first chapter in a novel his story die mauer which appeared in BYU

studies 5434 no 1 won second place in the same contest



resurrection day
in TaHatauatallahasseehassee

it seemed like
an accident
the crash landing
of flight 6667
as it skimmed over
capitol circle
just missed
the airfield
and slammed
into the nearby cemetery
its wings plowing up
the gravestones and
their corresponding dead
who applauded
the flawless landing

casualenecassaleneCasualene meyer
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altarpiece

1I eve

it was easier
to sleep then
before the wolf but tonight
in the pasture in her sleep
had learned to howl one fruit named her
and only the river its voice like
sang at night peeling a branch
behind the fresh orchard its flesh thick
where she reclined with syllables
amid acres of stars as if to say
so this was sleep that with one bite
to unloose the senses her body might ripen
like horses in the field her hair become
and dream herself a crown of blossoms
across that first day whose scent could
of pruning and staking worm its way into
the long rows of trees some extravagant dawn
whose tides of leaves maybe tomorrow
bobbed with fruits indistinguishable
only she and he from yesterday
could name exceptforexcept for

a thought
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nH adam
lately the fields
turned to hay
the wind gustedausted but even so
in his bones when he walked with her
his skull blowing flocks of melody
with sentences crowded his brain
the clothing would not last and he felt a fresh
his children would outlive him swarm of praise
it would be harder to sleep not the old kind
so this was death but one ringing
to walk all day in his whole body
among frosted apples a hum of recognition
and cakes of ice that the whole earth
wondering how arms forever after
once hard from raking would sing of him
could soften like and sing of her
yesterdays fruit not with tunes alone
how eyes once but with metaphors
sharp as branches clanging in the wind
could cloud and the crazy blows
in a blizzard of cells of word against word

hammered out
on a page

michael hicks

michaelichaelmichaeiNl hicks was one of two first place winners in the BYU studies poetry contest
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page one of the preface to the young davis letter september 8 1855 on
this page governor brigham young despairs of being able to success-
fully counter the false malicious and slanderous reports about his
role in the gunnison massacre courtesy LDS church archives



president young writes jefferson davis
about the gunnison massacre affair
detailed evidence some published here for the first time

suggests the mormonscormons were not guilty of conspiracy
and complicity in the 1853 gunnison massacre

ronald W walker

john W gunnison was a west point graduate who had been
sent to utah 1849 50 as an assistant for captain howard stans
burys topographical survey wintering in the utah territory gun-
nison found time to study his unusual hosts and their singular
religion the result was his influential book the cormonsmormonsMormons in
which he attempted to navigate the usual extremes of the time
mormon polemics and gentile censure three years later in octo-
ber 1853 gunnison returned to utah as a newly named captain of
his own government survey gunnison divided his command and
led eleven men into the sevier basin for what he thought would be
the last mapping session of the season the expedition had a much
greater finality at daybreak on october 26 a band of pahvantpasvant indi-
ans surprised and killed gunnison along with seven of his men
four others fled and narrowly escaped

A century and a half after the event the gunnison massacre

may seem to be a footnote in utahs unfolding but footnotes in his-
tory often reflect or even determine larger issues in the nine-
teenth century and recently with the publication of a new book
dealing with the event the gunnison massacre has been used to
suggest that the mormon kingdom was guilty of criminal acts and
conspiracy 2 reflecting the rumors of the alleged violence of pio-
neer mormonism the various conspiracy theories suggest that
brigham young and other mormon leaders supposedly angry with
gunnison for his recent book either killed the soldier and his
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party or they directly or indirectly created a climate which led
their followers to do so then the mormonscormons allegedly tried to con-
ceal their role by manipulating the trial of the pahvantpasvant natives who
were charged with the atrocity

in the document below president young tells his side of the
story in the fall of 1855 almost two years after the massacre
young wrote to jefferson davis U S secretary of war at the time
and gunnisonsGunnisons former superior when young wrote his letter the
gunnison trial had already been held with less than favorable
repercussions for the mormon people an all LDS jury refused to
follow the judges instructions to convict or acquit on a first degree
murder charge and found the indicted pahvantsPahvants guilty instead of
the lesser charge of manslaughter the verdict outraged govern-
ment officials and many american citizens who clearly hoped the
indians might be executed the mormonscormonsMormons it was charged were
disloyally coddling the indians for their own purposes so strong
was the public outcry that the episode became a turning point in
utah federal relations 3

obviously disturbed over the continuing rumors linking mor
mons with the event young penned a strongly worded letter
which ran twenty two handwritten pages not counting several
long appendices utahs congressman john M bernhisel received
the letter from young and dutifully sent it to davis but the cau-
tious territorial delegate never published it he wrote president
young expressing his feeling that there is not an individual to be
found at present who gives any credence to the libelous charge
that captain gunnison was massacred by some of our people 4

bernhisel may have had additional reasons for his decision since
it documented the tawdry conduct of some of utahs washington
appointed officials the report undoubtedly would have embar-
rassed the administration with youngs pungent temper also on
display bernhisel likely felt the letter was better left to a private
circulation it is published here for the first time

youngs letter is a good place to begin a study of the gunni-
son affair the letter summarizes what mormonscormons at the time
believed had taken place and therefore contains important unpub-
lished data about the episode it also gives a glimpse into the per-
sonalitysonality and concerns of brigham young the reader for instance
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will not have to probe too deeply to find evidence of youngs
beliefs that he and the mormon people were chronically misun-
derstoodderstood and that their opponents were sometimes indiscreet or
even malicious once more the nineteenth century mormon
sense of embattlement is clear

in terms of history youngs manuscript holds up well even
without the careful documentation that a modern scholar might
give these events the letter gives a broad outline of what actually
happened in addition to youngs data the edited text as printed
below appends in endnotes further information drawn from church
records militia reports and private and government documents
together this old and new evidence confirms president youngs
basic conclusion the mormonscormons were not protagonists in the affair

copies ofyoungs report are found among the jefferson davis
papers at rice university and also among the governors papers
brigham young collection at the LDS church archives in salt lake
city the typescript that follows maintains the original spelling
capitalization punctuation and grammar insofar as the sometimes
faint writing can be accurately read

executive department
utah territory

great salt lake city
september 8thath 1855

sir
preface

contrary to my usual custom in regard to the various false
malicious and slanderous reports set in motion against my char-
acter by wicked and designing men I1 consider the one in regard
to the gunnison massacre and my alleged interference with the
jury influencing their minds in their decision of that case

As one calling for a reply and vindication on my part I1 am
often made aware of the utter uselessness and folly of seeking to
vindicate my character from such foul aspersions as are occa-
sionallysionally raised against me from the simple fact that although the
foul aspersion can be bruitedbruised far and wide held to the fluttering
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breeze by every press and rolled as a sweet morsel under every
tongue yet when the vile slander is fairly refuted and truth appears
in the most incontestable manner it is permitted to liehelleile quietly upon
the shelf to slumber the page 2 sleep of death or if by chance it
should get published in some obscure nook or corner of this great
republic be most religiously suppressed as though in fear that the
truth should be known and beleivedbeleived 5 still in this case under con-
sideration I1 feel it incumbent upon me for my own satisfaction
and that of my friends as well as the relatives of the lamented
gunnison who have desired me to furnish all the details and par-
ticularsticulars of that unfortunate occurrence and the subsequent trials
before the US court of the indians supposed to have been
engaged therein to gather up and publish to the world all the
facts in the case so far as it is possible at the present date

after premising so much I1 will proceed to the details only
remarking that I1 did furnish as full a detail of the massacre and the
attending circumstances at the time to the war department dated
GSL city nov 30 1853 and which I1 find by comparing with
facts elicited since that time and now before me literally true so
far as it goes

A copy of that report marked A is hereby subjoinedsubjoined 61 page 3731

the war
on the 18th ofjuly 1853 the utah indians7Indians7 commenced open hos-
tilitiestilities by killing a man by the name of kiel at payson and driving
off a few cattle8cattlecattler8 they continued waylayingwaylaying and shooting who they
could find during the remainder of the summer and fallfanfailfali men
were frequently killed while going to the kanyonskenyons for wood trav-
eling from one settlement to another and in various places in the
territory while pursuing their peaceful avocations

the pauvanpadvan indians are a band of utahs inhabiting millard
county about 150 miles south of this city soon after hostilities
had commenced they visited walker indian chief and the utahs
who had taken to the mountains with the view of joining him
and his party in the war against the whites for some reason
unknown to us but probably attributable to the uniform kindness
extended to them by the settlers in millard county they soon
returned and said that they were not going to fight unless walker
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page 4 and the utahs made them do so and appeared to be
greatly under their influence when they were ranging in their
neighborhood and not so much when farther away 9

the principal scenes of actual hostilities transpired at san
pete juab and utah counties although one person was shot
while on guard in fillmore city & many cattle were killed 10

kenosha 11 the pauvanpadvan chief who was always peaceably disposed
finally concluded that to take some of his braves into the moun-
tains on a hunt would be productive of better feeling than to
remain in the settlements where they were continually excited by
accounts of bloodshed enacted elsewhere in the territory

it is a difficult matter for an indian to restrain his natural
propensity slaughter when the breath of war is on the breeze it
kindles a flame in his bosom which is only quenched by the flow
of blood

captain hildreth &companyl&company 12 before the massacre during
the absence of the pauvanpadvan chief kenosha upon his hunt were
going the southern route to california arrived at at sic fillmore
in millard county about the 23rd of september AD 1853 for cor-
roboratingroborating page 5 testimony see statement of saml P hoyt here-
with subjoinedsubjoined marked B 13

on that night this company which traveled under the direc-
tion of a captain hildreth encamped on meadow creek about
eight miles south of fillmore city while encamped some indians
came to their camp for the purpose as they say of trading with
them as is their usual custom they were roughly treated told to
leave &cac but they concluded that it was their land and they had
a right to remain the whites then required them to give up their
arms which they all agreed to but one tonifloniflonia who had only bow
and arrows upon which one of the company of the name of
harthart1414 endeavoring to force them from him he stabbed him in the
abdomen upon which hart shot tonifmonif with his revolver who
after running a few rods dropped down and died

the company also fired several times at the indians wound-
ing one or two others and kept one in camp tied to a wagon
wheel all night who said that he suffered severely with the cold
it is presumable however that his sufferings was partly from
fright as the weather was not very cold page 616 during this affray
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captain hildreth was absent from his camp taking care of his
stock upon learning the facts he regretted exceedingly what had
transpired and said if he had been present he might have pre-
vented it he furtherfarther said that he would settle it if he could by giv-
ing presents not so much upon his own account as he was able
to take care of himself and company but being acquainted with
indian character he feared that some other persons or company
would have to suffer in consequence of it thus inadvertently pre-
dicting the revenge which shortly after was poured out upon the
devoted heads of captain gunnison and party

kenosh having been sent for came in and succeeded in mea
sureablysureably quieting the excitement although kenosh & quentquent15 said
they would not fight but they stated at the same time that some
of the pauvanpadvan boys as they called them were mad and might
fight among these the sons of tonifmonif were the principal although
there were many who held him in high esteem tonifmonif was an
elderly man of considerable influence among his tribe and con-
sidered one of their head men it was not supposed that those
who still felt dissatisfied would commit any hostilities upon the
whites except it might be captain hildrethshildrethaHildreths company page 771

they followed them to seek an opportunity of revenge nearly out
of this territory16territory16

the excitement died away and kenosh went out again upon
his hunt and all appeared quiet

on the 24th of october captain gunnison arrived at fillmore
city at which place he visited with a few men leaving the main
party camped at cedar springs about 10 miles north of the city
he transacted various business in that place was informed of the
peaceable disposition of the indians in that region as wellwenweilweli as what
had previously occuredoccurred with them at captain hildrethshildrethaHildreths camp 17

he returned to his camp and on the next day 25th of octrocar started
for the sevier where the party was divided captain gunnison
with his scientific and guide a mr wm potter 18 parenthesis
material erased who he had employed at manti in all 12 persons
proceeded down that stream towards the sevier lake intending to
survey the same and the remainder passing up that river some
fourteen miles where they encamped intending to remain until
they should be required by captain gunnison & partypageprtyfpageparty page 818
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pahvantpasvant chief kanosh kanosh
or kenosh came to the chief-

tainshipta as a young man and
steadily increased his influence
to become one of the half
dozen most prominent native
americans of pioneer utah
peacefully inclined to the mor
mons and to most whites
kanosh tried to prevent the
revenge killings of the gunni-
son massacre when they
occurred anyway he cooper
atedabed in recovering the stolen
US property and turning over
the suspects courtesy LDS
church archives

the massacre

captain gunnison arrived at the first small lake or pond about
3 PM and encamped on a small grass plat almost entirely sur-
rounded by willows mr potter his guide remonstrated with him
and proposed a more open encampment a short distance off but
was overruled by captncapan G 19 some of the party went shooting
ducks in and about the river and lake there were no indians
in sight but an indian heard the shooting and crept up till he
could see the hunter and then followed him till he saw where the
party were encamped he observed their numbers and returned
to his tribe here he raised the war cry raised a false scalp upon a
war pole & excited the indians to revenge upon the americans
as he called the party and which he averedalered he knew to be ameri-

cans because he had heard them swearswear2020 the killing of tonifmonif

who was his father 21

the indians held a war dance until about midnight when
they proceeded about thirty five in number to the camp of cap-
tain gunnison where they remained quiet until after daylight and
when the party were all collected together eating their breakfast
raised a terrific yell and made a sudden page 9 and deadly attack
upon them
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captain gunnison having every confidence in his knowledge
of the indian character and ability of commanding a good and
peaceful influence 22 immediately sprung upon his feet and ran out
of the tent raised his hands and called upon the indians as friends
assuring them of the fact that they were friends until he fell covered
with wounds the party were all killed except 4 persons who suc-
ceeding in obtaining their horses made their escape mr william
potter of manti city employed by captain gunnison as guide was
among the number who were slain the entire amount of property
field notes papers instruments firearms and ammunition in the
hands of the surveying party fell into the hands of the indians

after the massacre

captain morris 23 who was waiting in camp about 28 miles up the
sevier river waiting the return of the scientific party upon hearing
the horrid news immediately jumped upon his horse ordering the
party to follow and proceeded with all haste to the fatal spot he
arrived at the first bodies that were found dead about dark and
encamped for the night his command were considerably page
10 scattered many of the horses giving out and not able to keep
up with those belonging to the officers which were better fed
those who came into camp passed a sleepless night holding their
bridle reins in their hands and others who did not succeed in
arriving at the camp wandered about some two days without a
morsel of anything to eat and were finally found by some travel-
ers in the most destitute condition without gun ammunition
horse and almost without clothing

captain morris passed on the next morning to where the
other dead bodies were lying and immediately returned to cedar
springs the place where he had left on the morning of the 25th
with captain G & party he reached this place on the 28th and
on the 29th forwarded by express furnished by the citizens of
fillmore city the particulars to me at great salt lake city which
arrived on the evening of the 31st of october 6 PM 24 upon the
receipt of the sad intelligence I1 immediately sent an express
accompanied by an interpreter and a few presents to aid captain
morris in the recovery of the lost property and in any such mat-
ters as might be needful 25
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1I learned by the express that kenosh the pauvanpadvan chief was
not at the massacre and probably knew nothing of it until it
was page lif11111 accomplished I1 therefore considered that through
him the property might be recovered if the proper influences
and appliances were used and advised that an effort be made
through him for that purpose this party met captain morris with
his command at nephi sixty five miles north ofoffillmorefillmore with his
command proceeding to great salt lake city where he intended
to go into winter quarters they were surprised that no effort had
been made to recover the lost property and also that the bodies
had been left upon the ground a prey for wolves and other rav-
enous beasts and birds of prey not even having received a tem-
porary burial captain M sent one man with the express who
arrived at fillmore on the ard3rd of november and proceeded imme-
diately to carry out their instructions by gathering that portion of
the lost property brought in by friendly indians embracing all the
note books and all the instruments except the odometer 26 and
on the 4thath dispatched mr call 2717 with two friendly indians and nine
men including the man from captain morris party to bring in the
remains of captain gunnison and mr wm potter ofofmantimantimantl page
12 the guide and bury the rest on the spot

the soldiers who knew where the dead bodies were located
this being the only manner of identifying them as the wolves and
beasts of prey had completely torn off their flesh the remains
were all buried upon the spot except captain gunnison and
wm potter the remains of captain gunnison although the most
thorough search was made for it could not be found except ononee
leg bone and some of the hair the bone and what was found of
mr potter was taken to fillmore and decently interred

why captain morris did not bury the dead bodies before he
thus left them a prey to the ravenous beasts of the desert I1 do not
know true it is as he said that he had no tools for digging a grave
but a guard could have been placed over them or an express
could have been sent to fillmore for tools or teams to have con-
veyed them thither which would have been the proper course
upon having interrogated captain morris upon this point he
replied that he had thought of throwing the bodies into the river
but had no means of burying 28 kenosh exceedingly regretted the
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occurenceoccurrenceoccurence and said had he been there he would have prevented
it page 13113 but it is thought that it would have been a difficult
matter for him he is a young man and many of those engaged in
this affair were old men particularly friendly to tonifmonif who was
killed by the emigrants under captain hildreth and although nom-
inally under kenosh were considered rather a detached band 2919

in the absence of emigrants or travelers whereon to wreak their
vengeance these indians were gathering as many of their tribe as
possible with the intention of making an attack upon fillmore
and then passing on join the hostile utahs who were still in active
hostilities against the whites

it was not known to the inhabitants of millard county that
there were any indians in that particular region it was known
that a portion were off hunting and so far as known at the time
captain gunnison visited fillmore city that they were generally
peaceably disposed

the excitement consequent upon the killing of tonifmonif having
measurably subsided in this however it appears the inhabitants
were mistaken as they would probably find out or have soon
learned to their cost had not the arrival of captain gunnison &

party in their immediate vicinity furnished them the opportunity
of venting their pent page idi14114 up vengeance 30

the arrest
during the fall and winter of 1854 & 5 col E J steptoe who

was with this command wintering in this GSL city conceived
it his duty to bring to justice those indians engaged in this deed of
blood 31 he conversed with me upon this subject and I1 freely gave
him my views and advice in relation thereto

it was my opinion that inasmuch as the massacre took place
during war that no court acting in accordance with law and jus-
tice could convict those indians before any court where the
laws of either the territory or the united states were fairly admin-
isteredistered if it was desirable to bring them before the courts it was
decidedly my opinion that they could be obtained much cheaper
and easier in an amicable and peaceful manner by presents to
kenosh and others than by making any hostile demonstration
against them 32
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the colonel in my judgment very properly pursued the
peaceable course he employed mr george bean indian inter-
preter 33 to go to fillmore and ascertain the probable success of
the undertaking mr bean found kenosh page 15115 willing to do
as he was required and finally succeeded in securing in fillmore
seven men the number required by col steptoe to be given up for
trial the col considered that number satisfactory and upon the
return and favorable report of mr bean sent a small detachment
of troops to receive and guard the prisoners to this city they
were accordingly brought here accompanied by one squaw the
wife of one of the prisoners and quartered in the barracks of
the soldiers whose shameful conduct in abusing this squaw was
made a matter of complaint by her husband to me and several oth-
ers 34 he said he wished that she might be removed fearing that
the soldiers would actually kill her the prisoners were removed to
another place as soon as the complaint came to the knowledge
of col steptoe

it was during the imprisonment of those indians in this city
that it was suggested by col babbitt 35 and others to have the indi-
ans under the habeas corpus act upon the ground that they were
illegally held not being in the judicial district in which the crime
was committed and being held exclusively by page 16761161 the mili-
tary without an indictment and not by judicial authority mr bab-
bitt did ask my opinion upon the subject I1 advised him to leave
the whole matter with the court the very reverse of what was
alledged against me of instructing the attorney general of the ter-
ritory to have them so released 3631

the trial
on the loth march hon john FE kinney37Kinney37 officers of court

and col steptoe with a large escort of soldiers with prisoners in
charge met in nephi city to hold the court which from various
words and sayings such as selecting the place of execution on
their way down &cac was supposed would undoubtedly result in the
execution of the indians judging from all that was said a listener
would have come to the conclusion that the case was to say
the least prejudged it appeared to be the entire object and intent
of the principal portion to slay some indians seeming to think
that it would reflect more or less glory upon somebody and a
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small share upon all who should act any conspicuous part in the
forthcoming tragedy 38

the first two days after the arrival at nephi there was more
drunkenness than sobriety bacchus much to our surprise found
among page 17717117 his worshippersworshippers and devotees the highest as
well as the lowest the civilian clothed with judicial ermine as well
as gallant militaireMilitaire first paid their humble adoration to the god of
inebriation the misfortune was that they all considered them-
selves capable of doing business hence the insults and abuse to
the jurors by the prosecuting attorney and others as shown in the
accompanying documents marked QC 39

three only of the prisoners were indicted and just put upon
their trial it appears that kenosh with indian shroudnessshroudlessshroudness was
for making the best bargain that he could therefor replied when
asked why he did not deliver those who were the most guilty that
he would rather spare old decriptdescript men and even squawssquads who were
of little account than his young men it is worthy of remark that
those indians who were the very leaders were known by all the
officers to be at nephi as also at fillmore while judge kinney
and col steptoe with escort were visiting that place in the fall
previous soon after their arrival in the territory at which time
kenosh proposed to give them up if they would give him some
presents 4010 but they declined to take them for this reason as they
averedalered owing to page 18118 the unprotected situation of the south-
ern settlements 41 it will also be observed that they required man
for man for so many americans as they called them as was slain
must be paid by claiming so many of that tribe of indians who
committed the deed this mode of dealing was well understood
by the indians as it is a custom with them to settle differences in
the same manner with this difference when they are not very
mad they will substitute horses for men taking a horse instead
of a man to have carried out this policy strictly eight should
have been required as there were eight men killed but one of
them being a citizen of utah mr potter of manti it was not con-
sidered of importance sufficient to require the atoning blood of an
indian to compensate unless indeed the killing of tonifmonif by the
americans was considered a set off of one in the trade as under-
stood by the indians 42 the indians however soon found out that
the americans were not very mad as they soon released all but
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three of the indians for the release of which kenosh would have
been extremely reluctant to have given a horse each to have them
redeemed nevertheless the trial went on page igi19119 and it was
shown that the prisoners were more or less engaged in the mas-
sacre by indian testimony alone but none of them were the lead-
ers it was shown that the massacre took place during the
existence of actual hostilities between the utahs and whites that
this band had not participated in the killing of any of the whites
but had suffered the loss of one of their principal men by the
whites during the war 43 it has been stated in the public prints by
a report said to be made by a reporter at the time upon these
points and testimony leading thereto was overruled by the
court but judge kinney who presided said to me that they were
not I1 therefore rather give credit to his own words than the
report alluded to 44

the court did finally charge the jury that they must find the
prisoners guilty of murder in the first degree or acquit them entirely
the jury did find a verdict of manslaughter and were told by the
court and other members of the bar that they had violated their
oaths 45 but the court finally accepted of the verdict and sentenced
the prisoners to the extent of page 20 the law of the united
states for that crime stating to the indians that had it been left to
the court to say they would have been hung

there was other business before the gatercourtgattr grand jury and
before the court one item of which was to indict those men who
had killed tonifmonif but contrary to all usage and custom the court
dismissed the grand jury and adjourned the court 46

not having tis true hung up the indians as was manifestly
their wish and design but being partially compensated & mollified
by successful worship and adoration at the shrine of venus and
mrs ammon 47 they had successfully tried some of the indians
and some of the squadssquaws see accompanying documents marked D

they were tried by the laws of the united states instead of
the laws of the territory an effort was made by mr babbitt on the
part of the defence to have them tried by the laws of the terri-
tory but was overruled by the court when however the verdict
was given the court enquired if he could not sentence them
under the law of the territory as the punishment for the crime of
manslaughter page 21122111 was greater under these laws than the
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laws of the U S the argument of the defence was that inasmuch
as the court had overruledover ruled them in their attempt to get the trial
before the court under the statutes of the territory that now it
should not depart from its own ruling this argument prevailed
with the court

after the trial
the convicts were delivered into the penitentiary near great

salt lake city on the 26th day of march AD 1855 and made their
escape on the night of the 31st onayi oref abeabout of the same month

after waiting a few days to see if any one would take interest
enough in the matter to recapture them and finding there was
not I1 sent for and obtained them and they are now and have
been since their recapture in the prison of the territory accord-
ing to the sentence of the court 48

so far as influencing the jury in their verdict I1 utterly disclaim
having anything to do with it neither did the jury admit that they
had received any such instruction from me or been so influenced
in any manner whatever as alluded or alledged in the reports
page 22122 given and published that charge is an unmitigated false-
hood made without the least shadow of proof 4919 and we consider
the whole affair a judicial farce unworthy of honorable men and
reflecting no credit upon any of the parties concerned neither
resulting in any good influence upon the indians 5010

thus I1 have given an unvarnished statement of the whole
affair as it is generally understood by all who have any knowledge
of the matter

the accompanying papers though not as full and complete
as they might be still most conclusively show all the main facts in
the case whatever is not fully shown therein is of notorious truth
such as mr william potter a citizen of manti having been slain
with the rest of the party which fact seems to have been stu-
diously left out in all the reports of the late trials 51

I1 have the honor to be
hon jefferson davis most respectfully
secretary of war your obdabd sert
war department signed brigham young
washington city

DC gov & exofficioEx officio suptbupt of
indian affairs
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ronald W walker is professor of history and senior research historian at the
joseph fielding smith institute for church history brigham young university
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john W gunnison the mormonscormons philadelphia J B lippincott 1856
mobertrobert kent fielding the unsolicited chronicler an account of the gun-

nison massacre its causes and consequences brookline mass paradigm pub-
licationslications 1993

avldavid henry miller the impact of the gunnison massacre on mormon
federal relations colonel edward jenner steptoesSteptoes command in utah territory
1854 55 masters thesis university of utah 1968

4johnajohnohn M bernhiselBemhisel to brigham young december 18 1855 bernhiselBembebhisel cor-
respondence brigham young papers archives division historical department
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as
LDS church archives

5youngayoungoung often expressed frustration over the unkind and untrue rumors sur-
rounding the saints and his inability to do much about it several years earlier
he caustically asked bernhiselBemhisel if a standing army of scribes and clerks might
stem the tide or failing that perhaps a newfangled device could be found
1I wish you would just step into the patent office and see if you cannot find some
kind of machine or yankee contrivance to combat the rumors approximating
as near a perpetual motion as possible and put it connection with the telegraph
wire and let it roll brigham young to john M bemhiselBemhisel may 27 1852 brigham
young letterbooksLetterbooks young papers

brigham young an account of the massacre of captain J W gunnison
and seven of his party on the sevier river on the 26th of october 1853 novem-
ber 30 1853 executive department utah territory great salt lake city copy
in governors letterbooksLetterbooks 122 29 young papers young included a copy of this
earlier report which had been sent to bemhiselBemhisel for submission to president
franklin pierce and the bureau of indian affairs as an appendage to the current
document young had also informed davis about the massacre on this same date
brigham young an account of the massacre governors letterbooksLetterbooks 18 9
young papers

butahutah7utah indians or utes
thishis indian turmoil later called the walker war after the ute headman

wakarabakara had its origin in the usual frontier indian white friction over resource
control the mormonscormons settled and farmed on indian lands and in the process
destroyed game and natural foodstuffs As a further cause of the war mormonscormons
had moved firmly against the ute slave trade which had enriched the horse
utes who sold indian adolescents especially young women in the californian
and new mexican slave marts the indian white tension climaxed in utah county
during the summer of 1853 after entering the town of payson to eat with the set-
tlers several indian men killed the unsuspecting picket guard alexander keele
rumor said the killing had been done by wah woon oh who was furious over the
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whites slaying of a kinsman a few days before wakarabakara after some initial raiding
soon left the territory and was not responsible for the later events of the war
the eponym nevertheless stuck

9theathehe pauvanpadvan or pahvantpasvant native americans were usually not closely allied
with wakaraskakarasWakaras band who regarded the pahvantsPahvants as their inferiors and at times
treated them so the excitement of the first skirmishes of 1853 however drew
the two groups into a brief alliance that the mormon militia had worked to sever
during the summer of 1853 the mormonscormons sent almost fifty militiamen among the
pahvantsPahvants to counteract the influence of the utahs with them and for the defense
of the settlements of millard county against marauding parties of the utahs see
ledger of expenses in papers dated july 24 to august 26 1853 nauvoo legion
letterbookLetterbook young papers later in the summer and fall some of the pahvantsPahvants
who were described as friendly helped the fledgling fillmore settlement har-
vest its crops they were paid in provisions despite these peaceful acts the wary
settlers paid them close watch anson call manuscript autobiography in andrew
jenson journal history of the church october 26 1853 585 8 LDS church
archives hereafter cited as JH

loonon september 10 1853 indians shot william H hatten or hatton who
was described in a contemporary document as sentinel no 4 at the cattle cor-
ral conflicting records of the time identify hatten either as a mormon elder or
as a non LDS california emigrant passing through the territory young fails to
mention the violence that some central utah citizens engaged in prior to the
gunnison incident angered by hattensbattensHattens death and by the killing and mutilation
of several sanpete county men settlers at nephi summarily shot at least eight
native americans whom militia commander george bradley had asked to come
into the town hattensbattensHattens widow ambiguously asserted that this killing of lake
pahvantsPahvants was the cause of other hostilities between the indians and whites
perhaps a reference to the gunnison tragedy that soon followed if true this
information becomes an important and unused document in explaining the
unfolding of the massacre but neither the native american or white sources
repeat mrs hattensbattensHattens claim bradley said that only two of the mixed member
band were pahvantsPahvants see henry standage to george A smith september 10

1853 george W bradley to daniel H wells october 2 1853 and henry
standage to james ferguson october 30 1853 utah territory militia papers
nauvoo legion utah state archives salt lake city and memoirs of adelia
almira wilcox in stanley S ivins notes relating to utah history notebook
12 787978 79 utah historical society salt lake city for further detailing of the fill-
more shootings see martha spence heywood not by bread alone ed juanita
brooks salt lake city utah historical society 1978 97

one of the several spellings for the pahvantpasvant chiefs name now usually
styled kanosh kanosh was peacefully inclined to the mormonscormons and to most
whites nineteenth century tradition has him bomborn near the eastern mountains of
california and trained as a youth at a padre mission whatever his origin he came
to the chieftainship as a young man and steadily increased his influence to
become one of the half dozen most prominent native americans of pioneer utah
according to some travelers kanoshsKanoshs penetrating eyes and roman nose were set
off by a thick thatch of black hair which contrary to the usual indian style was
brushed to the side of his forehead see E L black life story of indian chief
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kanosh manuscript marriott library university of utah heart throbs of the
west comp kate B carter 12 vols salt lake city daughters of the utah pio-
neers 193919511939 1951 1101 2350 51 elizabeth wood kane twelve mormon
homes visited in succession on a journey through utah to arizona philadel-
phia npap 1874 72 and S N carvalho incidents of travel and adventure in
the far west new york derby and jackson 1860 19597195 97

12thomas hildreth was the captain of a company of missouri emigrants
while his brother john played a leading role in the fray with the indians the
party was described as breathing everything but a healthy spirit towards indians
mormonscormonsMormons &cac henry standage to george A smith september 29 1853 george
A smith papers LDSIDSins church archives part of the companyscompanascompanys bad temper may be
attributed to an earlier attack upon it by a band of warring utes call manuscript
autobiography JH 5 8

13samuel13samuel P hoyt to hosea stout august 14 1855 governors letterbooksLetterbooks
1355 60 young papers for an important on the spot account of the pahvantpasvant
difficulty see standage to smith september 29 1853 overlooked by previous
historical studies standagesStandages letter is possibly the first contemporaneous account
of the hildreth difficulty and effectively sets aside the idea that reminiscent mor-
mon accounts made up or magnified the difficulty with the company in addition
to reporting other significant details standage noted that at the time of the let-
ters composition both the hildreth company and the pahvantsPahvants were seeking
mormon help in their altercation with the other

james14james hart
15quent or queantquetant was a lake band notable two of whose sons may

have been at the massacre he was later described as a good indian perhaps
because he made an attempt at white mans farming hoyt to stout august 14

1855 governors letterbooksLetterbooks 1355 60 deseret evening news september 27
1870 and peter boyce to jacob forney october 31 1858 records of the utah
superintendency of indian affairs 1853 1870 bureau of indian affairs

16pursuing the wagon train and seeking an opportunity to punish the white
men the angry pahvantsPahvants reportedly killed a mule and drove off some cattle
but they could inflict no greater damage despite this action on the hildreth train
the native americans still seemed as friendly as ever with the mormonscormonsMormons see
standage to smith september 29 1853

17when gunnison entered the village of fillmore he had already seen the
embattled measures being taken by the saints in sanpete county and elsewhere
and therefore knew firsthand of the indian threat in addition the citizens in fill-
more told him of the recent difficulties with the hildreth company according to
young gunnison nevertheless showed much confidence in his ability to pre-
serve peaceful relations with the local natives young an account of the mas-
sacre governors letterbooksLetterbooks 129

gunnison however may have had an additional reason for confidence
the mormonscormons thought the pahvantsPahvants had been pacified and probably told him so
acting as utahs superintendent of indian affairs young in mid october had dis-
patched government interpreter and mormon scout dimick B huntington to
settle any remaining difficulties with the pahvantsPahvants huntingtonsHuntingtons superior indian
agent edward A bedell was too sick for the assignment in explaining hunting
tons mission to local militia leaders young was unequivocal we must cease our
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hostilities and seek by every possible means to reach the indian with a peaceful
message which shall extend a salutary influence over them which shall cause
them to consider us their friends brigham young to P W conover and others
october 16 1853 miscellaneous indian affairs collection young papers for a
few weeks in october it seemed that huntingtonsHuntingtons mission had been a success
though events would later prove otherwise

youngs explicit letter not cited in fieldings the unsolicited chronicler
is an important document it directly counters fieldings suggestions that the hunt-
ington mission was part of an anti gunnison conspiracy in dispatching hunting-
ton young was likely responding to news of the recent killing of indians by
mormonscormons in nephi and in sanpete county which reportedly had left him feeling
very indignant memoirs of adeliaadellaadeila almira wilcox 78 79 utah historical society

earlier when passing through the sanpete valley gunnison had secured
the services of gardiner G potter and william potter as guides since the land
through which the gunnison party was scheduled to travel was reasonably well
charted the employment of the brothers may have had more to do with their abil-
ity to speak the pahvantpasvant dialect and their acquaintance with several of the pah
vants william for example was counted as a friend to kanosh see james
ferguson to jefferson davis march 28 1854 nauvoo legion letterbookLetterbook young
papers williams service to the party was later praised by lieutenant E G beck-
with who found the mormon to be resolute and determined E G beckwith
report of exploration for a route for the pacific railroad in reports of

explorations and surveys to ascertain the most practicable and economical
route for a railroad from the mississippi river to the pacific ocean 11 vols
washington DC war department 1855 221010

gunnisons19gunnisonsGunni sons decision probably had something to do with the winterlikewinter like
conditions the willows afforded some relief from the icy westerly winds

the mormon president seems anxious to place this detail into his narra-
tive probably coming from an indian informer it favorably contrasted his people
with the rougher speaking military

in their dealings with the indians the mormonscormons were often accused of
drawing such a distinction between themselves and other americans they were
mormonscormonsMormons who helped and sympathized with the natives while the others

were unfriendly americansamericatsAmericats or more simply mericatsMericats government officials
understandably often voiced displeasure over this tendency which they saw as
self serving or even disloyal

for his part young claimed the distinction arose during the california gold
rush when the indians learned that the non LDS travelers might shoot at them
finding that the mormonscormons fed them and clothed them instead of killing them
the indians soon learned to enquire of every party they met whether they were

mormonscormons or americans a distinction which they have and probably always will
make brigham young to john M bernhiselBemhisel november 4 1856 young papers

2theathethe leadership of this band ofofpahvantspahvantsPahvants remains uncertain some believed
that moshoquopMoshoquop toniffstoniffboniffs son and pahvantpasvant war chief dominated this semi-
detached group with his brothers pants and mowquickMowquick assisting him moshoquopMoshoquop
later befriended the mormonscormons and spoke at kanoshsKanoshs funeral deseret evening
news december 12 1881 biographical sketch of charles reuben mcbride
tooelethoele stake history comp andrewjensonandrew jenson LDS church archives other evidence
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points to an older pahvantpasvant headman parashantParashant while white mens records often
confused indian relationships one claimed that parashantParashant was another ofoftoniffstoniffboniff s

sons standage to smith september 29 1853 still other sources claimed that para
shant was kanoshsKanoshs uncle for more than twenty years parashantParashant played a major
role in pahvantpasvant affairs and was especially active in demanding that the hildreth
emigrants be punished for tonifftoniffsboniffs death standage to smith september 2929185318531855

22again22again young speaks of gunnisonsGunnisons confidence even as the indians
attacked the point is important because of suggestions that the mormonscormons had
entrapped gunnison by conveying to him an unusual feeling of security see
fielding unsolicited chronicler 14554145 54 certainly some of gunnisonsGunnisons confi-
dence was of his own making I1

23brevet captain robert M morris of washington DC had distinguished
himself in the mexican war engagements of contreras and chapultepec he
knew the mormonscormonsMormons he had previously entered utah territory as an escort to
indian agent john wilson in september 1849 he now commanded more than
two dozen noncommissioned officers and men charged with protecting gun
nisonsbisons surveyors and scientists

24included with morriss express was the hastily composed letter of apos-
tles erastus snow and F D richards october 29 1853 now on file in the
brigham young incoming correspondence young papers if the mormonscormons had
been involved in the killing of gunnison this first dispatch from fillmore should
have given some hint of it instead snow and richards who seemed distressed
by the killing sketched the facts of the massacre largely as young now expressed
them several crucial sentences of their dispatch stated the pauvanpadvan chiefs are
here and are very sorry about the murder of the americans they deny all previ-
ous knowledge of or participation in the affair they say it was the unruly boys
of the lake band snow and richards also noted that kanosh already had secured
a government horse from the raiding indians and was attempting to secure other
lost US property

15dimick B huntington was once more youngs emissary fielding suggests
without documentation that huntington may have been sent south to make
sure that everyone at fillmore had their facts straight the intimation being that
the mormon role in the massacre had to be suppressed fielding unsolicited
chronicler 172 fortunately youngs specific instructions to huntington are a

matter of record as is huntingtonsHuntingtons later report brigham young to dimick B

huntington october 31 1853 governors letterbooksLetterbooks 110 young papers
report of huntington miscellaneous indian affairs files young papers neither
give the slightest support to a conspiracy hypothesis for instance on returning
to salt lake city huntington wrote 1I ascertained from other friendly indians of
the pahvantePahvante tribe that the cause of this massacre was the killing of an indian
of the pah vantesbantes and the wounding of two others by a party of emigrants who
went through the territory on the southern route to california with a flock of
sheep report of huntington

returning to salt lake city huntington made a list of the recovered prop-
erty 1 I1 barometer 2 compasses 4 mules 2 rifles 2 colts revolvers 2 dragoon
pistols 1 double barrel gun 1 spy glass 1 old watch 1 pocket book 1 note book
1 pocket book 1 pass book 1 small empty case 1 book inventory of property
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recovered by D B huntington nd governors letterbooksLetterbooks 112 young papers

later more of the articles were recovered including a rifle finger ring and por-
tions of the odometer brigham young to R M morris and E G beckwith feb-
ruary 28 1854 governors letterbooksLetterbooks 155 young papers

anson17anson call 1810 1890 was a native of new england and converted to
mormonism during its first years while appointed in the 1850s to be one of the
leaders of the fillmore settlement he centered much of his utah activity in north-
ern utah where he served as bishop of one of the bountiful wards

2121morrissmorriss failure to bury the remains led to rumors that he and gunnison
had had a falling out and were personally alienated A more likely reason lay in
the natural panic and uncertainty that reigned immediately after the massacre
morris must have wondered if the attack didnt foreshadow a widespread hostil-
ity that would have endangered any men left to guard the bodies

29likelike most native american chiefs in the great basin kanosh had little
power to enforce his suggestions other than the pahvantsPahvants own willingness to
obey and this situation was especially difficult youngs account importantly notes
that many older bandsmenbandsmanbandsmen were active in the massacre not simply the quick
to anger younger men who were sometimes given the responsibility for the
attack kanoshsKanoshs ability to influence these tribesmen was minimal besides many
came from a detached band that apparently was not accustomed to dealing
with the young chief directly

30youngoung wished to underscore mormon innocence in the massacre and
therefore suggested that when gunnison visited fillmore the settlers were
unaware of any impending pahvantpasvant danger an error young suggested they
came fully to understand after the massacre while youngs depiction was accu-
rate it revealed little of the fluid and dangerous flow of events that had taken
place at fillmore

immediately after the hildreth incident many of the natives had remained
at peace with the mormonscormonsMormons see standage to smith september 29 1853 these
pahvantpasvant men and women likely included those most directly associated with
kanosh on the other hand other bandsmenbandsmanbandsmen became increasingly restive this
latter group was angry over the mormon refusal to aid palivantlivantsalivantPa attacks on the hil-
dreth company and may have been further estranged over the recent indian
killings at manti above all these hostile pahvantsPahvants wanted the death of white men
to balance the death and wounding of their own relatives

by mid october rumors spread of a threatened indian skirmish at fillmore
frontal attacks on mormon towns were virtually unknown such intelligence

may have prompted huntingtonsHuntingtons first mission which for a moment quieted mor-
mon concerns when he reaffirmed amicable relations with kanosh an important
letter written by a militiaman henry standage later connected these various
strands br dimick B huntington was convinced when he left Fillfillmoremorelmorej that
canoshbanosh would do his best to break up the party of indians that were to come
against this post henry standage to james ferguson october 30 1853 thus
when gunnison entered fillmore the settlers thought the immediate threat to
their community had passed and probably told him so nevertheless they
remained living in their tightly drawn defensive positions guarded workers in the
outlying fields and generally travelled in armed groups whatever the success of
huntingtonsHuntingtons recent mission they knew the general war continued
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31inin the spring of 1854 colonel edward jenner steptoe was ordered to lead
an expeditionary force of several hundred men to the west coast his orders
were later modified to include a stop in utah where he was to secure the prose-
cution of the killers of gunnison and his party steptoe was a native of virginia
a graduate of west point and a veteran of the mexican war he later would be
offered the governorship of utah territory but would decline

3youngayoungoung had another perhaps more basic reason for not wanting to use
military force against the pahvantpasvant warriors and for that matter for not wanting
them brought to court As he had earlier written to steptoe a non confrontive
policy would leave a much better impression upon the indians and better
preserve the influence which it has been my constant aim to exercise among
them than to take a course which might end in a collision which if even suc-
cessfulcessful would leave with them the impression that we were their enemies
brigham young to E J steptoe february 9 1855 young letterbooksLetterbooks young
papers in short young wanted a longtermlong term solution rooted in good feeling and
whitemanwhite man control which was characteristic of his indian policy he sometimes
in cases like this overlooked and forgave indian depredations in the hope of
stable peaceful relations

33george33george washington bean 1831 1897 one of the first white settlers of
utah county became a frequent and trusted mormon intermediary to the great
basin natives an accident left him with a stub for a left arm and the indian name
of pooretsPoorets or one arm man see autobiography of george washington
bean comp flora diana bean home salt lake city utah printing 1945 for a
record of his service under steptoe see diary of george W beans mission to
the indians at las vegas 1855561855 56 february 8 1855 manuscript collection
brigham young university

3471hethe womanscomans name was arich or ar wich which in english meant
midsummer by some accounts she was a handsome woman about twenty

years of age affidavits of george peacock july 18 1855 and elijah averett and
warren S snow july 21 1855 governors letterbooksLetterbooks 1343 346 young
papers by citing this incident young again underscores american misbehavior

almonaimon W babbitt 181318561813 1856 was an early convert to mormonism and
an early pioneer to utah ambitious articulate and independent minded babbitt
frequently found himself at odds with mormon leaders one of joseph smiths
revelations reads with my servant almon babbitt there are many things with
which I1 am not pleased behold he aspirethaspireth to establish his counsel instead of
the counsel which I1 have ordained even that of the presidency of my church
and he settethzetteth up a golden calf for the worship of my people dacd&c 12484
during the nephi trial babbitt served as the counsel to the accused pahvantsPahvants
he was territorial secretary when killed by cheyenne indians in 1856 young
did not moum his passing see bullocks minutes of meetings october 4 1856
LDS church archives

36these31these details were confirmed by a may 24 1855 letter of thomas S

williams a mormon merchant but no friend of youngs which was published in
the st louis luminary june 30 1855

one of the prisoners a woman ravishedlavishedravished by the soldiers before the
husbands eyes the latterwantedlatteriatter wanted to know if this was the way that
white men treated their prisoners
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As soon as col steptoe learned of this he at once removed
them and col babbitt applied to judge shaver for a writ of habeas cor-
pus which was also the duty of their counsel as the indians were held
in prison out of the district in which the crime was committed for
which they were on trial this writ however was denied by the court
upon the grounds that the evidence was not properly before them
this last I1 had from judge shaver himself and I1 know that gov young
had nothing to do in the matter but justice demanded that those pris-
oners should be removed from that den of infamy and corruption

37non mormon john F kinney 181619021816 1902 was twice chief justice of utah
territory and later congressional delegate for the territory like most of the gen-
tile officials directly involved in the case kinney found no LDSIDSeds culpability in the
massacre according to kinney the evidence showed conclusively that the indi-
ans committed the crime of their own volition memorandum 3 john fitch kin-
ney papers LDSIDSins church archives

18youngoung once more expresses his antipathy for the proceeding which he
believed was improper perhaps immoral earlier he had written at greater length

it cannot be expected of the indians in their present low and igno-
rant condition with all their traditions and ferocious natures upon
them to understand and act in accordance with the provisions of
law which they never had the least knowledge of nor any opportu-
nity for obtaining such information therefore it becomes those who
profess civilization to set them an example and not while pretend-
ing to execute law upon them be more brutal and murderous than
they are with each other let all such persons consider these facts
and act wisely lest the blood of their victims be found upon their
own skirts twelfth general epistle april 1855 messages of the
first presidency ed james R clarkdarkoark salt lake city bookcraft 1965 1

2166

whisthis appendix contained a series of swomsworn statements by members of the
mormon jury these affidavits charged state attorney joseph holeman and other
washington appointed officials with drunkenness and verbal abuse at the trial

40thethe comment is confirmed by an entry in brigham youngs office jour-
nal november 3 1854 young papers col steptoe had a talk with kanosh and
made him some presents the murderers of lieutenant gunnison were there
wearing the clothes of the whites they had killed apparently the presents
mentioned in this passage were meant as an enticement to kanosh to begin nego-
tiationstiations not for the capture of the malefactors

4herecherehere young seems unduly harsh he condemns steptoesStep toes cautious policy
which in truth was not unlike his own both men realized that if the army vig-
orously pursued the gunnison killers the southern settlements as well as travel
on the south california trail would be put at risk for steptoesSteptoes explanations on
the question see col edward jenner steptoe to colonel cooper november 20
1854 november 24 1854 february 1 1855 february 24 1855 and march 26
1855 in selected letters from E J steptoe 185418551854 1855 from records of the war
department office of the adjutant general microfilm mica106MICA 106 utah state
historical society
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youngoung was bothered by steptoesSteptoes apparent failure to count potter a mor-
mon in his man for man negotiations with kanosh however the soldier likely
meant no discourtesy in the rough justice of the times steptoe wanted kanosh
to turn over seven of his men or the same number of men killed at the massacre
eight minus one due to the earlier killing of toniffboniffToniff kanosh complied but

officials believed only three of them had been at the massacre these were the
three put on trial

41thisthis statement suggests that the lake band that attacked the gunnison
party had not been involved in the earlier killing of hatten or with the death of
the indians at nephi in strongly attacking the nephi proceedings young likely
glosses over the guilt of the three pahvantpasvant indians they probably had been
involved in the assault

44youngs44youngs point here is unclear arguments such as this about the trials
proceeding unfortunately could not be sorted out no official transcript of its pro-
ceedingsce was made or at least none was preserved however one of the gov-
ernment attorneys sylvester mowry bitterly anti mormon published one of his
own making

45174512earingfearingcaring injustice would result and trying to pursue a middle way the mor-
mon jurors had voted to convict the indians of manslaughter and in the process
violated the customary oath to accept the judges charge to the jury kinney had
ruled that the jury had to convict or acquit on the narrow first degree murder
charge more than equity was involved in the mormonscormonsMormons act clearly the interests
of the local settlers and the federal appointed officers diverged the former
wanted indian pacification while the latter hoped for a first degree murder con-
viction that would please eastern sentiment

46aA later grand jury issued indictments against the alleged killers of toniffboniff
but no guilty verdicts were ever obtained

470nceonce more young indicted the entire proceeding by alluding to official
misconduct at the trial which was considerable LDS affidavits claimed that hole-
man and other military and territorial officials paid ammon a ute chief for the
prostitution of his wives according to samuel pitchforthsPitchforths notarized statement
while ammon the indian was following mr holman for his whiskey and blan-

kets as pay for seducing his squaw holman turned round and said he never
was in such a damned fix before as to have such buggarsbeggars hunting him for
they kept him on the trot testimony of samuel pitchforth july 16 18551855 gov-
ernors letterbooksLetterbooks 1350 young papers martha spence heywood gave addi-
tional detail

just previous to the breaking up of the court and while liquor was
plenty there was a debauch celebrated by some of the gentile
exquisites of both parties to wit military and judicial the sub-
jects were some squawssquads who were known by their lawful owner to
have the power of transmitting venereal disease to the said exquiselquis
ites and the circumstance boasted of by the indian who was
ammon all over the settlement

several of steptoesSteptoes officers had begun the revelry before the trial heywood not
by bread alone 108

several eastern newspapers charged that the mormonscormons had allowed the
pahvantsPahvants escape but said nothing about their recapture see for instance new
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york times may 18 1855 p 4 col 1 young apprehended the pahvantsPahvants by
requesting several leading indians of the territory including the ute chief ara
peen to bring the men in william B maxwell to brigham young april 22221855185 5

andjohnaand johnjohnA A raytoray to brighamyoungBrighabrigham mYoungyoungbyoung april 251855 brigham young incoming cor-
respondence young papers the recapture of the indians was youngs responsi-
bility as governor

49atat a meeting in youngs office the church leader showed equal petu-
lance over the rumor young confronted kinney who was present during the dis-
cussioncussion and drew the following denial 1 I never thought that you ever did
anything or thought to influence the jury in the gunnison trail kinney
responded and never did say so to any one kinney also claimed he had urged
compassion for the three indian defendants when issuing his charge to the mor-
mon jurymenjurymanjurymen notes taken by david 0 calder brigham youngs office minutes
july 10 1855 young papers

51 steptoe was also bitter about the trial but in his view it was the mor
mons who had subverted the legal proceeding in the hope of gaining favor with
the indians for years he complained young had pursued a singularly pacific
indian policy much too pacific in my opinion that ignored national
authority steptoe to cooper march 26 1855 and april 15 1855 selected let-
ters from E J steptoe

51thethe matter was important because the death of potter an active mormon
lessened the charge that the mormonscormons were involved in the massacre



beginning with the keynote
address on metaphor and ideology

i
A lightfight rain is falling on the snow
the stream accepts its channel over stones
sprucesspruced grow from hollows in the snow
and figures stand against the snow and light

the rain is straight no wind disturbs the words
or pods that hang upon the trees
the words are straight the words explain the snow
and walk the pale hill like flowers
english lavender a spanish rose
they grapple with a range so white so vast
not even the eye can cover it all

nH
we are met to summarize the snow
and words festoon the open hall
great doors of glass replace
whole sections of the wall
beyond which snow is falling straight

171



the snow is the central metaphor
by which one world intrudes into
another it falls from eastward in
eden into structure that has no secrets
wires pipes lightsfightshights and fans
ornament pine beams the walls
begin to disappear in trees and snow
As if the snow were words

m
in the valley birds are calling
proposing flowers as fragile as the snow
the willow by the stream softens into brass
and we infer the snow from flowers

sunlight rides the clouds round road
to write pale names upon the northern snow
the mountain to the east leaves its print upon the face
and prophets bow beneath the snows white load

kathryn R ashworth
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A roundtable

four LDS views on harold bloom

HAROLD BLOOM the american religion the emergence of the post

christian nation new york touchstone with simon and schuster
1993 271 ppap index paperback 12.001200

introduction
M gerald bradford

every now and then a book is written about mormonism
which by all accounts is fascinating meaning that it both attracts
and repels its readers on the whole the insights in such books
override their points of inaccuracy the authors of such works usu-
ally stand outside the LDS tradition are recognized as intellectuals
and come from the world of academia

nearly forty years ago for example thomas FE odea wrote
the mormonscormons chicago university of chicago press 1957 his
treatment of latter day saints ostensibly from a sociological per-
spectivespective but going far beyond any single discipline was just such
a book coming to his subject from a somewhat modified marxist
view odea revealed between the lines that he had a soft spot in
his heart for the mormonscormons and that in some important respect he
had genuinely understood what was distinctive and worthwhile
about the religion

another equally fascinating book about the mormonscormons and
other religious groups in the united states is harold blooms the
american religion bloom is an internationally recognized liter-
ary critic what he says about the LDS tradition joseph smith
and the future of the church has engendered a wide range of
responses accordingly BYU studies has gathered four discus-
sions of this book one by an essayist another by a mormon

byustudies35BYU studies 35 no 1 1995 173
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philosopher a third by one of blooms current students and a

fourth by a physicist
eugene england for instance adopts without reservation

blooms postmodern notion that it is never possible to perfectly
interpret a text or the ideas of another person every interpreta-
tion is but a misreading either strong meaning going
beyond and expanding upon what was originally said or written
or weak in that what is said about the initial insight is dis-
torted or perverted according to england blooms misread
ings are on the whole strong getting joseph smiths teachings
and mormonismsMormonisms orientation within the canopy of religions in
america basically right englandssEnglandss focus is on what many
believe is blooms major point that the american religion by
which he means mainly protestant fundamentalism and even
more so mormonism is becoming in englandsglandsEn words increas-
ingly conservative anti intellectual powerful resentful and
repressive of diversity with all that this foreboding picture por-
tends for the future while disagreeing with the prophecy eng-
land believes we should nevertheless take warning from blooms
assessment of what england believes to be our abandonment of
the social gospel

truman madsen on the other hand refers only in passing to
the political agendas of the american religion seeing blooms
americanized orientation toward mormonism as out of date the
churchschurche rapid growth in becoming a worldwide movement sig-
nificantlynificantly alters blooms predictions about its future trends
instead madsen focuses on blooms analysis of mormonism in
terms of some lost ancient gnostic view of the world the more
plausible explanation according to madsen is to see the essence
of mormonism as the restoration of ancient things that had been
lost sight of even though they were present all along in the scrip-
tures and other sacred texts still in spite of this weakness ini

blooms approach madsen sees value in blooms implicit recogni-
tion that a successful explanation of mormonism must reach
beyond nineteenth century american factors

with randall pauls discussion we return again to postmod
ernismeonism for a celebration of all things bloomianBloomian paul rightly shows
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that blooms desire to know how we should face the inevitability
of death animates blooms interest in the power of human imagi-
nation which explains blooms fascination with the LDS doctrine
of the eternal self so fully does paul share blooms enthusiasm for
this view that he gets carried away in praising bloom as a religious
critic and in seeing bloom as the first outside intellectual both to
admire and criticize the teachings of joseph smith among other
such critics odea jumps to mind as a counter example still paul
is correct in stressing the importance of having someone of blooms
stature pay attention to joseph smith but only time will tell
whether pauls prediction about blooms very popular book bring-
ing mormonism out of darkness will be any more accurate than
blooms prediction written in 1991 that a democrat would never
again be elected president of the united states

richard haglund is less sure that bloom ranks in the grand tra-
dition of religious critics how haglund asks could bloom miss
the main point of the latter day saint faith and thereby claim that
LDS references to jesus christ are simply a facade behind which
11 post christian ideas hide and develop haglund suggests at least
a partial answer by exploring the question can someone for
whom the sacred the transcendent and particularly the idea of
god amounts to nothing more than metaphysical flourishes and
11 spilt poetry ever engage in meaningful religious criticism maybe
haglund argues religious critics have to be in some sense religious
themselves to understand the subject they are studying

which brings us back to the example of odea what he
would never express publicly but what he said more than once
privately about the mormonscormonsMormons evidenced that whatever openings
to the sacred he may have experienced during his roman catholic
upbringing were never fully abandoned maybe those centers of
influence were awakened in him on occasion when he lived with
the mormonscormons and shared some of their religious experiences per-
haps that is why sometimes what he said rang true to some in-
siders if so odea becomes both a test case for haglundsHaglunds thesis
and a critical threshold that people like bloom have yet to pass
based on the views of our panel the jury is still out on how reli-
gious a productive religious critic needs to be
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I1

eugene england

for me harold blooms address at the university of utah on
november 15 1990 was a fascinating and unique cultural experi-
ence his reputation as americas most distinguished literary critic
and his announced topic the religion making imagination of
joseph smith brought a huge crowd which included many uni-
versity of utah professors and students at least some of these I1

had reason to believe as a graduate of the U myself came to hear
bloom roast joseph smith and local mormon culture in the grand
style you can imagine then the shock as bloom began by calling
joseph smith an authentic religious genius who surpassed all

americans before or since 96 97 he stated baldly if there is
any authentic version of the american religion then as tolstoy
surmised it must be mormonism whose future as yet may prove
decisive for the nation and for more than this nation alone 97

imagine how this tension increased among those who had
come to see the prophet excoriated when bloom confessed he
could not explain joseph smiths recovery of ancient insights into
the theomorphic nature and divine potential of men and women
except as revelation and pronounced him not only an authentic
prophet for mormonscormonsMormons but also our national prophet and seer

those of us in the audience who were believing mormonscormons
also felt some shocks even embarrassment I1 came with trepida-
tion then experienced surprised joy and I1 confess some satis-
faction at the discomfiture around me as bloom moved with
extraordinary insight to what I1 have long felt are the heart of
joseph smiths genius and the central empowering truths of the
restored gospel ofjesus christ but I1 was also surprised at how ter-
ribly wrong a person with such insight could be about other
aspects of mormonism nevertheless all of blooms address made
me think again about the americanization and resulting ethical
decline of some of us mormonscormonsMormons

bloom is perhaps best known for his ideas about misread-
ing especially his notion that all we can do with texts and histor-
ical figures is misinterpret them the question is whether our
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misreadingsreadingsmisleadingsmis are strong or weak producing even more insight
than the original or merely parodyingparodying or perverting it 108 1 the
american religion provides a very strong misreading of mormon
theology and history sometimes this misreading is misguided
even dangerous but I1 believe it is potentially a very encouraging
and helpful challenge to mormonscormons and others precisely because of
blooms political emphasis though that is what some of his critics
have found most objectionable

that remarkable address at the university of utah became the
second of four chapters on mormonism that appeared in blooms
book a year later there he focuses appropriately on the mormon
concept of an eternal uncreated and thus noncontingent free and
indestructible intelligence in each of us our nature is godlike
and our destiny is to become literal gods

but bloom goes wrong by going too far he sees that in many
ways the climax ofjoseph smiths increasing understanding of the
essential relatedness of god and humans is sections 131 and 132152
of the doctrine and covenants where the new and everlasting
covenant of marriage is revealed bloom is dead right I1 believe in
seeing that sanctified human sexual intercourse essentially is
theurgical 105 in other words the ultimate and most powerful
insight into the genuine interrelatedness and interdependence of
godhood and humanity is joseph smiths understanding of divine
beings ultimately as embodied divinely heterosexual couples
whose creativity is in part a function of their sexuality and of human
sexuality as both a necessary part of gods work and glory in
giving us immortality and eternal life and a preparation for god-
hood like that of our heavenly parents moses 139 and bloom is

dead right I1 believe in saying that for joseph smith and brigham
young celestial marriage and consequent progression towards
godhood were the true essence of becoming a latter day saint the
heart of mormon religion making 108 bloom is dead wrong
however in taking an extra step and equatingpluralequating plural marriage with
celestial marriage these two principles are independent and sep-
arable bloom however insists male nature being polygamous
the restoration of all things demanded a sanctification of that polyg-
amy rather than an abolishment of a nature that could not be cor-
rected 109 blooms insight into josephs supreme insight that
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male female and divine natures are all sexual and are fulfilled
through their sexuality is marred when he reduces that insight
with the unproven sexist and degrading rationale that male
nature is polygamous

bloom perceptively hints at what I1 believe was one of the rea-
sons why god inspired mormonscormons to practice polygamy when he
quotes R laurence moores claim mormonscormonsMormons learned that one
way of becoming american was to invent oneself out of a sense of
opposition 88 bloom writes marked by the glory and stigma
of plural marriage the mormonscormons of 1850 through 1890 indeed
became a peculiar people a nation apart 106 and were thus able
to preserve a coherent and powerful identity in the formative
period but he goes far wrong again I1 believe when he writes I11I

cheerfully do prophesy that not too far on in the twenty first cen-
tury the mormonscormons will have enough political and financial power to
sanction polygamy again without it in some form or other the
complete vision ofjoseph smith never can be fulfilled 123

at one point arguing that a rational theology is not needed
for the growth of religion in fundamentalist anti intellectual amer-
ica bloom claims that the southern baptists flourish despite a neg-
ative and minimal theology and that the fast growing mormonscormons
have a theology that is so jerry built that no one can hope to get
it straight 67 68 part of my misreading of bloom is to perceive
in his response to mormonism the outlines of what bloom himself
does not see a remarkably cohesive and empowering theology
but a theology that is indeed threatened by the increasing influ-
ence of mormondomsMormondoms anti intellectual extreme right wing who
as armand mauss shows in his recent book the angel and the bee-
hive controls much of mormon education and popular thought

bloom demonstrates uncanny understanding of the nature
and power of what for me is the beginning point and foundation
of any uniquely mormon theology what he calls the gnostic
sense of a self within the self that existed before creation that
can know rather than merely trust or believe for mormonscormonsMormons that un-
created intelligence is the ground of human relations to a similar
ultimately uncreated self within god and is what ultimately makes
us free but also potentially terribly alone unless we make bridges
of love to other selves such as spouses neighbors all humans
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and god and that emphasis on our eternal self can make us
destructively selfish if we fail to build such bridges almost allanailali mor-
mon theology as B H roberts john A widtsoeWidtsoe and lowell ben-
nion have shown builds in a rational and systematizable way from
that fUinfoundationdation in fact built firmly on that foundation are the two
other insights of joseph smith and consequent mormon activi-
ties that bloom is most moved by 1 the record gathering and
temple work for the dead which seals together and potentially
unites in healing love the whole human family of intelligent spirits
in fulfillment of malachishalachisMalachis prophecy and 2 the eternal vista of
ic sexual theurgy 126 in which godhood includes and is even de-
fined by the joys exaltations and sorrows of creating spirit bodies
for unborn intelligences and then creating universes for their de-
velopment a continuation of the seeds forever dacd&c 1521913219
in other words bloom is simply uninformed and wrong about the
supposed incoherence of mormon theology he also especially
as a supposed careful reader wildly misjudges the nature and
value of the book of mormon

my final misreading I1 hope a strong one that is a power-
fully useful reinterpretation is of blooms subtext his general con-
cern expressed throughout the book that the american religion is
becoming increasingly conservative anti intellectual militant pow-
erful resentful and repressive of diversity and his very specific
concern that the chief institutional form of the american religion
the LDS church will continue to increase in size and influence
until it will afflict the united states and possibly the world with
increased tyranny and violence I1 believe he is quite wrong but I1

believe mormonscormons and all americans can learn from his misreading
mormonism did indeed as thomas alexander has docdocu-

mented
u

in books on wilford woodruff and on the transitions in
mormon thought at the turn of the centurycentury33 compromise a good
deal of the social gospel of christ especially its proscription
against joining in americas wars in order to survive and become
accepted as part of the american mainstream hugh nibley in
approaching zion 4 has documented our tragic turn in the twen-
tieth century from the gospel of christ towards militarism materi-
alism and anti environmentalism and president kimball warned
at the time of the american bicentennial that we mormonscormonsMormons like
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other americans had become idolatrous both in our materialism
and in becoming a warlikewar like people who depend on missiles
gods of stone and steel to protect us rather than trusting the
lords call to change our enemies through love 5 increasing evi-
dence exists now to support blooms fear that we may join the po-
litical extreme right in militant disregard of others social needs and
join the religious extreme right in militant anti intellectualism
and disregard for others basic rights of action and expression
that our emphasis on uncreated potentially divine selves may in-
deed become selfish

though I1 believe bloom is wrong in his prophecies my mis-
reading suggests he can be a warning to us as we stand at the cross-
roads one hundred years after our earlier necessary but dangerous
and costly compromise prophets particularly president gordon B

Hinckley6 and president howard W hunter7hunters have regularly called
us in the past twenty years to return to the religion ofjesus As the
most hopeful sign the church has in the past fourteen years
moved more dramatically into humanitarian service including
fasts and food for starving africans relief projects all over the world
weekly community service days for all missionaries and the assign-
ment of some full time service missionaries to simply helping oth-
ers perhaps mormon historians theologians and cultural critics at
the very least can find in bloom incentive for further studies that
will help us understand how some of us have strayed in our cul-
tural and political perversions of joseph smiths restored gospel
and perhaps all of us can find incentive to join the prophets in
returning to the straight and narrow more excellent way of un-
selfishness and mercy

En
truman G madsen

harold bloom is the audacious author who generated a stir in
recent times with his book oft 1990 which assigns to a woman
responsibility for the alleged J strand of the pentateuch this is the
harold bloom of no less than one hundred books a professor at
both yale and new york universities who is as at least one dust
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jacket affirms the leading literary critic of our time due to his
involuntary enchantment with ancient gnosticism bloom has fol-

lowed his own lightsfights spent five years looking at interpretive
accounts of the lesser known american religious groups and then
produced a book called the american religion emphasis on the

bloom approaches religion as he approaches poetry for reli-
gion is according to bloom spilled poetry 80 it is a product
of creative imagination more stimulating if it is off track arcane
yet with some flair of originality he is a jew who has disposed of
normative judaism and of god because if there were a god he
would not permit auschwitz blooms reputation as a broad stroke
literary critic enables him to ignore or wave off the empirical study
of religious movements as well as their textual pedigreespedigreedpedigrees that is
the ways they consciously link themselves to sacred texts so he
has trouble with doctrinal fixities traditions hierarchies establish-
ments sacraments latter day saints will also note that he brackets
if he does not negate all appeals to supernatural origin or influ-
ence he takes the history of religion as the ebb and flow of con-
ventionalventional human stresses notably the quest for immunity from
death for death in life is the father of religion 257 he finds
freud kafka and scholem to be more significant or at least more
interesting figures thanjesusthan jesus the apostles or rabbi akiva he labors
to isolate something that all born in america religions have in com-
mon thereby defying their primary differentia thus in his survey
bloom ignores almost three fourths of the religious groups in
america roman and other catholics anglicans lutheransLutherans pres

byteriansbyterians methodists and even his own people american jewry
all are sidestepped in advance because they are mainstream and
have european roots

blooms overall conclusion given these postures is perhaps
predictable but it is also exotic american religions if they are
really american are a revival of certain admirable ancient gnostic
heresiesheresies what if their adherents explicitly reject blooms labels
no problem one can be a self centered gnostic unaware even
after being informed by bloom heavy weights are put on pivotal
words like private inner innermost for bloom something is
more inner even than the soul so that authentic religion is utterly
solitary and therefore humanly incommunicable 31 264 yet on
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nearly every page he puts into words his privileged insight into
these hidden regions

what would such a man with such a background say about
joseph smith and the latter day saints

comparatively speaking as an american visionary and charis-
matic joseph smith excels everyone before or since even walt
whitman ralph waldo emerson william james and edward
young mullins all blooms heroes whatever their vision not one
of them came near him in courage vitality or comprehensiveness
or in so honest a realization of the consequences of a charismatic
endowment 109 bloom recognizes his genial and loving
nature 109 and his genius for restoration 104 describing the
prophet as one who moves and alters my own imagination
127 where in all of american history can we find his

match in proportion to his importance and his complexity he
remains the least studied personage of an undiminished vitality in
our entire national saga 95 and joseph smith stands out from
all other american luminaries with a further distinction he created
men in his own likeness notably brigham young joseph smith
was so rich and varied a personality so vital a spark of divinity
that he is almost beyond the limits of the human I1 end as I1

began with wonder 127
blooms superlatives sometimes clash with each other we read

that joseph was a man whose life personality and visions far tran-
scended his talents at the composition of divine texts 82 yet
joseph smiths writings are also transcendent verses from the
doctrine and covenants carry his authentic religious genius and
are transliterated by bloom into some electric passages of kabbalahkabbalah
82 on the other hand the book of mormon the product not

the translation bloom believes of this same genius is bloom
alerts us pedestrian tendentious tedious and is no longer
and should no longer be given attention even by mormonscormons 85

this is all clear to bloom though he acknowledges he has never
read the book on still another hand joseph the writer is excelled
by joseph the reader joseph smiths subtlest insight was an
exercise in repetition he absorbed the bible and he understood
implicitly the burden of jewish history the religion preceded
and produced the peculiar or set apart people 88 89 yet
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again bloom is confident joseph did not need to read for bloom
considers it more likely that joseph reinvented his insights
1 I hardly think that written sources were necessary 100

blooms own prepossessionspossessionspre lead to his main thrust joseph
smith managed to circumvent centuries of accumula and tradition
and revive understandings found only in hidden pockets of ancient
lore thus bloom can only attribute to joseph smiths genius or
daemon his uncanny recovery of elements in ancient jewish
theurgy that had ceased to be available either to normative judaism
or to christianity and that had survived only in esoteric traditions
unlikely to have touched smith directly 101 theurgy at its
worst is the occult attempt to manipulate god or the gods but
bloom reads theurgy to mean strengthening god 253
joseph envisioned a god within us whose best efforts were
needed to reinforce the exalted man in the heavens 102 god is
as dependent on man in some ways as man is dependent upon god

so is that new or a departure or distinctly american bloom
insists that mormonscormons are almost alone in such beliefs since joseph
smiths vision takes one back to the original religion of yahweh to
the J document where god is related to space and time and
process it also leads to theomorphism primal man and as bloom
notes from jewish lore primordial adam himself has a soul or self
that is no part of the creation older than the bible and is free
of time unstained by mortality 15 free and even after the fall

not wholly separated from the divine nature here bloom fleetingly
acknowledges joseph smiths teaching reflects pretheologized
torah and the new testament rather than the later and dominant
traditions of rabbinical judaism and classical christianity he does
not observe that with modifications joseph smiths teaching on the
divine in human nature is the thedosistheosis of greek orthodoxy and can
be found in the fine print of roman catholic theology

for such achievements bloom assures us joseph smith is an
authentic prophet read authentic religious genius 82 and spec-
ulatorulator and he is worthy of such terms as uncanny unique and
extraordinary 83 82 85

bloom sometimes imposes upon american religion the gnos-
tic demiurge an evil disposed creator identified with the pri-
mordial abyss matter is the evil embodiment is imprisonment
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salvation or redemption is escape but bloom should know that this
will not do for LDS faith for the new testament and therefore for
joseph smith the contrary is true the body is a temple a sacred
vessel resurrection is glorification not a return to the outlandish
slough and god himself as god overcomes the assumed radical
distinction between temporal and spiritual these are heresiesheresies to
most gnosticsagnostics why then call them gnostic heresiesheresies

blooms further reading of american gnosticsagnostics is a parody
this amorphous group is a creedless and even biblelessBibleless group
intent on americanizingAmerican izing jesus so that he is a friend near at hand
identified with ones essential private inward solitude and quite
reachable by human effort alone soul competency is the word
he uses approvingly for the baptists 41 such seek esoteric
knowledge not of god but of the sacred self within themselves as
uncreated sparks of divinity but to affirm a sacred self and turn
away from a sacral god is a self contradiction for both mormonscormons
and southern baptists and bloom seems unacquainted with
authentic senses of dependence upon god

Is gnostic then mainly a purr word for ideas and practices
that have a distinct fascination for bloom one can make that case
but he does not see that one need not resort to archaic pockets
kabbalahkabbalah or the primal self to find such ideas and practices in scrip-
tural sources for example bloom is enchanted in mormon thought
with primal materials in creation nothing is more american he
argues than the view that god did not bring all that is into being
by fiat but organized elements 101 but the hebrew creation
narratives say that this world was formed out of previously existing
matter the dogma of ex nichilonihilo creation was invented later

he repeats even revels in the kinship reintroduced in LDS

thought between god and man and stands among the few who rec-
ognize that joseph smith did not teach that god is human all too
human he shows that this kinship undercutsundercuts typical views of orig-
inal sin and doctrines of total human depravity so it does but so also
do the more extreme jewish views of the evil inclination which are
again a later importation and this kinship too is in the earliest
texts likeness and image tselemtselee and demuth in hebrew mean that
man resembles god as a statue resembles a person a point that was
embarrassing to later interpreters who often reduced the similarity
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between god and man to the single trait of rationality even the
exodus text on the divine name 1 I am that I1 am which has been
cited for centuries as the foundation of the monoliths of plato and
aristotle may read 1I will become what I1 will become the platonic
absolute the static the utterly unconditioned was later written into
the official theology it is absent in the biblical texts indeed the kin
ships joseph smith affirmed are present in psalm 8 the man ofwhom
god is mindful is a little lower than the eloheimelvheim the divine
not as the KJ translators have it than the angels and is crowned
with glory and honor Ps 85

bloom is attracted to the LDS teaching of the sacredness of
human sexuality and finds similar teachings in archaic sources
106 he explains this with references to freud and to the much

earlier sabbataisabbataniSabbatai zvi whose doctrine of the holiness of sin re-
demptiondemption through sin 106 was the betrayal of his messianic
claim bloom argues as joseph smith did not that if marriage is

sacred then plural marriage is inevitable and there is hidden eroti-
cism in blooms argument but he misses the point abraham was
not promised a harem but a lasting and glorious posterity all this
is likewise hebrew biblical but since augustine the sacredness of
human sexuality is unfamiliar or heretical

intrigued by the prominence of enoch in mormon sources
bloom claims with poetic license a virtual identity between
enoch and joseph smith 100 enoch created a city zion did not
die and will bring it anew he is metetronMetetron in the pantheon of kab
balisticbalistidbalistic lore but there is no hint in joseph smith of this identifica-
tion nor of reincarnation if one is serious about the past present
and future of davids congregation of the mighty Ps 821 he
must add adam eve noah melchizedek abraham moses john
and elijah plus others who have received renewed prominence in
the restoration dacd&c 15858138381385815838

bloom ascribes to joseph smith the ancient hebrew sense that
word event and thing are one and calls this transumption 100

he does not note that by this definition the old testament
prophets the new testament apostles and jesus himselfwere gnos
ticsbics in other company including religions this is often taken as a mis-
guided quest for certainty or as a mystical retreat from reality or a
bromide to palliate brooding about death and despair for latter day
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saints it is none of the above in affirming the present possibility of
face to face communion with god like that of moses joseph smith
was not a radical revolutionary nor an original he was instead what
he said he was a restorer on a comprehensive scale

bloom sometimes reverses his implicit to explicit mode as is
illustrated by one telling example the absence of the cross in mor-
mon architecture shows bloom says that mormonscormons and the amer-
ican religion in general have lost touch with the historical jesus
40 bloom who asserts the primacy of the interior might have

intuitedintuited what he could not see the earliest christians placed
easter ahead of the crucifixion and so do latter day saints A glo-
rified christ who bears the nail prints is in all ways the embodi-
ment of the new beginning the cross testifies most of the mortal
end precisely what bloom says is absent in LDS faith is present
one may hypostatize the cross as in classical theology or he may
take it up inside and deny himself of all ungodliness moro 1032
alma 399 in the book of mormon more than in any other docu-
ment the crucifixion and resurrection of jesus are vividly com-
bined both in anticipation and manifestation blooms stumbling
here and elsewhere is incompatible with what he himself avers
namely that the reunion of the historical the literal and the actu-
alized and with symbols that deepen rather than evade is at the
heart of joseph smiths mission

another example bloom has discovered that joseph smith
organized a council of fifty in nauvoo some of whose members
were men of other faiths pointing toward the extension of consti-
tutionaltutional government one might add that few others have given
such a religious dimension to the american constitution this at
blooms instant touch is transmuted into something sinister the
gradual subtle growth of the mormon kingdom of god in amer-
ica 94 who in the jewish christian world does not pray thy
kingdom come the latter day saint pattern is the same as that in
ancient judaism as bloom himself says a religion becomes
became a people 106 the mormon people became a com-

munity which like the new testament community sought and
continues to seek to become a kingdom the saints are the last
people on earth to be confused on who the king is or how in con-
trast to petty despotisdespotismsms he will govern
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other inversions beset blooms exposition for bloom the
american religion is all about a loneliness related to the ameri-
can experience of the abyss of space 103103105 but the new testa-
ment model and the faith of the latter day saints is through and
through about togetherness the solidifying and hallowing of re-
lationshipslationships in a way that reaches eternity and the experiencing of
the endlessness of time thus there has never been an isolated
self there have always been relationships family community god
himself was never completely alone

blooms subtitle is the emergence of the post christian nation
but the faith of the latter day saints is the prere christianghristian religion of
christ it is judaism at its crest and the religion of disciples ofjesus
before they were victimized by diaspora by dilution and embell-
ishmentishment addition and subtraction and by official amalgamation
to the state all of which pulled the faith from the moorings of
jesus into metaphysical monoliths

mormonism of today is not my subject says bloom
106 but then he proceeds as if it were what attracts him reli-

giously appalls him politically much of the book is strident and
erratic sociopolitical commentary mormonscormonsMormons baptists and christ-
ian scientists receive their share christian fundamentalists and
pentecostalsPentecostals more than their share As for the mormonscormonsMormons bloom
becomes altogether conventional and repeats the journalistic
stereotype the present day LDS church is stunningly wealthy
respectable politically monolithic and too much an influence in
government it began as a scandalous heresy and now is an emi-
nently respectable established church wealthy vaguely christian
and mostly right wing republican 5553 yet the verifiable conse-
quences of the international growth of the LDS community stand
this stereotype on its head the LDS church today clearly chris-
tian in its full embrace of the law of tithing and its full rejection of
professional caste is financially stretched nevertheless it is doing
many of the very things for the underprivileged worldwide that
bloom says it cannot do As an organization and community it
remains widely misunderstood and maligned has not bloom him-
self joined that choir moreover the church is politically diverse
in ethnic national and party allegiances in fact its international
diversity had he recognized it would have cost bloom his title and
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his topic pigeonholing the latter day saints even those of the first
generation as american is as anachronistic as describing jews or
christians or moslems as jerusalemitesJerusalemites

bloom also urges indeed labors what has now become
another flawed claim in recent literature about the latter day samsaintsi ts
and bloom extends the lament to other american religions that

they have lost touch with their origins plainly he argues the present
day religion is only a compromise with gentile america rather
than being the authentic vision of joseph smith 106 if they
were faithful to the most crucial teachings 91 the latter day
saints he says would be utterly different how can a writer be so
sensitized to the subtle and so oblivious to the palpable the
melancholy failure to live up to their high estate is the story of
the jews as it is of christians including mormon christians but
14 not now is not necessarflynotnecessarily not ever religion need not abandon
what it postpones it may even intensify the inner ideal while
weighed down by impediments

moreover with a clipboard and a gifted interviewing style
bloom might have consulted a fair sample of recent converts to the
LDS church if he did not impose his paradoxical indifference to
self awareness he could glimpse what is stirring and moving their
lives recent studies show that the dominant moving appeal
among the mormonscormons is the thrust toward experiential religion
more so in fact than in the baptists whom bloom says still retain
the puritan quest for the inner light 54 204 and it is the jesus
of the new testament the one who said he would not be locked
within that time or place along with what he was what he
promised what he portrayed and taught that is sought by these
new adherents their religious experience is a kind of knowing
it is life eternal the whole of life and the relationships of life life
that begins now and here with christ A creative misreading of
blooms message is that persons the world over are unconsciously
striving toward this faith which was also joseph smiths faith
spawned by an innate and archetypal religious awareness

finally bloom steps unabashedly into the realm of forecaster
his expectations discourage him the jehovah witnesses will be
increasingly pathological the christian fundamentalists will dom-
inate the political process and moderates among the baptists will
lose to the fundamentalists who make an idol out of an inerrant
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bible pentecostalsPentecostals will continue to be noisy and ineffectual the
latter day saints the established church of the american west
263 will by the year 2020 compose more than 10 percent of

the population of the united states though they have traded their
original vision for business suits mormonscormons will become the

wave of the future here he is not speaking parables time will

confirm or discredit him
can then a determined or ambivalent outsider even with the

wit brilliance and verbal virtuosity of a harold bloom really enter
into the sovereign realm of individual religious faiths on that issue
this book is not reassuring but it is notable that a man who has
spent his life studying and trying to identify with the great literary
figures finds visions and vision of great depth and wide ranging pre-
eminence in joseph smith and the movement that arose under his
leadership this may encourage some literary or religious minds to
look again at LDS source materials including dehellenized manu-
scripts and the book of mormonmonnon and find what bloom only touches
in an eccentric piecemeal and at best one sided way

meanwhile latter day saints recognize what both attracts
and repels bloom joseph smith was in the profoundest ways a

christ intoxicated man at the end of his life joseph smith
described the restoration as encompassing all the truth the jewish
christian world possessed and in addition renewed access to its
ultimate source thus latter day saints have every reason to under-
stand blooms minimal thesis that joseph smith and his heirs were
neither chronic borrowers from a nineteenth century milieu nor
ex dibilonihilonibilo creators of something wholly outside the jewish christian
heritage but if these alternatives are in apropos then who were
these people and who are they now if bloom stirs any inter-
preters of this religion to open or reopen that question both aca-
demicallydemically and religiously that will be a service

in
charles randall paul

harold bloom is a husband father teacher scholar and a life-
long addict of the written word who said if he were marooned on
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an island for the rest of his life and could bring only three books
he would choose the bible shakespearesShakespeares complete works and
paralyzed at the horror of abandoning all but one of his other lit-
erary loves he declined to select a third 8 wayne booth says we
can tell about people from the written company they keep if so
bloom whose favorites are yahweh and falstaff is a man of ex-
tremes dour and playful spiritual and earthy uncanny and hearty
acquaint yourself directly with harold bloom by reading the
american religion the book ofjofaof J the gospel of thomas and
the western canon9canoncanona9 I1 recently discussed blooms last four books
with him during a visit to new york university

each of these books treats the big question As we face death
how should we live he believes this is the energizing subject of
all poetry and religion bloom appreciates religious writings be-
cause they transmit god as a literary character in a text making
the almighty partially accessible to a devout reader he has exten-
sively read the hebrew scriptures the early gnostic pseude-
pigraphapigrapha and many american religious and poetic writings to
complement his ample knowledge of classic western literature
his mormon reading emphasizes joseph smiths revelations espe-
cially the books of moses and abraham joseph smiths personal
history and doctrine and covenants sections 1 10 76 88 93
121 122 128 130 131 and 132 As a critic he quotes very little
and assumes his readers have an extensive knowledge of the pri-
mary texts he is not a theologian or historian of religion but he is
a broad and deep reader and an eloquent respondent his scope
is so wide that he might be granted a plenary indulgence for his
inevitable errors of perspective and detail most scholars have
avoided directly criticizing particular religions because of fear of
offending or a lack of sufficient evidence about supernatural mat-
ters blooms open candid criticism elicits counterargument beg-
ging the reader to engage him with cheers and jeers

reading bloom is a difficult pleasure his feisty style invigo-
rates if you lean like a fighter right into his audacity punching and
embracing at the same time his signature is arresting overstate-
ment tinged with a mordant sympathetic heavyhearted humor
he is not coy one learns in a few pages whom he hates anti
intellectual know it alls and whom he loves hearty poeticspiritualpoetic spiritual
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originals his religious criticism is never snootily contra naturalism
or supernaturalism but is instead openly skeptical allowing for
even wishing for things that to him seem too good to be true

bloom cannot be dismissed as a secular humanist a rational
idealist a mechanistic naturalist or a mystical absolutist he like
milton is a unique mix a religion of one a gnostic jewish existen-
tialist reader who experiences beauty truth and goodness by
textual comparison who quarrels impatiently with coercive author-
itative individuals or organizations who is bewildered and disap-
pointed at uninvolved or uncaring divine powers and who still
hopelessly desires that something like joseph smiths visions of eter-
nity might be fulfilled in reality he trusts his readers enough to
reveal all these aspects as he invites them into his mind for a serious
discussion about how we might livefivehive religiously in the face of death

harold bloom is the first intellectual outside the mormon tra-
dition to both passionately admire and carefully criticize the writ-
ings and life of joseph smith bloom joins tocquevilleTocqueville emerson
and william james as a serious practitioner of religious criticism
no author since james and even he avoided criticizing specific
religions has written an appreciative yet critical exposition of
american religions responses to these religious questions where
were we where are we journeying and best of all for americans
what makes us free

the american religion lauds an american elite of poets and
prophets in the following order of eminence the critic must pri-
oritizeoritize joseph smith walt whitman ralph waldo emerson emily
dickinson edgar young mullins william james and jonathan
edwards the names smith and mullins on this short list are the
scandal of american religious history by their absence from seri-
ous discussion until now the book written to a broad intellec-
tual audience attempts to disclose the genius of smith mullins
and other religious originals who have often been misunderstood
like an enthusiastic treasure hunter who alone has uncovered a

pearl of great price bloom runs at us urging us to come see what
he has found by close reading and meditation

what he displays glimmering within us is the free uncre-
ated individual the center of the human soul this center is the
selfsdelfs self walt whitmanswhitmannWhitmans me myself 26 or joseph smiths
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intelligence a self so free as to be coequal in eternity with
gods self this radical self knowledge is the basis for the unique
american religions and poetics that were created in the early nine-
teenth century by and for modernmodem gnosticsagnostics those who know that
before heaven and earth were organized they were already there
our treasure hunter concludes that anyone regardless of creed
who looks inward can rediscover this truth of the ages we have
always been we are radically free we are lone individuals

kirkegaard and sartre found the radical freedom of an uncre-
ated self somber knowledge whereas the americans from walt whit-
man to joseph smith found in it a romantic adventure of open
upward possibilities bloom sensed what richard hughes discov-
ered in comparing restoration movements namely latter day saint
restorationism focused on the ancient method opened heavens
pouring down new revelation making their religion a creative
adventure whereas the campbellitesCampbellites disciples of christ centered
more on the ancient form a restored organization functioning
correctly legally assuring salvation to its adherents the open
canon of mormonism allowed for romantic perfection through
everlasting progress whereas the campbellitescampbeffitesCampbellites sought perfection
through their disciplined retrospective conformance to biblical
law the former was for bloom the best example of the american
religion the latter a case of traditional european revivalism

blooms historical thesis is that imported european religions
except for rarer gnostic kabbalistickabbalistic religious forms emphasized

the question what is our final destination for them predestined
heaven or hell was the typical answer in contrast the american
rehiRefireligiongion which came to maturity at the beginning of the nine-
teenth century with the orphic outpourings at cane ridge and
western new york revivals emphasized implicitly the primal
question where did we originate as free selves the american
need for personal salvation derived from a feeling of ignorance
not of depravity at the core successful seekers found themselves
uncreated collaborators with deity radically free from ultimate
coercion by god the devil or other humans recalling joseph
smiths three independent spirits of god man and the devil 10

these american gnostic revivalistsrevivalists welcomed jesus or the divine
to settle with them as a friend thus rejecting without overt
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rebellion their prior vassalage to a sovereign god they came to
adopt a spiritual peerage system of becoming coinheritors of the
kingdom of god when americans lauded jesus as king of kings
and lord of lords subtle selfpraise was right there too toc
quevillequenvillequeville missed this spiritual toryism when he democratized the
american religion but had he visited the kingmaker joseph smith
in 1831 he might have smelled an aristocratic familiarity in the
western air A nation of soul sovereigns serving with their high
king jesus was the actual vision for the mormon zion and the bap-
tists spiritual kingdom of god

in american religion jesus our persistent divine friend is
the one calling us to courageously face ourselves this lonesome
showdown is solid mormon doctrine behold the way for man is
narrow but it liethfiethilethbieth in a straight course before him and the keeper
of the gate is the holy one of israel and he employethemployeth no servant
there and he cannot be deceived 2 ne 941 personal par-
ticularityticularity is at the root of ancient christian thought yet in its amer-
ican religious mode it becomes uniqueness we are not just
different we are singularities

truman madsen once quipped that the declaration of inde-
pendencependence used imprecise terms jefferson should have written
that all men are uncreated unequal such unequality according
to bloom spawns resentment As eternal uncreated individuals
we go beyond our close freudian family resentmentspresentmentsresentments to resent our
powerful cultural forefathers their intimidating excellence
impedes our own original creativity with our uncreated freedom
we self critically ask why we have not done more we must some-
how be responsible for our own situation and we resent those
who surpass us merely by their greater desire inexcusable human
differences cause the resentment of competition for eminence that
is the burden of radical freedom

blooms school of resentment can be healed only by a
friendly personal god that sits down with you and says okay I1

know you are not as strong as atlas as beautiful as helen as bright
as pythagoras or as talented as homer but what makes you
divinely interesting after all is your desire to become something
original what interests me is your next creative move your
unique new self what keeps the gods interested and interesting
is the next miraculous moment of change creaticcreatio ex Uberubertuslibertastustaslus
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when visiting utah poetic writers from twain to emerson
could not grasp that the cold gray granite of the salt lake temple
cloistered the sacred fire of the ages the romantic quest for eter-
nal life and love bloom says american religion like american
imaginative literature is a severely internalized quest romance in
which some version of immortality serves as the object of desire
40 this religiousromanticreligious romantic motif was epitomized by dantes reli-

gious poetry and joseph smiths poetic religion isolated pilgrims
can find their true loves and together create their rightful paradisi-
acal kingdom where they reign as kings and queens until religious
critics understand the power of the mormon marriage rite they
will never quite understand why polygamy was a voluntary sacri-
fice or why a 10 percent tithe is a pittance compared to what a com-
mitted mormon questor is willing almost aching to give those
like bloom who know the power of the romantic quest in fictional
literature stand in awe of the motive force it has in nonfictional reli-
gion the sincere audacity of mormonscormonsMormons who eternally seal them-
selves in love and then do the same vicariously for the entire
human family motivates a massive effort unparalleled in history
of genealogical research and vicarious ritual the practical latter
day saints are uncannily impractical about this quest they spend
millions of dollars each month assisting the dead

this reach beyond the grave was consistent with joseph
smiths eros for increase his divine desire for expansion thy
mind 0 man must stretch as high as the utmost heavens and
search into and contemplate the darkest abyss and the broad

thou with god I111I1 toexpanse of eternity must commune expand
the prophet stretched himself and his people beyond any prior
american mold recognizing this expansion is one of blooms best
insights and the force behind his fascination with the mormon
doctrine of celestial marriage according to bloom joseph smith
enjoyed the pleasure of sacred marriage but his great passion was
for new and more life in a time without boundaries blooms
cheery prophesy for polygamyspolygamys return 123 shows his wish for a
living religion so vital in originality and abundance that it con-
tinually explodes its previous limits continual revelation indeed
he would that all israel were prophets that there were not just
three nephitesNephites but millions of enochs men and women together
living translations of the mysteries of godliness
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using hebrews and enoch and personal experience as texts
the prophet taught that our god is a consuming firefire12 who
dwells in everlasting burnings who dwells in bodily temples his
language for deity was as fiery as the kabbalistskabba lists and zoroastrians
fire signifies transformation and freedom purity and power con-
flict and desire he sensed that the character of god included all

these joseph smiths temple was always on fire images of his
glowing kirtland and blazing nauvoo temples pale beside the
pyrophoric bodies of the father the son moses abinadi moroni
and the american prophet who communed with them all

no man knows joseph smiths history 13 and none would be-
lieve it if they did nevertheless due to harold blooms literary
talent and spiritual audacity I1 predict that in twenty years when
selections from thefosephthe joseph smith reader are required in any col-
lege american history class millions who otherwise might not
have shall know brother joseph again 14 it will not have been the
biographical psychohistoriespsychohistories nor the critical exposes nor eloquent
philosophical explanations nor incisive historical syntheses nor
faithful histories nor sociological surveys nor comprehensive
encyclopedias that bring mormonism intellectually out of obscu-
rity though all the above will have been influential finally the
most illuminating breakthrough will have begun with a book that
was unacceptable to any religious camp or academic persuasion a

book that experts first ignored later decried and finally accepted
as seminal to a serious understanding of the doctrine of the uncre-
ated free individual that was restored to american religion most
powerfully by joseph smith it will be the american religion and
harold bloom who actually read joseph smiths revelations and life

with the reverence and awe they deserve compared with other
great poetic and religious writings of the world hear bloom sum-
marize his thoughts about the american prophet

so self created was he that he transcends emerson and whitmanvalitmanVAlitman in
my imaginative response and takes his place with the great figures
of our fiction so rich and varied a personality so vital a spark of
divinity is almost beyond the limits of the human as normally we
construe those limits to one who does not believe in him but who
has studied him intensely smith becomes almost a mythology in
himself we do not know joseph smith as he prophesied that
even his own could never hope to know him he requires strong
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poets major novelists accomplished dramatists to tell his history
and they have not yet come to him he is as enigmatic as abraham
lincoln we cannot be certain what baffles us most As an unbe-
liever I1 marvel at his intuitive understanding of the permanent reli-
gious dilemmas of our country our deep need for originality
gave us joseph smith there is something ofjoseph smiths spirit
in every manifestation of the american religion 127

bloom believes that the mormon perspective is available only
to mormonscormonsMormons or to those few who can imagine themselves into that
people 126 great virtue exists in such an imagination one that can
get close to becoming something other than itself empatheticpatheticEm

imaginative criticism is the only kind that is effectively heard it cre-
ates new possibilities for loving ones enemies as they are as we
are without the facile separation of sin and sinner further it lets
us regret that anothers religion is not our own even while we crit-
icize that religions weaknesses and affirm our own faith we can
argue in lightfight and truth without resorting to wimpy relativism

most nineteenth century european thinkers even the few
who remained theiststheisatheiststs felt fearful and betrayed by their fore-
fathers religion as they stared sullenly into the empty abyss and
saw no god whereas american gnosticsagnostics seeing nothing in their
way freely looked around and found god himself gazing into the
vast openness exhilarated at its limitless possibilities

in the eighteenth century the founders crafted american lib-

eral democracy on montesqieus and lockes assumption of non
intercessory providence freedom from the other especially the
others religion was derived fundamentally from the observation
that since deity had not clearly established one religion in the
world men would try to rectify that oversight it was expected that
competitive american religions would vie for hegemony and thus
create an oligarchical balance of power that neutralized religious
influence on politics and avoided european style religious wars
however americas second founders joseph smith being their jef-
ferson envisioned that religion and one in particular if possible
should become the most powerful element in social and political
life bloom celebrates and fears the chutzpa of the saints who
considered american society fallen and actually offered a new and
living political theocratic alternative in zion
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madisonsmatisonsMadisons wisdom was to disestablish political religion hoping
that various separate religious fires would contain each other due
to their equal size and power that plan worked until the power-
ful nineteenth century religious forces consolidated into new cross
denominational religious expressions that pressed for a coup
despritdespretdesprit that evaded religious and political checks and balances
in the twentieth century the waning of mainline protestant power
and the pervasive assumption that secularization is inevitable have
lulled many into thinking that religion is impotent energy for the
well educated too often intelligent believer is an oxymoron and
11 religious fanatic is redundant bloom wants this sophisticated
simplemindedness to cease he wants to create a new public
awareness of intelligent passionate religion that will act as a defen-
sive crossmirecrossfirecrossfire to the violent totalitarian varieties flaring around us
perhaps his critical book will show one way to vent our perennial
competitive religious hegemonic desires and to avoid massive
uncontainable explosions

IV

richard FE haglund jr

even physicists have heard of harold bloom and his com-
pelling title suggesting a sociological or cultural study of religion
in america was enough to persuade this physicist to investigate
if as bloom implies there have been no criticisms of the ameri-
can religion analogous to nietzschesNietzsches critique of traditional euro-
pean christianity it is high time we had one 5838 however the
agenda of the american religion turns out to be less sociological
and cultural let alone religious or spiritual than frankly political
As befits the author of a political tract bloom has ignored all that
does not fit his peculiar gloomy vision of an america taken over
by the right wing of its diverse religious communities

nevertheless in analytical enterprises science being a prime
example one can make progress on thorny problems even when
the initial attempts are off the mark provided one clearly identi-
fies the errors in the incorrect attempt if blooms attempt is

unsuccessful as I1 think it is we ought to understand why so the
enterprise of religious criticism can go forward
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one of blooms recurring egregious methodological errors is
letting his prejudices interfere with a careful analysis based on logic
and cause and effect A notable example is his fear and loathing of
protestant fundamentalism which fairly drips off the pages his
fervid attacks on the political views of the american religion do
not appear at first glance to be motivated primarily by contempt
for fundamentalists though he does not mind an occasional poke
at those who in H L menckensmerckensMenckens words are everywhere where
learning is too heavy a burden for mortal minds to carry 56 but
he finds it so easy to entertain himself with clever asides on the
personal foibles of fundamentalist televangelistsevangeliststel that he neglects
to analyze the origins and evolution of this variety of the ameri-
can religion

though he may be moved by fundamentalist religious fervor
and while he lusts for their political power he still can find noth-
ing worthy of thought in their beliefs or practices thus he re-
flects the current impoverished state of american intellectual or
political discourse which seems incapable of engaging anything
except caricatures of people and ideas for this problem religion
ethics and the creationrecreationre of real civic virtue are the only cures
but these cannot flourish in an atmosphere of fear contempt and
recrimination whatever else religious criticism may be or should
be it cannot be an exercise in ridicule or free association mas-
queradingquerading as analysis

A second error which dogs blooms analysis of the american
religion is his evident willingness to overlook evidence which fails

to support his view bloom admires joseph smith the prophet as
he admires ralph waldo emerson the sage of concord and edward
young mullins the baptist savant whom bloom sees now as a

prophet without honor in his own country however his selective
reading of the evidence leads him to draw conclusions that are sim-
plistic and unsupportable he misreads mormonism leaving its
complexity unheeded his tack reminds me of ambrose biercespiercesBierces
definition of critic in the devils dictionary A person who boasts
himself hard to please because nobody tries to please him 15

leaving aside the pejorative references to organizations which
are anathema to his liberal political creed bloom essentially re
treads the now familiar claim that gifts of original charismatic leaders
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are routinized in the lives of their followers by a straitjacketstraitjacket of
institutionalization bloom argues that joseph smiths creationrecreationre
of scripture and primitive christianity is too radical for modem mem-
bers of the church he founded in 18501830 who are today he is
pleased to note found in disproportionate numbers among the
ranks of the FBI and the CIA his wildly incorrect innuendoes
about the tentacles of the mormon octopus curling into american
corporate boardroomsboardrooms are part of the same picture of a once
heretical sect become respectable

but blooms misreading of the doctrinal and historical record
of the latter day saints goes beyond these titillating tidbits from
tabloid journalism to imaginative generalizations that completely
ignore masses of evidence that contradict his thesis bloom ob-
serves that

pragmaticallypragmaticafly the mormonscormons are allied in warlike patriotism opposi-
tion to abortion and refusal to seek economic and social justice to
their doctrinal enemies southern baptist fundamentalists assem-
blies of god pentecostalsPentecostals evangelicalsEvangelicals of every denomination 88

the data on which such a generalization might be based are
nowhere revealed in the book in this particular case those data
would show a complicated picture conscientious objection to war
is sometimes approved in the book of mormon spencer W kim-
ball the president of the church whom bloom quotes on mormon
temple activity also opposed the siting of the MX missile in utah 16

presided over the extension of the mormon priesthood to blacks
and put in place a massive effort to call mormon retireesretirees with
appropriate expertise to serve health and welfare missions to im-
prove conditions in developing nations with regard to economic
and social justice latter day saint skills and programs for the tem-
poral welfare of their members are nothing short of legendary

the errors in perspective introduced by blooms selective read-
ing of the evidence are compounded by his failure to see when com-
plexity is an essential feature of the landscape the mormon
community is complex paradoxically especially because of its mis-
sionary fervor which like matthews gospel net gathered of every
kind matt 1347 such a community defies simplistic generaliza-
tions no one who knows mormon communities outside the inter-
mountain west communities that increasingly outnumber those in
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the historic heartland of the church and rival them in influence can
fail to see the simplemindedness of blooms broad generalizations
for example joseph smith is pictured by bloom as the dictatorial
ruler in a world kingdom governed by the mormon priesthood and
crowned in secret rituals yet the same joseph smith when asked
how he ruled his people responded in theory and in practice
1 I teach them correct principles and they govern themselves 17

the combination of these methodological errors and skewed
perspectives is most visible in blooms predictions of the ap-
proachingproaching fundamentalist political hegemony in the united states
central to his view of the future is the idea of the literal mormon
kingdom of god which he suggests might be established in the
united states in the twenty first century the secret coronation of
joseph smith as head of an earthly kingdom of god is reported by
klaus hansen in his questforquestonest for empire18empire18 and has been a subject of
great interest to historians in recent years whatever may have
occurred and I1 stress that the matter of what did occur is stillstiffstinn a

matter of dispute because of the scarcity of reliable sources LDS

theology clearly regards all earthly kingdoms that fail to acknowl-
edge god as their lawgiver to be more or less illegitimate for the
present we are obliged as was jesus himself to render therefore
unto caesar the things which are caesarscaesaraCaesars and unto god the things
that are gods matt 2221

blooms obsession with what he perceives as the fundamen-
talist conspiracy to stamp out all that is socially and sexually liberal
in american democracy leads him from the picture of an imaginary
theocracy to the claim that the mormonscormons fully intend to convert
the nation and the world to go from some ten million souls to six
billion 94 yet brigham young pointed out repeatedly that
latter day saints must not expect to be the only ones who will livefive

on the earth during the millennial kingdom and that part of our
preparation for that kingdom was to understand and be at peace
with people of goodwill from many different religions 191911 can only
explain blooms appalling misreading of the data by assuming that
he has fallen victim to a single vision and a crass literalism which
is ironically a hallmark of the know nothing fundamentalists
56 against whom he rails in his book
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latter day saint theology whatever else it does or does not
teach explicitly states that in mortal life we work out our individ-
ual salvation through gods grace and our own best efforts in a
dynamic soul stretching tension between the polarities of human
experience sickness and health pleasure and pain joy and sad-
ness ignoranceandignorance and enlightenment above all this is a complex
vision not easily captured by the facile generalization based on
carelessly selected data

bloom appears to have turned to gnosticism to explain the
vitality of the american religion because he is himself unable to
find meaning in the mainline 217 denominations that came
to thesethese shores from elsewhere misplacing the context however
leads him to reduce various religions to caricatures while gnosti-
cism involves knowledge of god a felt personal relationship with
the object of belief and a belief in a manicheanmanichaeanManichean universe where
good and evil are at war with each other these same elements can
be found in conventional christianity in contexts that are clearly
not gnostic blooms hypothesis that gnosticism is essential to the
american religion fails because baptists mormonscormonsMormons and pente
costalscostalas alike believe in the jesus of the new testament not the one
we find in the apocryphal gnostic texts by missing this point
bloom is forced into implausibly arguing that the american
believer reads the gospels from a gnostic standpoint

whereas the ancient gnosticism was or is an ascetic elite
insider religious activity blooms american religion is a com-

munity of the middle class offended by the intellectual posturing
moral bankruptcy and sexual permissiveness of the cultural elite
and largely shut out as individuals from the largesse of the afflu-
ent and the politically powerful the desire to be with jesus is the
desire for the promised new life and for the inward power to con-
trol and shape the destiny of the human soul bloom is farthest off
the mark in failing to understand that this thirst for control is the
key to the vitality of the american religion

while the american religion disappoints in many respects
we must not be diverted from the serious question posed by this
book can there be and do we now need an informed religious
criticism of the american religion let us assume that religious crit-
icism is not what bloom has written in this book but what he
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says it is an earnest engagement of all the force of philosophy
theology and history in pursuit of the roots of the spiritual if this
definition were accepted the answer to this question is clearly affir-
mative but if we are to have a religious criticism worthy of the
name and of its subject it must have a different base and a different
methodology than what we see between the covers of this book

the most important purpose of such criticism can perhaps
be clarified by an example for me the most offensive line in
blooms book was his statement that the current mormon
rhetoric in invoking jesus christ does serve as a perhaps deliber-
ate veil behind which a post christian religion continues its com-
plex development 88 this sort of sentiment might have made
walter martin that veteran warrior against the kingdom of the
cults a proud and happy man true latter day saints do not
accept the philosophical strictures of the traditional creedal for-
mulationsmulations about jesus christ latter day saints believe that the the-
ological formulas of conventional christianity have less to do with
the jesus of the new testament than with greek philosophy
a position increasingly tolerated by at least some biblical scholars
but both the book of mormon and the revelations of the doctrine
and covenants make plain the latter day saint commitment to the
christ of the new testament the issue is one of definition

it seems to me that religious criticism ought to address just
such issues the methodological challenge is to do so if possible
in a neutral way that allows for the development of an informed
consensus on concepts and facts as nearly as we are able to ascer-
tain them the interpretation of these facts as in science would
have to be viewed as provisional and open to continual review
the method of this discourse as hugh nibley has pointed out is
to talk about the material at hand hoping that in the course of the

discussion every participant will privately and inwardly form
reform change or abandon his opinions and thereby move in
the direction of greater lightfighthight and knowledge 1720112020

one of the key elements of religious criticism should clearly
be to develop paradigms for such an enterprise the first task in
developing the paradigms for any analytical enterprise involves a
struggle with language in the beginning of the investigations
writes heisenberg the words are connected with old concepts
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the new ones do not exist yet 21 just as a dispute about grammar
cannot be resolved by the rules of spelling 22 so the paradigm must
be grounded in a suitable conceptual framework bloom seems to
lack the subtle language and experience for this task because of his
extreme bias toward secular interpretations of the religious com-
munity and its beliefs we may yet have to admit that religious crit-
icism will be most productive when its protagonists are chiefly
though not exclusively religious much as we subscribe to the
notion that electromagnetic theory is best carried out by those
who know maxwellsmaxwelllMaxwells equations

the practice of experiential charismatic and prophetic reli-
gion as bloom notes in his comments about joseph smith is a dan-
gerous one given the imminent potential for martyrdom it is also
however a practice that bears little fruit without a framework for
sustained retelling reexperiencingexperiencingre and reenactingenactingre the creative rev-
elation that stands at the heart of the american religion the ulti-
mate role of religious criticism is to make possible growth in both
personal faith and institutional vitality by reexamining the founda-
tions A religious criticism of this stamp by helping religious com-
munitiesmunities to understand the roots of belief as well as experience
might even be a stimulus to greater toleration and cooperation

eugene england is professor of english at brigham young university truman G
madsen is emeritus professor of philosophy at brigham young university charles
randall paul is on the committee on social thought at university of chicago and
richard F haglund jr is professor of physics at vanderbilt university
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NATHAN 0 HATCH the democratization of american chris-
tianityti new haven conn yale university press 1989 xiv 312
ppap notes index 15.001500

JAMES DAVISON HUNTER culture wars the struggle to define
america new york basic books 1991 xiii 416 ppap appendix
notes bibliography index 150015.001500

reviewed by ralph C hancock associate professor of political science brigham
young university

nathan 0 hatch professor of history at the university of
notre dame is a leading scholar of religion in american history
in an earlier book the sacred cause of liberty republican
thought and the millennium in revolutionary new england he
explores the mingling of religious and political understandings of
freedom in the birth of the american republic in the democrati-
zation of american christianity he further revises significantly
our understanding of the role of religion in american democracy
in the first decades of the nineteenth century the period often
identified as the second great awakening of the evangelical
impulse in american protestantism

hatch believes that a prevailing view of the second great
awakening as a conservative force has obscured the egalitarian-
ism powerfully at work in the new nation 5 while distinguished
scholars like perry miller and richard hofstadter have seen the
revivalism of this period as a force of order and consensus that
repaired a defect in the new democratic society by supplying tra-
ditionalditional social control and religious establishment 222 23 hatch
is determined to emphasize the disorderly antiauthoritarianauthoritariananti and
conflictconflictualual aspects of religious upheaval in the early republic in this
context he argues that a democratic or populist transformation of
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american christianity was decisive in shaping the new nation and
that such populism continues to mark the distinctive character of
religion in america religious populism reflecting the passions
of ordinary people and the charisma of democratic movement
builders remains among the oldest and deepest impulses in amer-
ican life 5

focusing less on the specifics ofpolity and government than
on the incarnation of the church into popular culture 9 hatch
isolates three main aspects of democracy that informed the devel-
opment of religion in the early republic first the rejection of the
clergy as a separate and elite order of men second the empower-
ment of ordinary people to reject doctrinal orthodoxy by taking
their deepest spiritual impulses at face value 10 and finally
the upsurge of democratic hope 11 in the dreams of a new
age of religious and social harmony 10 arising from the over-
throw of traditional authority the author skillfully illustrates the
wide influence of the democratic spirit in american religion by
focusing on five movements the christian movement the method-
ists the baptists the black churches and the mormonscormonsMormons between
two chapters 2 and 7 that provide chronological overviews of
the rise and decline of revivalism hatch devotes two chapters
to the five movements and their leaders he then offers two chap-
ters treating revivalism from the standpoint of its audiences and of
the media oral print and musical and forms of rhetoric appro-
priate to such audiences the eighth and final chapter an epi-
logue briefly traces the recurring populist impulse in american
christianity up to the present day

throughout the book professor hatch amply and persua-
sively deploys quotations from primary sources including pam-
phlets booklets tracts hymnbookshymnbooks journals and newspapers to
document the pervasive presence of democratic motifs in the
revivalist experience he vividly portrays a populist revolt against
traditional religious and social structures such a tracing of dis-
tinctly populist themes in five distinct religious movements con-
tributes to the readers understanding of american christianity
LDS scholars in particular will find here much to consider in
developing a more concrete sense of the social and religious con-
text of the restoration the mormon reader will be interested to
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learn for example that a half century before the first vision a
certain young caleb rich later to become a leader of the univer-
salist movement 1 reported having a series of visionary experi-
ences in which celestial persons counseled him to avoid allanaliail other
denominations and all other human advice 40 LDS readers willwinwiil
similarly prick up their ears to hear methodist bishop francis
asbury call in 1814 for a return to the apostolic order of things
which had been lost in the first century when church govern-
ments were adulterated 82

however hatchshatcha treatment of the mormonscormons as one among
many varieties of religious populism is not likely to satisfy readers
more familiar with the distinctive character of LDS beliefs at times
the authors determination to demonstrate democratization be-
comes a procrustean bed which leaves mormonism appearing some-
what mutilated

in his most extensive treatment of mormonism as a case of
democratization a section entitled the populist vision of joseph
smith 113115 22 hatch sets an interpretation of the beginnings of
mormonism against the background of the smith familysfamilys financial
difficulties in the face of wretched luck they looked in vain
for solace from the institutional church 115113 thus he sees the
rise of mormonism as a result of class resentmentspresentmentsresentments reflected first in
josephs severe skepticism about external institutions and his
turning inward toward a firmer reliance on religious dreams and
visions that were typical of the smith family as well as on various
forms of folk magic and occult sciences 114 hatch then offers
a reading of the book of mormon itself as a document of profound
social protest an impassioned manifesto by a hostile outsider
against the smug complacency of those in power and the reality
of social distinctions based on wealth class and education ilgilg116116

certainly the book of mormon has no shortage of passages
condemning the pride of prosperity and so perhaps it is not alto-
gether implausible for hatch to claim that the single most striking
theme in the book of mormon is that it is the rich the proud and
the learned who find themselves in the hands of an angry god
117 still even setting aside hatchshatcha rather smug assumption that

joseph smith was involved in constructing a grand and complex
narrative or that he chose to quote extensively from old testa-
ment prophets 116 italics added hatchshatcha argument strains to
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the breaking point when he asserts that smiths overall vision
with its distinct class bias conveyed the unmistakable claim
that common people had the right to shape their own faith and to
take charge of their own religious destiny 121

in this evocation of the peoples right to take charge of
their own religious destiny we see clearly the authors enthusiasm
for democratization an enthusiasm that undergirdsundergirds his whole pre-
sentationsentation of christianity in the early republic hatch sometimes
evinces an awareness of the risks involved in populism the new
authority of rootless popular leaders the temptations of democ-
ratic conformismconformconformistism see for example pages 16 183 186 208 219
but his dominant tendency is sympathy for the democratization he
documents he rather serenely accepts the exaltation of public
opinion as a primary religious authority 81 or as an arbiter of
truth 162 hatchshatcha differences with influential interpreters of the
second great awakening such as perry miller and richard hofs-
tadter finally turn on his greater readiness to share the populist
enthusiasms of his subjects where other historians are concerned
about the erosion of institutional and intellectual structures hatch
cheers the populist assault on authority where people like miller
and hofstadter and tocquevilleTocqueville see the federalists high minded
reasonableness giving way to a populist enthusiasm contained only
by a reinforced democratic morality hatch prefers class analysis to
intellectual scrutiny and thereby accepts at face value the eclec-
tic character of popular faiths or the blurring of democratic and
christian worldviewsworldviews 36 see also 81 135 122 23 254 55 n79

the trouble with this eclecticism Y or what hatch himself
once described as a grantgraftgraftinging onto evangelical enthusiasm of
potentially alienafienallenailenabben democratic values 255 is that the cultural force
of populism may in the end overwhelm all sense of transcendent
authority the democratization of american christianity may end
in democratization pure and simple hatch seems to recognize this
danger when he observes that men committed to the separa-
tion of church and state used political structures as a church
model A government so enlightened as to tell the churches
to go their own way must also have prophetic power to tell them
which way to go 186

but hatch seems to overlook a connection between this
democratic politicization of christianity in the early republic and
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the polarization 219 of contemporary american culture briefly
discussed in the epilogue here hatch argues that under pressure
from a new class of professionals whose cultural authority is
rising 218 religious people today are pressured to make
accommodations to the secular definition of values at the core of
the university 219 but he again seems not to notice that this
new class of intellectuals in their distrust of the authority of reli-
gious traditions would appear to be taking seriously the very prin-
ciple of hatchshatcha democratization the idea that human opinion is
the final arbiter of truth 162 if believers feel compelled to
defer in the public arena to the dominant secularism among con-
temporary intellectuals it may be because they have already
accepted the intellectuals distinctly modernmodem premise the right to
think for oneself 162 understood as the denial of any truth
superior to human opinion

the contemporary conflict over the very meaning of truth is

central to james davison hunters culture wars the author pro-
fessor of sociology and religious studies at the university of vir-
ginia argues persuasively that america is in the midst of a culture
war that has had and will continue to have reverberations not only
within public policy but within the lives of ordinary americans
everywhere at stake is how we as americans will order our
lives together 34 italics in original

hunter introduces his argument with a prologue consisting of
three dispatches or case studies that vividly represent both
sides of a deep cultural conflict as it erupts on the contemporary
political scene the issue of gay rights and the proposed domestic
partnership law in san francisco the protests surrounding an
abortion clinic in new york city and a controversy in tennessee
concerning the moral content of public school texts these cases
nicely illustrate central features of the struggle that hunter
explores in the remainder of the book in each example both sides
see themselves as acting in the name of high moral principles and
each side believes its principles to be fundamental to the meaning
of america thus a conservative activist named chuck vigorously
opposing the san francisco domestic partnership law believes he
is defending the christian moorings of the declaration of inde-
pendencependence his rival richmond just as strenuously affirms the cause
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of gay rights as the fulfillment of the declarations teaching that
all men are created equal

these and many other political and cultural conflicts
described by hunter reveal not simply different viewpoints on par-
ticular moral and political questions but a fundamental difference
concerning the very meaning of moral truth the basic issue that
threatens to divide americans into two hostile camps speaking
alien moral languages is this Is morality ultimately grounded in an
external definable and transcendent authority the point of view
hunter labels orthodox or is moral truth a process a real-
ity that is ever unfolding the assumption of progressivesprogressives 44
and this question threatens not only the basic moral consensus
underlying american politics but also describes a fault line within
american religion this intrafaithintrafaith rupture first made itself felt as
early as a century ago and now threatens to open into an abyss sep-
arating more orthodox from more progressive believers of every
faith hunter thus documents a trend toward political alliances
that bring together more orthodox or conservative protestants
catholics and jews in opposition to more progressive members
of these same faiths

hunters exploration of the structural forces driving the cul-
ture wars recalls hatchshatcha concluding observations on the growing
prestige of what he calls secular values in contemporary society
public discourse hunter observes is largely a discourse of

elites and the rise of an information oriented social system in
recent decades has produced a huge expansion in the number of
people who derive their livelihoodslikelihoodslivelihoods from the economics of knowl-
edge information ideas and the like 59 626362 63 this develop-
ment seems to give a cultural advantage to the progressivesprogress ives
who tend to draw popular support from among the highly edu-

cated professionally committed upper middle classes 6563 italics
in original thus the association between populism and progres-
sivism that seems in hatchshatcha account to have characterized amer-
ican christianity in the early nineteenth century has broken down
the elites now march under the banner of truth as progressive lib-

eration from every restraint of tradition and orthodoxy while the
less educated are left in the role of reactionaries who cling to
scraps of belief in some truth transcending the right to think for
oneself hatch 162
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what will be the outcome of this struggle over the moral
basis of law and politics in america hunter considers this ques-
tion in his final chapters part V toward resolution surveying
the relative advantages of each side in the conflict he finds formi-
dable momentum and intensity in an ongoing conservative cultural
revolution but finally appears to judge these strengths less decisive
than the hold of progressivesprogress ives on the knowledge industry itself
the reality defining mechanisms of contemporary american soci-
ety 300 the access of progressive intellectuals to the most
powerful means of defining the terms of public debate research
and education media and government means that more conser-
vative forces run a constant risk of being co opted by the often
subtle but steady currents of progressivism there is the distinct
possibility hunter writes that orthodox communities may be-
come so assimilated to a progressive political and linguistic
culture that they will not be capable of offering any effective oppo-
sition to the world view that currently plagues them 306

how do latter day saints stand in relation to the culture wars
described by hunter the authors only sustained discussion of
LDS issues is an interesting reflection on the limits of pluralism as
reflected in supreme court decisions in polygamy cases 20820899
beyond this he includes only scattered and brief references to
mormon participation in the culture wars these few examples
leave the impression that mormonscormons are as much threatened by divi-
sion on the orthodoxprogressiveorthodox progressive aspects as other faiths a ques-
tion that thoughtful latter day saints should consider certainly
recent troubles surrounding the discipline of some mormon intel-
lectuals should remind us that we are not immune from the ten-
sions we see in other faiths between those whose understanding
of truth is shaped by elite culture and those who retain a more
traditional understanding thus some dissenters from mainstream
mormonism deplore the forms and observances catechismscatechisms and
orthodoxiesorthodoxies which in their view characterize the official church
while proclaiming instead the exuberant expansiveness of mormon
theology a form of belief which allegedly promises a liberation
from all limitations 122 hunter would clearly recognize such rhetoric
as progressive but it will also ring familiar for those knowledge-
able about the style of argument used in some mormon circles 3
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for latter day saints the practical question of a proper stance
towards the culture wars remains lofty indifference to political
strife is attractive to those who value equanimity and moderation
but hunter makes a convincing case that no one can afford to claim
neutrality in a conflict which concerns the basic terms of our
common life as americans not only as individuals and families but
as a religious community we have a large stake in how the mean-
ing of moral truth is settled in areas such as abortion education
sexuality and the nature of the family moreover as hunter points
out a posture of quiescence tends toward an acceptance of the
privatization of faith a position that may at the extreme be indis-
tinguishable from the essentially progressive belief in radical sub-
jectivism 321

it seems inevitable then that latter day saints who believe in
moral truth above individual preferences or intellectual fashion willwin
be drawn into alliances on moral political issues with others in the
11 orthodox camp even with many whose particular orthodoxy
such as biblical fundamentalism may be a continuing ground of

considerable mutual suspicion the challenge in these alliances for
thoughtful mormon citizens will be to develop a certain political
and intellectual sophistication capable of appreciating common
purposes without losing sight of insuperable differences of holding
firm to the teachings and commitments of the restored gospel
while cultivating a greater sensitivity to both differences and com-
monalities with other groups seeking what is virtuous lovely of
good report and praiseworthy A of F 13 faithful intellectually
alert and responsible latter day saints will have to know how to
make and sustain political and cultural friendships without com-
promising their distinctive religious commitments

there is certainly food for thought here for all latter day
saints a warning both to those involved in the knowledge indus-
try and therefore continually exposed directly to its culturally
11 progressive undertow and to those who stand apart from allanaliail

intellectuality and believe they can escape the influence of pro-
gressivegressive assumptions without carefully examining such assump-
tions in relation to their own moral and political vocabulary

in any case hunter himself seems to conclude with a wish
for a victory of neither party but for a kind of standoff or peaceful
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coexistence 297 in which agreement around a renewed public
philosophy could establish a context of public discourse to
sustain a genuine and peaceable pluralism 307 however given
his own description of the abyss separating the progressive from
the orthodox frame of mind the authors concluding callcancailcali for
rational deliberation genuine debate 320 and a recogni-

tion of the sacred within different moral communities 322
rings rather hollow and raises further questions isnt the problem
precisely that the two sides in the culture wars have unreconciled
maybe irreconcilable understandings of the meaning of sacred
rather than attempting to stand above and apart from the funda-
mental issues that divide progressive and orthodox parties in
contemporary america a higher partisanship might begin by con-
structively engaging the ultimately unavoidable questions raised by
the progressive challenge to the traditional understanding of
transcendent truth how can we be faithful to truth conceived
as transcendent and eternal while recognizing the imperfection of
our present understanding framed and conditioned as it is by the
vocabularies and paradigms of our day how can an openness to
that elusive range of goods we indicate by the term sacred actu-
ally be sustained within a framework which views truth only as
a process and thus tends to resymbolize historic faiths accord-

ing to the prevailing assumptions of contemporary life 44 45

NOTES

niversalistsuniversalists teach that every member of the human race willwin be saved
lavina fielding anderson the september six in religion feminism

and freedom of conscience A mormonhumanistMormon Humanist dialogue ed george D
smith salt lake city signature books 1994 7

see3seeasee my what Is a Moffmormonnon intellectual this people 15 fall 1994
20 34
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autobiography of john lowe butler a mormon frontiersman
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reviewed by michael N landon mormon trails association salt lake city

william hartley originally intended to write a biography of
john lowe butler just for the butler family organization at the urg-
ing of colleagues at the joseph fielding smith institute for church
history he has fortunately made available to a much broader audi-
ence his highly readable account of butlers life using two ver-
sions of butlers autobiography as core documents included in a
sixty five page appendix hartley thoughtfully reconstructs but-
lers life and provides fresh perspectives and new insights into a

number of neglected areas of mormon history
john lowe butler an early convert from kentucky figured

prominently in the gallatin voting riot participated as a danite in
the missouri conflict fled with the saints to illinois served two
brief missions to the sioux and practiced polygamy beginning in
nauvoo he became a member of the james emmett and george
miller companies traveled to utah in 1852 served as a bishop of
spanish fork during the reformation and the utah war andiandlauditeddied
in 1860 at the age of fifty two hartleyshartlessHartleys careful research expands
on each of these experiences using them as springboardsspringboards to exam-
ine butlers life in its broader historical context

organizationally the book reads well and includes numerous
illustrations and maps an additional and helpful feature is the fam-
ily genealogical information included inside the front cover the
book is well indexed and includes an extensive bibliography

those interested in the dynamics of the mormon westward
migration experience will find the chapters describing butlers
involvement with the james emmett expedition and the george
miller company particularly intriguing hartley adds significant
insight to these often misunderstood aspects of mormon history
emmett supposedly acting on orders given by joseph smith but
irritating brigham young and other church leaders led a group of
saints across iowa and into present day south dakota to preach to

214
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the indians and to find a place of refuge in an effort to maintain
ties with the group brigham young sent butler and his family to
join the expedition even so butler suffered criticism because of
his association with emmett complaining of other saints who

looked down upon us in emmetts company 224 25
hartley writes that emmetts controversial venture is not

unknown but what has been written is based on limited research
A consensus among historians is that james emmett was a rene-
gade his expedition an act of disobedience and his followers mis-
led 137 finding this assessment too simplistic hartley devotes
a full four chapters to unraveling the complexities of the emmett
venture based on his extensive research hartley paints a much
more balanced picture of emmett and the company examining in
detail the motives of those who joined his expedition hartley
points out that the emmett companyscompanascompanys rationale for entering the
wilderness and many of their communal economic practices were
later adopted by the main body of the saints in their trek westward

in two additional chapters hartley provides the reader with a
careful examination of the george miller companyscompanascomp anys winter
encampment among the ponca at the direction of brigham young
miller led an advance company up the north side of the platte river
to the site of a pawnee village raided and burned by sioux ponca
indians visiting the site persuaded miller and the company that they
would be safer to travel north and winter at a ponca village on the
niobraraNiobrara river in present day northern nebraska

hartley takes exception to the longheldlong held notion

that the ponca decision was an act of rebellion against church
leadership and that miller went north in order to gratify his rov-
ing disposition such judgments about miller at the time stemmed
from some church leaders fears that miller was running wild
through the council of emmett 215

again hartleyshartlessHartleys research clarifies misunderstanding and provides a
much more objective account of millers activities and the decision
to move to the ponca camp

hartley rejects the suggestion that emmetts and millers
ultimate apostasiesapostasies makes their motives in these early migration
activities suspect and he bases his reevaluation of the principle
participants in these lesser known episodes of mormon history
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on solid archival research in each case the impact of the events on
the life of john lowe butler is carefully chronicled

in addition to his efforts to bring a balanced image to the
events surrounding emmett and miller hartley uses butlers auto-
biography to propose a fresh perspective on the activities of the
danitescanites in the 1838 missouri conflict devoting a chapter to exam-
ining the negative image attached to the danitescanites and by exten-
sion to the church he offers an explanation for their acts within
the context of standard nineteenth century war tactics he then
uses this framework in subsequent chapters to analyze john but-
lers participation in pivotal missouri events

hartley argues that

the secret oath bound militaristic danite activities are understand-
able only if it is recognized that latter day saints by mid 1838 had
adopted a wartime mentality they felt they were being pushed into
war and fearing attack they determined to defend themselves most
of the seemingly sinister danite practices are hardly strange if
seen as military preparations for war situations 49

to some who are critical of mormon policies in missouri and else-
where this view may seem to be just apologia but it will not be
easily dismissed whether hartley has moved the danite debate
away from polemical excess or just added fuel to the fire remains to
be seen

while sympathetic to butler hartley cannot be accused of
producing a hagiography the brief five and a half page closing
assessment of butlers life seems somewhat clinical and detached
almost as if hartley felt he had overstated butlers considerable
achievements in the main text also hartley tends to assume that
the reader is familiar with LDS terminology or theology although
he often points the reader to an endnote source for further clarifi-
cation of such terms an appendix with a small glossary could have
been a partial solution to the remaining problem

in addition to hartleyshartlessHartleys analysis of the historical events of but-
lers life the reader is provided with a fine sense of john lowe
butlers character and experiences indeed the reader knows
john butler at the conclusion of the book identifying with his
search for spiritual meaning and his struggle against debilitating
illness anguishinglanguishinganguishing over his personal and family privation and his
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death from a life worn out early 347 bill hartley is to be com-
mended for producing a history that not only adds to an under-
standing of important aspects of mormon history but also takes
the reader on an emotionally satisfying journey getting to know
john lowe butler is time well spent
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reviewed by william G hartley associate professor of history and research
historian at the joseph fielding smith institute for church history brigham
young university

As a diligent diarist charles 0 card provided a banquet table
loaded with rich and nutritious historical information about the
period 1886 to 1903 these diaries in published form are a monu-
mental contribution of source material on the intermountain west
western canada the LDS church and late nineteenth century fam-
ily life society and folklore the book presents the diaries in seven
sections covering two to five years each exploration migration
the canadian mission church and community business irrigation
development completion of the settlements and closing years

before these diaries began card was a stake president school
board member businessman teacher supervisor of construction
of the logan tabernacle and logan temple and logan utah city
councilman he married sarah sally birdneau in 1867 and sarah
jane painter in 1876 and lived with both wives for seven years
birdneau divorced him in 1884 that year he married zina young
williams a daughter of brigham young and zina D H young in
1885 he married lavinia clark rigby and planned to move to mex-
ico to avoid federal marshals who were earnestly trying to arrest
him instead church leaders sent him to explore western canada
for LDS colony sites at which point the diaries published in this
book commence cardstonbardstonCardston alberta is named after him

dust jacket enticements correctly state that these diaries
make a major contribution to studies of the canadian west and
are the single most important resource for southern alberta his-
tory the settlement of that area and the development of its indus-
tries irrigation agriculture politics society customs and LDS

culture are richly documented
cards almost daily entries also deal extensively with himself

his beliefs personal ups and downs struggles to earn a living con-
cerns about being a husband and father to three families and his
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efforts on behalf of church and community in utah idaho and
canada in these pages I1 met a quality human being who shored up
my faith in humankind and won my respect and admiration for his
balanced capabilities and wisdom I1 learned from his attitudes
manner of reasoning and the choices he made while reading these
diaries I1 caught myself more than once thinking about my own life
and asking how would card handle this situation his diaries
give especially useful information on the following topics

people and personalities card comments on the LDS and
non LDS people he interacted with regularly in cache valley salt
lake city idaho alberta and winnipeg family members friends
business leaders government officials and church officers par-
ticularlyticularly apostles john W taylor and moses thatcher

transportation cards many trips from alberta to attend
general conference and visit his families in utah and idaho pro-
duced diary details about railroad routes schedules and equip-
ment and about hotel stopovers between trains at butte great
falls and other towns he also describes shorter local trips by
buggy and wagon as well as sled and train trips to winnipeg

new technology his diaries mention his awareness of
the camera june 17 1898 his use of a telephone april 23
1893 and his first purchase of a typewriter decemberdecembidecembrir 28 1899
january 22 1900

health and medical realities card mentions climate and
frontier conditions along with illnesses epidemics attempted
remedies dentistry unreliable doctors alcoholism and deaths his
diary tells for example about his use of a painful catheter for a
time to help his prostate problem july 1900 in salt lake city he
had four corns extracted from his toes by a lady corn doctor
march 17 1896 mounted police brought an LDS man to him
our wayward brother becoming insane november 30 1894

causing card to research relevant laws and finally decide it best to
send the man to the asylum december 1 1894 card notes that
the poor man from his youth had been addicted to drinking spir-
ituous liquor hence his sad condition december 1 1894

upon the death of an LDS boy whose father did not call for a
physician alberta government officials investigated july 31 and
august 3 1899 card as stake president then advised the saints
to always apply for a dr as it was required by law in confinement
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& dangerous illness & we could afford to observe the law agree-
able to our articles of faith august 5 1894 he advised relief
society sisters to send for elders first and then if necessary you
could call a physician september 2 1899

community and social life entries reveal everyday events
including community celebrations dances holidays birthdays
peoples generosity and meanness commerce voting setting up
schools banking and law enforcement card enjoyed watching a
11 game of base ballbanbalibail between cardstonbardstonCardston and mountain view area
boys may 24 1895 at great falls montana he went to a ballbanbalibail
game between the boston girls & the lethbridge 9 july 181819001900

current events trends card particularly notes political
changes land use policies new farming technology road develop-
ment new buildings and economic shifts such as the depression
of 1893 in these days men of cash rule as it were especially in
the way of high interest may 5 1893 in 1895 cards store had
to discontinue granting credit to customers november 30 because
through sympathy the credit system has been extended too far &

people fail now to pay december 21
personal testimony cards comments constantly reflect and

embrace LDS beliefs and values he was a devout believer often
he recorded expressions such as 1 I have just laid it before the lord
in my secret prayers this morn & expect to continue until relieved
november 14 1895 he records numerous answers to prayer

polygamy from a male viewpoint these diaries provide
insights into the ways polygamous males responsibly handled rela-
tionshipstionships with spouses and children housed and provided for fami-
lies and dealt with separation and loneliness his entries regarding
family should temper those who ignorantly smirk that males in
polygamy had a good thing going his affection for his wives and
children is evident in his writings as is his sometimes desperate con-
cern about how he can see them again and provide for them some
particularly poignant entries read As I1 am sitting alone my thoughts
turn homeward to my wives children parents and many friends
would like to enjoy a sacrament meeting with them I1 would enjoy
the caresses of my wives and children could we be free from the
hand of tyrants november 7 1886 feeling weary I1 have had
to toil very hard to keep the woolf sic away from my door of my 3
families july 31 1898 in 1897 he wrote 1 I have been here
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now over 10 yrsars apart from 2 of my families only visiting them
occasionally & seemingly closeclosed d almost the sadestmadest week of all
no hope of living with either family for several yrsars june 19

in 18911891 card attended a young ladies mutual meeting where
a sister read an essay on the situation of young ladies which
11 showed that the females were in excess of the males and as many
males were miners and many of our boys partook of the habits of
the world what were the pure daughters of israel going to do for
good later day saint husbands may 2

LDSIDS church organizational operations entries through-
out the diaries describe conferences ward and stake operations
ordinances uses of tithing meeting schedules activities of relief
societies sunday schools mutualsMutuals primaries priesthood quorumsquorums
home missionaries and block teachers and the roles of bishops
high councils and visiting general authorities

general conference in order to report back home on the
general conferences he regularly attended card diligently summa-
rized talks given at the semiannual gatherings several of these talks
are not otherwise readily available to researchers some intriguing
historical details mentioned in these talks include comments in the
1890s that joseph smiths face shone like amber when he met with
the twelve for the last time april 7 1895 october 4 1896 that
wilford woodruff and george A smith were attacked by devils in
england and saved by three messengers in robes who laid hands on
the missionaries causing the spirits to depart october 5518961896 and
that when wilford woodruff and george A smith were ordained
apostles after the far west temple dedication they were kneeling
on the temple cornerstone april 6 1891

LDSIDS doctrine and theology card recorded numerous
statements about church policies and practices or about doctrinal
and theological teachings of the day particularly tithing the return
of wayward children paid ministers and church officers second
anointingsanointings october 8 1900 and the impending redemption of
jackson county missouri for example president lorenzo snow
taught many of you who are here will have to go back to jackson
coulntyCoulcountyifyounty if you will keep the word of wisdom & do right april 6
1898 see also october 7 and 21 1900 cards diaries document
several priesthood blessings that healed and fasts that seemed to
miraculously bring rain
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speaking in tongues cards diaries contain numerous
mentions of meetings where saints almost always sisters spoke or
prophesied in tongues with elder lorenzo snow present at a fast
meeting in cardstonbardstonCardston several sisters spoke in tongues prophesied
and blessed card and also the apostles other sisters interpreted
tongues after which prest snow led in the shout of hosanah
hosanah hosanah to god & the lamb amen & amen & amen
repeated 3 times september 3 1896

rebaptismsbaptismsRe although rebaptism had been customary for
people going to the temple or coming home from abroad card
heard president joseph E smith preach this is not reqrequireddired it is
not necessary except he or she has sinned especially april 8
1895 with apostles lorenzo snow and john W taylor attending
the service one new member was baptized four were rebaptized
and one was baptized for health september 1 1896 A year later
cards general conference notes say president george Q cannon
11 spoke against rebaptism it should be for repentance octo-
ber 6 1897 cited in february 5 1898 entry

fast days card documents the change in fast days from
thursday to sunday noting he had the clerk read the address of
the first presidency changing fast day from the first thursday to the
first sunday in each month november 29 1896

prayer circles stake presidenciespresidencies and high councils held
prayer circles on many sunday mornings 1897 1901

public repentance of serious transgression in a church
meeting a sister asked forgiveness for adultery and fornication she
had conncommittednittedbitted two years before she had been severed from the
church the saints in the congregation forgave her and consented
to her rebaptism november 13 1898

guardian angels card told lesser priesthood youths they
should do right and not offend the spirit that they may not offend
& cause their guardian angel to with draw september 13 1896

bhbirthth control during a visit to canada apostle rudger
clawson spoke of the forms & sins of the world curtail not pos-
terity the curse of god will rest upon such october 21 1900

tithing in kind at a cardstonbardstonCardston stake conference saints
were urged to pay tithes & offerings in their kind & best
november 21 1898

tithe handlers pay church custom then was to allow
bishops and stake clerks some remuneration for expenses incurred
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to receive & disburse tithing card notes the high council decided
how to divide among bishops and the clerk the 10 percent of
tithes earmarked for that purpose october 7 1899

sacrament meeting inside the temple card met with
general authorities in the salt lake temple in 1893 and after
prayer circle together moved to the presidencysPresidencys room and had a
sacrament of bread and wine april 20 1893

sealing ordinances outside a temple card notes apostle
francis M lyman sealed a couple for time & all eternity in a
members home the couple had been married by a mormon offi-
cial two days before october 28 cited in october 30 1900
entry apostle george teasdale similarly sealed a couple for time
and eternity at cardstonbardstonCardston long before a temple was built there
september 4 1901

dancing card agonized about an improper dance held at
leighs creek involving eight LDS five gentile and several part
member families the dance opened with a waltz instead of prayer
and continued until 500 AM many of the ladies were completely
exhausted card wrote for about 34 of the dance was round
dancing in opposition to first presidency counsel 1I felt I1 had
fallen into the midst of unbelieversbelieversun february 22 and 23 1895
later that year card advised saints in aetna to curtail dancing
to one round dance aside from the square dances & quit at mid-
night but they could commence at I11 PMRM if they desired novem-
ber 171718951895

calling each other brother and sister one of cards
general conference notes records that apostle francis M lyman
spoke of the digression of not calling each other brother and sis-

ter latterly many called each other mr & miss or mrs preferedprefereePrefered is
brother & sister among the latterdaysatterdayLatterday saints october 4 1896

setting apart card recorded george Q cannon as stating
that it is not necessary to set teachers apart in our SS octo-
ber 6618951895

paid temple workers card said elder rudger clawson told
general conference attendees put more of your means into the
temple & give the poor work in the temple october 5 1900

this is a big book devoted almost totally to diary text A pref-
ace introduction biographical note and prologue introduce the
diaries each of the seven sections of the diaries has its own table
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of contents prepared by the editors creative typesetting allowed
for the original diaries inserts to appear in the margins sideways
or in other patterns see february 10 and 14 march 12 1890
the editors include several samples of original handwriting see
august 4 1887 may 27 1890 november 4 1894 and january 1

1896 maps are useful but would serve readers better if printed on
end papers so they could be consulted easily the appendix lists
helpful information the index works well for personal names but
includes only a perplexing selection of a few social topics

in assessing this must reference book a few limitations
should be noted minimal footnote commentary and explana-
tion by editors saved on book costs but shortchangedshortchangershortchanged readers
granted to keep the diary within one cover the publishers used
narrow margins and small typeface and still filled 644 pages
the value of these diaries would increase at least 25 percent if the
editors provided thorough explanations in footnotes like
juanita brooks notes on hosea stouts diaries in on the mormon
frontier even if it meant publishing cards diaries in two volumes
instead of one but even without the crucial commentary this
book is invaluable

A few historical lapses show that the editors are not veteran
historians for example they misread cards handwriting and give
the LDS church a new apostle named elder M flewelingflewllingFleweling april 7
1898 who in fact is M FE cowley also in square brackets they
interpret an assignment for two young men to labor together as a
call to missionary service but in fact the men were called to be the
equivalent of todays home teachers april 4 1891 the editors
should inform readers if the life sketch card finished on novem-
ber 25 1902 and mailed to the church is in the historical depart-
ments biographical sketch file today and the editors could have
compared cards summaries of general conference addresses with
transcriptions of those talks and assessed in explanatory footnotes
how his versions compare

these card diaries will generously reward all who will consult
them for historical information about particular times or subjects
but especially those who will plow through them thoughtfully
during a long slow read
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reviewed by ray jay davis professor of law brigham young university

at 400 AM on july 26 1953 1 two quite different men met
face to face on the dusty street in front of the schoolhouse in the
northern arizona border town of short creek each protagonist
was backed by a phalanx of supporters sheriff fred porter of
mohave county arizona had an army of sixty to seventy arizona
deputy sheriffs highway patrolmen liquor control agents and
national guardsmenguardsmanguardsmen who had entered the town in a pincers move-
ment one group from the west had driven from arizona through
nevada and utah and back into arizona at short creek and the
other one came over the kaibab plateau and through the town of
Fredoniafredoniefredonis2 some thirty miles to the east these lawmen originally
had assembled at williams arizona south of the grand canyon
for what the rumor mill had labeled a special traffic school they
were given instructions and divided into the two groups and after
lengthy overnight travel around both ends of the canyon to the ari-
zona strip they burst into the isolated village with strident sirens
and hashingflashing lights leroy johnson the elderly spiritual leader of
the fundamentalist polygamist community had been alerted to the
invasion by a dynamite blast set as a signal by lookouts who had
spotted the lightsfightshights of the eastern cavalcade coming off the kaibab
johnson had many of his people lined up behind the picket fence
around the schoolyard singing patriotic songs

the scenario was ripe for violence but neither side had a
taste for it the johnson fundamentalists were clothed with reli-
gious zeal and the knowledge that they had survived intact two
prior official raids they probably believed this incursion was like
an anti jewish pogrom in eastern europe before hitlershillersHitlers final solu-
tion they would suffer but the community would survive they
were correct on both counts the lawmen were under strict no
bloodshed orders from arizonasArizonas governor howard pyle who had
ordered the operation and from senior law enforcement officials

225
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rather than making martyrs the state officials hoped for public
and voter approval in rescuing the women and children of short
creek from what they believed were the grinding poverty and the
unspeakable horrors of lifefifeilfehife in a plural marriage setting judges
lawyers and social workers accompanied the police the press
which was also on hand had fallen into line behind the eastern
peace officer convoy at fredonia

patriarch johnson declared his peoples willingness to stand
their ground and sheriff porter asserted that although the officers
did not want violence they had come to do a job and intended to
accomplish it then the moment of high tension faded as the
peace officers served the 122 arrest warrants for crimes such as
rape statutory rape carnal knowledge 3 adultery polygamous liv-
ing cohabitation 4 and misappropriation of school funds 5 by 430
AM the town was secured 130 within hours those persons
arrested were being arraigned before the judges brought into
town the children were taken under the protection of the juvenile
court and the removal of adults and children to the more popu-
lated parts of the state had commenced short creek was left a
ghost town attended by three boys 6 there was to be no shoot-
out at the short creek corral 130 39

this 1953 episode is the dramatic core of martha Bradleys
book kidnappedfromkidnapped tromfrom that land the government raids on the
short creek polygamists bradley a visiting professor of architec-
ture at the university of utah has written widely on mormon art
architecture current polygamist groups and western history 7 the
book encapsulates several years of on the scene experience inter-
views with the principals and other participants in the 1953
events and extensive library research although there have been
other accounts of the short creek events 8 bradleysadleysbradleydBr book is the
first book length in depth analysis of the legal history of the town

the author first examines plural marriage in nineteenth
century mainline mormonism and in subsequent splinter sects
the focus is on the theology and practices of the so called funda-
mentalistsmentalists a significant portion of whom live in short creek 9

bradley looks at the settlement of the town and efforts in the
1930s and 1940s to prosecute fundamentalist leaders for violating
state and federal laws finally bradley considers the aftermath of
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the 1953 raid and looks at short creek now colorado city today
over forty years after the 1953 disruption of the community the
temporary detention of its population and the years probation of
twenty six of the men the polygamist settlement has survived and
grown to a population of over 4500 stubborn faith hard work
and benign neglect by officialdom have all played their parts in
the towns survival a contrast to the demise of religious communes
we have seen more recently the fiery end of david koreshsKoreshs
branch davidian compound at waco 10 the mass suicide murder by
poison of the peoples temple followers ofjimofrimofjim jones atatjonestownjonestownJones town I111I1

and the exodus from bhagwan shree rajneeshs central oregon
settlement of rajneeshpuramrajneeshpuram1212 are illustrations of recent failures

although kidnappedfromkidnapped from that land is not a tract for polyg-
amy as it is practiced in this schismatic mormon context it is sym-
pathetic with the short creek people for example in one chapter
bradley discusses how the women of fundamentalism triumphed
by accepting limitations 111 this view is especially interesting
in a time of widespread academic political correctness even the
title of the book is supportive of the townspeople they were not
kidnapped as the title suggests rather they were taken into offi-

cial custody under carefully prepared warrants and detained after
judicial proceedings such actions do not constitute kidnapping
under the common law 13 the arizona statutes 14 the utah code 15

or the lindberg act the federal antikidnappingkidnappinganti law 16 bradleysadleysbradleydBr
use of the word kidnapped is appropriately congruent with the
antiestablishmentestablishmentanti tone of the book

the book contains some useful photographs of the town and
the 1953 arrests together with these photographs the inclusion
of maps would have helped to demonstrate the depressed eco-
nomic conditions short creek looked and still looks more dilapi-
dated than most of rural arizona or utah the geographic isolation
an advantage if you do not want official snooping and the harsh

beauty of the land whose scenes are like those in the great state
and national parks in the region

the discussion of the economic workings of this community
raises further questions more information is needed to compre-
hend how the united effort plan 189 92 functions and has
allowed this polygamist enclave to survive as an economic entity 17
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further inquiry would have been useful to explain how a fringe
settlement in the twentieth century with an abundance of human
resources and virtually no other visible means of support has
managed to maintain its economy for example some outside
income comes from construction labor by male members of the
group in st george utah and other booming desert communities
as far away as nevada suspected tote of unwanted building
materials from these sites to assemble houses by stages the
11 added upon look may be a partial explanation of how the town
was built it is unfortunate that with her insight as an architecture
teacher and writer the author did not explore the unique appear-
ance of short creek housing A significant source of income for
other american communes is the capital that converts bring into
the groups with them 18 if they spend that capital rather than
investing it and living from the proceeds the organizations stum-
ble 19 but not much is said in the book about the newcomers to
fundamentalism adding to the wealth of the town

polygamy has long fascinated many people and bradley with
a social historians interest in the common folk focuses on the
people of short creek who apart from their marital practices were
not particularly newsworthy however many of their opponents
were notable or at least became so yet neither the stories nor per-
spectivesspectives of those officials are told by bradley after losing reelec-
tion as governor partly because of backlash from the short creek
episode howard pyle became the very articulate national spokes-
man for the national safety council his campaign manager barry
goldwater is the most prominent symbol of the arizona republi-
can party renaissance that revitalized a moribund party by giving it
a presidential candidate a united states attorney general and
the first female united states supreme court justice sandra day
oconnor lorna lockwood the juvenile court judge who handled
the short creek childrens cases became the first woman in the
country to serve as the chief justice of a state supreme court the ari-
zona officialdom associated with the event included many others
who have had distinguished careers 20

an appendix sets forth governor pyles statement announc-
ing to the people of arizona the reasons for the raidmidrald at short creek
the statement of course does not listfistbist the legal or historical prece-
dents which formed the basis for the state officials belief they
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could get away with the raid official heads did not roll after the
arrests and prosecutions by utah arizona and federal officials in
the 1930s and 1940s but then neither did short creek and funda-
mentalism suffer more than temporary annoyance two particular
precedents could have given the officials particular assurance
one from mormon history and one from arizona history after the
shooting of james strang in 1856 his mormon splinter group fol-
lowers were deported from their beaver island homes in lake
michigan and relocated around the lakeshorelake shore cities strang died
his polygamous lifestyle passed with him and his kingdom was
cleansed 21 closer to home and only three decades earlier in the
so called bisbee deportation arizona successfully ended a vio-
lent copper miners strike by hauling a trainload of strikers out of
the state unions easterners and civil libertarians were outraged
at the action 22 but it worked and the sheriff and his men who per-
petratedpetrated it were exonerated on the grounds of the law of neces-
sity in subsequent legal action 23 pyle sheriff porter and mohave
superior court judge jesse faulkner in whose jurisdiction short
creek is located and who was the moving spirit behind the whole
affair had at least some reason to believe that similar success
would crown their efforts

officialdom has never cared for religious groups that are dif-
ferent and powerful enough to make people angry hurt or afraid
john of leyden who took over munstermiinstermeinster and practiced polygamy in
germany during the reformation was exterminated by the forces
of the ruling bishop who was supported by the conservative ele-
ments of the empire 24 however late twentieth century america is
neither the place nor the time to eradicate an entire community as
did the troops of the reformation today in montana county and
state officers do not like the church universal and triumphant
and its adherents who have settled outside yellowstone national
park but officials have not moved in on the place rather they
have nibbled around the edges with minor complaints 2521

despite official disapproval residents of short creek as wellwenweliweil as

any reader of this book need not think that an event such as the raid
on short creek is likely to happen again as should be fairly clear
for several reasons first short creek has too many people and is
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too well entrenched in the 1950s judge faulkner urged action on
the ground that if the state did not act then it would take an army
to root out the polygamists later A small army was used and was
unsuccessful it would be even less successful today

second the operation would cost too much even the 1953
attempt was expensive money was appropriated to pay bumsburns
detective agency operatives who posed as people seeking movie
extras to investigate short creek then a sum of 50000 was
ostensibly granted by the legislature for insect control 121

this money was used for the raid under the name operation seag-
ull the legislature appropriated 10000 of the emergency
funds for planners salaries 6000 for travel expenses 8000 for
food during the operation and 6000 for food during the holding
period 121 22 subsequent costs to deal legally with an entire
community simply were unacceptable they could not be hidden
from fiscal watchdogswatchdogs following the raid there were cries of
outrage from people like conservative democratic state senator
and gubernatorial hopeful jim smith today the costs would far
exceed those of forty years ago because of such factors as inflation
growth of the town and the ACLU

the high risk of violence is a third reason for the unlikely
recurrence of the 1953 events fundamentalists are generally a
peaceful people the lebaron clancianclan2616 and the singerswappSinger Swapp family27

are sad and rare exceptions in the case of the violent waco affair
only janet reno who forthrightly assumed responsibility came
out with reputation intact the public was appalled by the vio-
lence even if another raidmidrald resulted in no breaches of the peace as

the short creek project demonstrated the cost in social disruption
would be too high

the fourth reason is that societal attitudes have changed in
the past forty years the rotten revolution28revolution112828 has softened ameri-
can attitudes toward unconventional living arrangements people
who are tolerant of such things as homosexual marriage signif-
icant others serial polygamy via no fault divorce and abortion
on demand are not likely to get excited by religiously motivated
polygamy and demand governmental action to bring it to an end
while there is now more condemnation of child abuse and sexual
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harassment than in the past people today are generally more tolerant
of peaceful dissent

fear of unfavorable news coverage is a fifth reason for amer-
ican officials to avoid moving against a dissident community in 1953
the press leaked news of the impending operation to the fundamen-
taliststalists As a result there was no tactical surprise some fundamental-
ists escaped to utah but governor J bracken lee returned them
today national news coverage of the event would be comparable
to coverage of the 0 J simpson low speed freeway chase 2919 the
press may be owned by conservative capitalists but news person-
nel appear to have acquiesced in the rotten revolution agenda
no sane government official courts bad press

legal change is a final reason for polygamists and other
cultists to take comfort in the fact that 1953 will not be repeated
the civil rights movement and changes in criminal procedure pro-
vide a different legal environment for arresting officially detaining
and trying persons accused of crimes in 1953 warrants were
drawn up for persons arrested at short creek and judges were pre-
sent to arraign them today convicting them would be more diffi-
cult for example the gault case from arizona changed juvenile
proceedings from the prior therapeutic model which did not
require full procedural due process to the present judicial one
which does 30 arizona still has no antipolygamy statute but even if
it did the religious freedom restoration act3lact31 would make suc-
cessful prosecution of fundamentalists much more difficult today
it is not as easy to confidently predict that the law would be on the
side of the government

the future confrontations between fundamentalists and the
government are likely to be individual cases for specific legal vio-
lations firearms violations were the excuse to go after leaders of
the church universal and triumphant fraud and tax cases have
successfully put some fundamentalist leaders out of business
bradley explores the use of child custody as a weapon against
specific polygamists A massive operation against an entire town
is not the way to go but it is interesting to explore in a book such
as Bradleys
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NOTES

thishis was just before the standard time hour of dawn during late july at that
latitude arizona quite sensibly has secured an exemption from daylight savings
time under united states code title 15 260a

redoniafredonia is named for its handy location just across the state border in ari-
zona from kanabcanab utah southern utah nineteenth century mormon leader eras-
tus snow suggested the name fredonia to describe the use of the community
as a place to stash plural spouses outside the reach of utah territorial officials
intent upon enforcing the edmunds act which criminalized bigamous cohabita-
tion in territories 22 stat 30 1882 they were free will C croft will C

bamesFamesBarnesfamesarizonabarnesarizonaArizona place names rev and eni tucsonrucson university ofarizona press
1960 71 short creek was to play a similar role for border dodgers in the twen-
tieth century

tarizona3arizona revised statutes annotated 5 5 13140513 1405 and 1406
tarizona4arizona revised statutes annotated mam313 1408 and 1409 see also

513133606513360613 36065606
5arizonaarizonatarizona revised statutes annotated 13 1802a2
onene of the lookouts sam barlow subsequently became the law north of

the colorado as the town marshall of short creek his adult plural marital status
led to one of the more recent confrontations between a person from short creek
and arizona authorities arizona law requires bonding peace officers the bond-
ing agency the arizona law enforcement officer advisory council initiated pro-
ceedingsce to revoke barlows certification because he was a polygamist the
agency contended that such conduct violated his oath of office and jeopardized
public trust in the law enforcement profession barlow went to court to block the
administrative proceedings the judge issued an injunction citing one of the re-
viewers articles ray davis plural marriage and religious freedom the impact
of reynolds v united states arizona law review 15 1973 287 which ques-
tioned the continued viability of that nineteenth century cornerstone of judicial
approval ofofantipolygamylawsantipolygamy laws reynolds v united states 98 US 145 1878 the
arizona court of appeals not possessed of sufficient chutzpahchutzpah to contra-
dict the high court reversed and decided that arizonasArizonas antipolygamy constitu-
tional provision although not also enacted as a criminal statute expressed the
state antipolygamy public policy and that the state had a compelling interest in
enforcing reasonable qualifications for peace officers at least to the extent of
holding an administrative hearing barlow v blackburn 798 p2dpad 1360 ariz
appapp19901990

7seeaseeee martha bradley mormon art untapped power for good this peo-
ple 13 fall 1992 20 26 martha S bradley protect the children child labor
in utah 1880 1920 utah historical quarterly 59 winter 1991 517151 71
martha bradley the women of fundamentalism short creek 1953 dialogue
23 summer 1990 14 37 jessie L embry and martha bradley mothers and
daughters in polygamy dialogue 18 fall 1985 98 107 martha S bradley
the cloning of mormon architecture dialogue 14 spring 1981 20 31 cur-

rent projects include writing a guide to utah architecture for the american
institute of architecture and editing a work on utahs ecclesiastical architecture
for the utah heritage foundation bradley is coeditor of dialogue A journal of
mormon thought
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seeee edward A geary ydethe proper edge of the sky the high plateau
country of utah salt lake city university of utah press 1992 197 200 patri-
cia wendel red letter day at short creek july 26 1953 JD thesis arizona
college of law tucson 1976

there are also religiously based polygamist groups in the salt lake valley
some of whose connections with short creek come up in Bradleys book for an
account of a recently organized by excommunicated mormonscormonsMormons polygamist church
in sanpete county see provo daily herald august 212119941994 sec A p 7 big water
utah near lake powell is another community catering to plural marriage

loloslos angeles times april 20 1993 sec A p 1 12 16
washington post november 21 1978 sec A p 1 12 15

12frances fitzgerald A reporter at large rajneeshpuram parts 1 and 2
new yorker september 22 1986 46 96 september 29 1986 8312583 125

13seesee people v wesley 421 mich 375 388 365 NW 2dad 692 696 1983
william blackstone commentaries book IV 21819218 19

arizona revised statutes annotated 5 13 1304
15utah code annotated 57676 5 30113011

united states code title 18 512011201
17the practice of the group was to contract with the reviewers uncle

owen davis to buy his entire fruit crop at fruita utah on the trees this is an
illustration of how the plan actually functioned in practice my uncle owen got a
reasonable price for his product without needing to hire pickers and then market
the fruit the polygamists were able to use family labor for harvesting and pro-
cessing the fruit thus acquiring it at a much cheaper cost than purchasing retail
canned or bottled goods uncle owen was not pleased when government offi-
cials would hassle the short creek people and thereby disrupt his profitable
arrangement with them

see the report by catherine collins and douglas frantz in modemmodern matu-
rity the voice of the american association of retired persons warning retireesretirees
that cultists are after them for their money collins and frantz let Us pray
modern maturity 37 june 1994 22 32

19asAs a missionary in mexico the reviewer witnessed the decline and fallfanfalifail of
a commune of polygamist former mormonscormonsMormons A significant reason for its demise
was poverty brought on by mismanagement of the resources brought into the
group by its adherents economics rather than philosophy brought about
the communes collapse

kent blake one of the two major planners of the raid is a cousin of the
reviewer he has recently retired after a lifetime of practice with one of the major
phoenix law firms the other principal planner paul la prade served with dis-
tinction as a judge harold giss who got the necessary appropriation through the
legislature was one of the dominant figures in the arizona legislature for many
years the list can be multiplied the arizona officials involved were and con-
tinued to be major players in the affairs of the state

21rogerroger van noord king of beaver island the life and assassination
ofjamesjesseof jamestames jessetesse strungstrongstrang urbana university of illinois press 1988 25766257 66

21onon july 12 1917 a county posse loaded 1186 members of the inter-
national workers of the world and other suspected undesirables onto boxcars
and cattle cars at gunpoint theywere taken to columbus new mexico unloaded
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and told never to return to bisbee james byrkit forging the copper collar
arizonasArizonas labor management war of 1901 1921 tucsonrucson university of ari-
zona press 1982 as cited manmArin izonaarizona republic july 191919921992 sec C p 1 among
those who futilely investigated the deportation was a federal commission domi-
nated by harvard law professor felix frankfurter michael parrish felix frank-
furter and his times the reform years new york free press 1982 90 95

23stutestate v wootton crim no 2685 cochise county arizona septem-
ber 13 1919 the instructions to the jury by judge samuel pattee may be found
at comment the law of necessity as applied in the bisbee deportation case
arizona law review 3 1961 264

will durant the reformation A history of europeanofeuropean civilizationfiromcivilization from
wyclifwycliftoWycliftoto calvin 1300130015641564 new york simon and schuster 1957 398 402
the episode is the basis for the meyerbeer opera le prophete A tax was levied
on all germany to raise funds to finance the siege of munster and to exterminate
king johns anabaptist polygamist group regarding the different sort of response
by the united states government to mormon polygamy in the nineteenth century
see ray jay davis antipolygamy legislation in daniel H ludlow ed encyclo-
pedia ofofmormonismmormonism 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 152 53

porfor example the internal revenue service lifted the tax exempt status of
the survivalist church and then restored it when the leaders of the group agreed
to stop stockpiling weapons on its ranch near yellowstone park deseret news
june 4 1994 sec A p 5 environmentalists have also challenged the group

26for an insiders account of the activities of the ervil lebaron family see
rena chynoweth and dean shapiro the blood covenant austin tex diamond
books 1990 during his missionary experience in mexico the reviewer con-
tended with one of the more peacefulpeacefulfolfui members of the lebaron family
he was a very formidable adversary but not at all like his brother ervil

the shootout at marion utah which brought the siege to an end by law
enforcement officials of the singerswappSinger Swapp family is reported in deseret news jan-
uary 28 1988 sec A p 1 the siege was mounted in an effort to arrest those
responsible for bombing a mormon chapel

28theme phrase is that of president gordon B hinckley I1 like it it expresses
the erosion of traditional values and secularization of american society

sinnln the unlikely event that some reader was not watching the live broad-
cast of the chase an account of it may be found in nancy gibbs end of the
run time june 27 1994 28 35 phoenix las vegas and salt lake city tele-
vision station helicoptershelicopters could bring live coverage assuming that the officials
saw fit to act during daylight hours

311nin re gault 387 US 1 1966
3131107107 stat 1488 1993 the statute was intended to alter the impact of

employment division v smith 494 US 872 1990 which virtually eliminated
the requirement that the government justify burdens on religious exercise
imposed by laws neutral toward religion and restore the compelling interest
test as set forth in sherbert v vemervernerpernerpernek 374 US 398 1963 and wisconsin v yoder
406 US 205 1972 religious freedom restoration act 2a4 and 2bl2b1abl



DAVIS BITTON the ritualization of mormon history and other
essays urbana and chicago university of illinois press 1994 xii
194 ppap index bibliographies 275027.502750

reviewed by steven L olsen adjunct faculty department of anthropology
brigham young university

davis bitton is one of mormonismsMormonisms most influential teachers
and writers in the 1970s and early 1980s bitton was at the center
of arguably the most progressive period of mormon historical
scholarship in the twentieth century most of the nine essays in
this collection come from this remarkable era all the essays have
been updated to encompass some of the subsequent scholarship
and include ample bibliographies

these essays reflect a particular point of view that is akin to
the new social history and the new urban history which refocus

historical inquiry from societyssocie tys central institutions and elite indi-
viduals to ordinary folks and their daily activities and associations
thus bitton writes about brigham young jr not his illustrious
father about the preservation and dissemination of mormon history
in popular pageants and community celebrations not in institu-
tional or academic scholarship and about the poetic legacy of mem-
ber charles lowell walker not that of elder orson FE whitney

these new histories have also drawn heavily from the
social sciences and humanistic disciplines that are concerned as
much with articulating individual cultural perspectives as with
establishing objective facts thus bitton does not analyze the his-
torical origins and sociological functions of polygamy rather he
analyzes some nineteenth century polemic on plural marriage in
an effort to explain why so many good people believed so deeply
in a practice that ran counter to mainstream american values
likewise bitton addresses utah mormonismsMormoni sms first indigenous
generation not to determine whether they were good or bad or
the degree of their civility but rather to determine how and why
they were perceived so radically differently by various groups bit-
ton also reviews the B H roberts case not to prove or disprove
roberts worthiness to join the US house of representatives but
rather to reveal the subtle and complex assumptions central to
the arguments in this controversy

235
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another dominant theme in bittonsbittensBittons studies is human adapta-
tion to changing environments and circumstances in these essays

bitton suggests that mormonscormons adapt when the discontinuity
between experience and expectation threatens physical survival
or group or individual identity or places deeply held beliefs in
direct and seemingly unalterable contradiction from this per-
spectivespec tive we see early utah mormonscormons meeting the challenge of rais-

ing children in a demanding frontier environment abandoning and
later repudiating polygamy for the sake of peaceful coexistence
with victorian america adjusting social dance practices to avoid
alienating the rising generation and inevitably selecting marginal
ization over confrontation in a secular national political arena

in the end bitton sees mormonscormons as sharing a great deal with
the rest of humanity being goodheartedgood hearted and hardworking and
trying to fulfill basic human needs for existence companionship
and meaning in life he sees them facing personal social and nat-
ural limitations at every turn and needing a good dose of humor
and compassion

bittonsbittensBittons mormonscormons are also thoroughgoing americans but
americans of a particular and peculiar stripe this distinctiveness
makes these people interesting to study and fascinating to know
reading these essays one senses that bitton is not only a historian
of the first rank but also a lifelong explorer of the human condi-
tion his expeditions have yielded much insight which is espe-
cially remarkable since the insights are revealed by a relatively
small religious group in the american west whose influence and
intrigue on the national scene have been disproportionate to the
size of the group

some critics might respond to all of this by exclaiming so

tell me something I1 dont already know the temptation to take
for granted the subtle insights of these essays is to underappreci
ate their influence among the community of scholars of mor-
monism in the years since they first appeared those familiar with
the transformation of mormon historiography in the 1970s and
1980s cannot forget the difference bitton made in both scholarly
and personal terms that difference is amply woven throughout
these essays
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to the question of relevance however another remark would
likely sound more reasonable to bitton himself if the insights of
these studies seem close to the lessons of daily life he might sim-
ply respond eureka revealing the essence of life as lived by
ordinary latter day saints of the past is a central thrust of bittonsbittensBittons
intellectual explorations that the conclusions may seem self
evident is a credit to the success of his effort

to those who may see in these essays much that seems ordi-
nary I1 challenge them to listfisthist the prior historical scholarship on
mormon adolescence literary traditions leisure activities political
rhetoric community celebrations and public ritual research like
bittonsbittensBittons breaks new ground in mormon studies by demonstrating
the value of applying to the mormon past new approaches that
have proven crucial to the understanding and appreciation of
other times places and peoples contemporary students of mor-
monism could do worse than pursue and refine such fruitful
avenues of inquiry one may quibble with bitton on the relevance
of some pieces of evidence the accuracy of certain conclusions or
with the publisher on the selection of a particular essay it is incon-
trovertibletrovertible however that bitton has left an enviable intellectual
legacy to students of mormonism this volume is a fitting tribute
to that contribution



STEPHEN D RICKS and JOHN W WELCH eds the allegory of the
olive tree the olive the bible and jacob 5 salt lake city
deseret book provo utah FARMS 1994 xiv 624 ppap illustra-
tions appendix 2 indexes 289528.952895

reviewed by david B honey associate professor of classical chinese depart-
ment of asian and near eastern languages

the olive that most useful and symbolic of trees is treated to
an unprecedented degree of scholarly and literary attention in this
massive conference volume the original 1992 FARMS confer-
ence presentations have been amply expanded and assembled in a
volume that seems to include everything relevant to the olive and
its symbolism in the book of mormon and the bible As with most
conference volumes the contributions overlap considerably but
since each approaches the topic from an individual angle from
history to theology from botany to philology the overlap rarely
seems tedious I1 cannot recall reading a volume of similar length
on a unified theme that sustains the interest of the reader as well
as this work

the meaning of zenossjenoss allegory of the olive tree

the book is divided into five parts part one the meaning of
zenossjenoss allegory of the olive tree contains five introductory
pieces interpreting the allegory from the historical perspectives of
palestine the nephitesNephites nineteenth century latter day saints and
modern mormonscormonsMormons the contributions in this section are more
elegiac than analytic more theological than theoretical truman
madsensmaddensMadsens the olive press A symbol of christ is a revision of a
previous publication that effectively introduces many of the
themes developed in depth elsewhere in the book catherine
thomas takes a rhetorical approach to yield inspirational con-
clusionsclusions discovering in jacobs allegory the mystery of christ
noel reynolds concludes that nephite prophets chiefly lehi
nephi and jacob borrowed language and imagery from zenos
to express and verify their own revelations and such prophets
viewed isaiah as having done the same thing grant underwood
asserts that nineteenth century latter day saint discussion of the

238
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parable can be divided into two broad categories historical and
homiletical with the latter view predominant

part one concludes with paul hoskissonsHoskissons piece the alle-
gory of the olive tree in jacob hoskisson declares that the allegory
is the most beautiful prose expression of gods aspirations for the

house of israel 70 he regards an allegory as one way of expli-
cating actual events hence he seeks to locate the events ofofjacobsjacobs
allegory in time and space his historical periodizationperiodization based on
an earlier publication is reasonable and convincing 1

textual analysis of zenossjenoss allegory of the olive tree
part two textual analysis of zenossjenoss allegory of the olive

tree partakes of a more philological and rhetorical bent royal
skousen presents his collated version of jacob 4466 with textual
notes however the editors tacitly acknowledge the difficulty in
relying on a formidable critical text bristling with an embedded
apparatus when they opted to append the familiar unaggregated
text of jacob 5 to the end of the volume

more meaning is derived from the rhetorical analysis of
arthur henry kings language themes in jacob 5 than from
minute attention to textual variants unlike hoskisson king does
not approach the allegory historically like the dream too it
is not a parable of exact allegorical equivalencies but symbolic
equivalencies 140 rhetorical truth not logical truth is his goal
which he reveals through close attention to the niceties of narra-
tive technique phraseology repetition distribution of elements
and the like king concludes that zenossjenoss rhetorical buildup is
complex and rich there is no passage like this in the bible 170
there is also no other contribution like this in this volume with its
combination of inimitable style and persuasive insight

john welch uses a more mechanical approach to rhetoric in
words and phrases in jacob 5 which tabulates vocabulary distri-

bution in the allegory but mechanical operation does not neces-
sarily yield trivial results for several conclusions are of interest
first much of the allegorysallegorys vocabulary is distinctive making
scriptural allusions to the allegory possible with just a phrase or
two second few vocabulary items are shared with the new
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testament third zenos and the writers of the old testament use
many of the same vocabulary words in similar significant contexts
finally based on diction a tentative date for the composition of
the allegory can be hazarded early in the israelite monarchy per-
haps in the latter half of davids kingship 181

ancient historical and religious backgrounds
to the symbolism of the olive

part three ancient historical and religious backgrounds to
the symbolism of the olive expands our understanding of the
economic and religious importance of the olive in the ancient
world john gee and daniel peterson in graft and corruption
on olives and olive culture in the premodernpre modern mediterranean 1122

initially treat lexicography 3 but the thrust of this lengthy contri-
bution is historical not linguistic gee and peterson present a well
researched wide ranging survey of the olive and olive cultivation
exhausting the historical and economic background of the olive in
the premodern mediterranean world the authors plumb sources
from the classical to the semitic world and cite secondary author-
ities in abundance As with every entry in part three this contri-
bution could be submitted with confidence for publication in an
academic journal so solidly grounded is its research

two productsbyproductsby of gee and petersons piece are noteworthy
first since wild olives grow only in northern israel the fact that
zenos is familiar with the science of grafting lends credence to the
supposition that this enigmatic prophet hailed from the north
this may help to explain why lehi with his background in the

northern kingdom appears to have had access to a parable of olive
growing and why our modem bible with its background in judea
lacks the parable of zenos 201 41 second the article creates a rea-
soned response to arthur henry kings easily misconstrued con-
clusion that to experience language is more than to abstract
messages from it rhetoric is not an added decoration it is the thing
itself 172 73 the authors posit instead that parable is the
medium and olive culture is merely the particular idiom A knowl-
edge of the idiom enhances understanding and appreciation of the
nuances of the message but it is not itself the message 225
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among many insights from john halls the olive in greco
roman religion is the athenians reverence toward the olive tree
the symbol of the life and vitality of their race a striking real life
parallel to the scriptural allegories of the olive tree 256 neither
hall nor any other author addresses the admittedly tangential issue
of the roman introduction of olive cultivation in spain the great-
est producer of olive products in the modern era 249 this topic
is nevertheless worthy of furtherfarther treatment for the historical and
intellectual contribution of this region in many areas has been pro-
found to take an example from the realm of philosophy both
seneca the younger the leading intellect of neros reign and
maimonidesMaimonides the foremost mind of medieval judaism were born
and educated in cordoba spain a city based on olive cultivation

next donald parry and david seely each explore the olive
in the old testament but from different perspectives parry
studies the ritual anointing of both inanimate objects such as
vessels and temple implements and important personages like
priests prophets and kings with olive oil both practices
presage the anointing of the messiah parry summarizes with
admirable economy many scriptural citations and describes the
various rites and rituals all supported by references to impor-
tant scholarly studies

seely concentrates on the nature of the figurative language in
jacob 5 as both allegory and parable an allegory of israelite history
and a parable of gods love a position supported by james faul-
coner later on in the volume 5 seelysneelys attention to parables
throughout the cultural world of the mediterranean region includ-
ing ancient greece is a laudable approach and of course could
have been made at greater length6lengthlengthy but only by destroying the
restrained symmetry of his compact study at any rate his musing
that zenos may have been drawing on an ancient tradition is

indebted to a new approach developed in biblical studies of paying
attention to possible greek influences on the writing of hebrew
prophets 7 seely hints at a new direction for future research when
he concludes that while jacob 5 is unique in its sophistication
there is evidence in the ancient near east that zenossjenoss allegory of
the olive tree does not come out of a vacuum 301
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the olive in early jewish and christian texts

from the general literary milieu of the ancient near east part
four moves us to the olive in early jewish and christian texts
john welch focuses on a specific text the pseudo philo with his
article comparing the last words of cenezbenez with jacob 5 this effort
is representative of all of the unabashedly philological contribu-
tions of part four called pseudo philo because of its provenance
among the works ofofphilophilo ofalexandria this text possibly contains
materials far antedating its christian era redaction welch con-
cludes that while its protagonist the prophet hero genez was
probably not the historical but unknown prophet zenos striking
affinities exist between the allegory of the vineyard in pseudo
philo and zenossjenoss allegory of the olive tree

seely and welch then combine forces as they align and ana-
lyze the main old testament texts relevant to olive trees and con-
clude that olive trees symbolized both blessing and cursing
prosperity and judgment they further posit that zenos was a rel-
atively early prophet who stood near the head of this persistent
and powerful israelite literary theme 322 the texts exploring
this theme include exodus 15 psalm 52 psalm 80 hosea 14 isa-
iah 5 and jeremiah 11

james faulconer also draws on some of these same texts as he
compares zenos with pauls words in romans 11 his reasonable
reading of these texts confirms a common rhetorical tradition
based in part on the old testament passages cited above rather
than a direct relationship to account for the similarities shared
between zenos and paul however faulconer does hypothesize
the existence of an unidentified text with features similar to zenossjenoss
parable that paul could have accessed for his epistle both zenos and
paul therefore are similar if not on a textual level then on the ana-
gogical level the level of spiritual significance 358

part four unfortunately falters midway with a curious inclu-
sion a bibliography of commentaries on romans 1117 24 com-
piled by gary gillum not only is the text of secondary interest to
jacob 5 but the entries are mostly limited to english no french or
italian commentaries are listed and the only study in german
arguably the most important modern language for new testament
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scholarship appears in festschriftafestschriftfestschrift published at oxford at most
this piece merits no more independent existence than as an appen-
dix to faulconersFaulconers piece

john tvedtnes in the first of three appearances again treats
romans 11 his expansive coverage of luke and isaiah justifies the
separate inclusion of this sprawling but comprehensive study
which is energetically detailed and enthusiastically documented
particularly noteworthy are his citations of christian fathers
in light of the earlier coverage in this volume some sections on
anointing and the messiah in his next entry olive oil symbol of
the holy ghost should have been reworked or deleted to avoid
tedious overlap still the remainder of this study especially the
central section on the holy ghost is well done and worthy of care-
ful consideration

A refreshingly short entry concludes part four stephen ricksshickss
olive culture in the second temple era and early rabbinic period

reads like an ideal conference paper short well researched and
presented based on primary sources with an original contribu-
tion the commonalities in the horticultural details of jacob 5 and
judaic literature of late antiquity as seen in the apocrypha the
pseudepigrapha the mishnakishna and tahtalmudnud support the symbol of
the olive as a sign of kingship authority and the tree of life
although the article overlaps somewhat with tvedtnessTvedtness first
paper ricks has a more narrow temporal focus and garners exten-
sive support from secondary authorities like seely he is sensitive
to the cosmopolitan cultural climate of the age for example the
wearing of an olive wreath as a sign of victory was a greek not a
jewish symbol and probably an indication of hellenistic influence
on jewish practice 461 62162 my only complaint is that ricks
never identifies the second temple period and only hints at it on
page 465 when it is paired with the early centuries of christianity

the botany and horticulture of olives

part five the botany and horticulture of olives closes the
volume tvedtnes offers a short study concluding that the term
vineyard is used appropriately and is not an error in the zenos
account in jacob 5 this piece too reads like an ideal conference
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paper but it is misplaced in its section for the horticultural
question is resolved with a philological answer only the conclud-
ing entry in this volume truly deals with horticulture

wilford hess daniel fairbanks john welch and jonathan
driggssbriggss botanical aspects of olive culture relevant to jacob 5

covers almost eighty pages of very interesting and pointed com-
mentary on many technical aspects of the olive that escape the
nonspecialist the article is divided into two sections a short intro-
ductory narrative and a lengthy catechism based on the text of
jacob 5 half of the introduction is redundant since after some
450 pages we know enough of the etymology of the term olive
and the various views of its domestication but the other half offers
a bracing baptism into the scientific world of the olive botany and
cultivation fruit and oil pathogens pests and nutrition and bo-
tanical anomalies and unusual circumstances mentioned in jacob 5

that indicate the expertise of zenos in olive cultivation this last
part is a sensitive reading of the rhetoric of jacob 5 played against
the horticultural restraints of olive cultivation and is in itself a wor-
thy capstone to this volume but there is more A catechism of
questions and answers continues the insightful textual analysis and
fully validates the authors assertion that there are many detailed
horticultural practices and procedures that were not likely
known by an untrained person and may not have been fully appre-
ciated by professional botanists or horticulturists at the time the
book of mormon was translated even today outside of olive
growing areas professional horticulturists may not fully appreciate
some of the unique aspects of olive culture 552

after the appended text of jacob 5 come two indices the
first a very useful index of passages cited in the book from
the scriptures apocrypha pseudepigrapha dead sea scrolls
mishnakishna and other jewish literature various christian sources and
the classics the second a subject index

despite the bulk of this volume two aspects deserve deeper
coverage if the book is to truly serve as the most comprehensive
collection of materials ever published about the olive in the world
of the bible and the book of mormon ix first since the target
text is the allegory ofzenos one might expect the nature of allegory
to be developed more than it was for instance could the three
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levels of allegory isolated by the neoplatonists namely the literal
the ethical and the metaphysical be applied with profit to zenos8zenoszenose

more importantly the medical aspects of the olive are
touched on but not treated yet the olive is one of the most uni-
versal and potent of herbs and forms the base of most salves and
ointments in early latter day saint history its medicinal value was
recognized on a wide scale for instance olive oil was taken inter-
nally much like the cod liver oil of my childhood

at one time in mormonism it used to be quite the thing to take
consecrated olive oil internally as part of the general good medicine
suggested by god saints thought no more of consuming it internally
as sic they did of drinking herbal teas and felt that it was as proper
and right in its place to take as botanic medicine was 9

in fact the ordinance of anointing the afflicted with olive oil was re-
garded as much as a medicinal application as a religious rite joseph FE

smith is quoted in one early journal as thinking it absurd for men to
pour a little drop of oiloff on the top of the head and pray that it might
permeate the whole being we should anoint the sick all over and
give them oil inwardly 10 some exploration therefore of the stan-
dard handbooks such as grieves A modemmodern herbal or culbrethsCulbreths
A manual ofmateriaofmatedaMateria medica and Phanpharmacologyacology to elucidate this
important function of the olive would have been welcome

but overall most aspects of the olive and its cultivation his-
tory economy and symbolism are amply treated in this volume usu-
ally from multiple angles no serious student of the bible or book
of mormon can afford to neglect the factual information insights
and inspiration to be gleaned from this book and for those who
like the present reviewer do not enjoy the taste of actual olives the
allegorical approach is all the more appreciated

NOTES

seeee paul T hoskisson explicating the mystery of the rejected foundation
stone the allegory of the olive tree BYU studies 30 summer 1990 77 87

the table of contents errs in placing this article in part two
rhe3thetheathe authors stumble on p 187 and p 227 n 12 forgivably when they

state that the name for olive in chinese is ci tun this name hardly recognizable
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in berthold laufers idiosyncratic orthography is more commonly spelled
tzu tung in wade giles romanization bitongzitong in pinyinpincinpinyin is pronounced some-
thing like tsiedongtsie dong in the middle ages and is nothing more than the chinese
attempt to spell the persian loan word for olive zeitun a product first introduced
to the chinese by persian merchants

the possibility of a northern extraction of zenos is again suggested by
stephen ricks on p 467 with documentation

it may be more accurate to call jacob 5 a parable rather than an allegory
but the terminology is sufficiently loose that it isnt important to insist on one term
or the other 363563365363365 n 2 faulconer chooses to use the term parable in his study

among other examples I1 have in mind hesiodsHesiods the battle of the frogs
and mice

7onaonn the genetic relationship between hebrew and greek historiography
consult john van seters early greek historiography in search of history his-
toriographytoriography in the ancient world and the origins of biblical history new
haven conn yale university press 1983 8528 52 giovanni garbini history and
ideology in ancient israel trans john bowden new york crossroad 1988
82 86 robert G boling judges anchor bible garden city NY doubleday
1975 192319 23 and the studies cited by robert morgan and john barton biblical
interpretation oxford bible series oxford oxford university press 1988 216

foror these three levels consult robert lamberton homer the theologian
neoplatonist allegorical reading and the growth of the epic tradition berke-
ley university of california press 1989 47

9johnajohnohn heinernianhemermnnHeinerhelnernian joseph smith and herbal medicine monrovia majority
of one press nd 68

10ruthruth may fox diary june 3 1900 cited by john heinerman and they
shall be healed herbal medicine and faith healing on the early frontier unpub-
lished manuscript kindly furnished to me by dean morris



ORSON SCOTT CARD A storyteller in zion essays and speeches
by orson scott card salt lake city bookcraft 1993 215 ppap 119511.951195

reviewed by thomas C clark an attorney and gospel doctrine instructor in
northern california

orson scott card is possibly the most versatile the most pro-
lific the most read and the most highly compensated mormon
author to date his credits include poetry essays a dozen plays
that have been produced in regional theater a revision of the hill

cumorah pageant hundreds of audio plays based on scripture a
dozen scripts for animated videos more than two dozen ensign
articles a volume of humor saintspeakSaintspeak the mormon dictio-
nary an award winning historical novel saints previously pub-
lished as A woman of destiny and a novelization of a motion
picture the abyss in addition to the science fiction novels and
short stories for which he is best known card was the first author
to win both the prestigious hugo and nebula awards for best novel
two years in a row card is a true man of letters if not a literary
man for all seasons he is the latter day saint answer to frank her-
bert and C S lewis

A storyteller in zion is a collection of speeches and previ-
ously published articles essays and reviews by card three of the
speeches were presented at BYU two articles come from the en-
sign six essays and reviews come from sunstone and a comment
comes from dialogue

A storyteller in zion is an impressive literary smorgasbord
with something for everyone most of the menu particularly parts
two three and four is the intellectual equivalent of prime rib or
trout amandine however as with all smorgasbords storyteller has
its inevitable green jellojelljeli O0 salad see the first chapter the coming
of the nonmembersNonmembers

like any book A storyteller in zion has its flaws some of
them are trivial we would like to know when and where the
review of john gardnersgardenersGardners on moral fiction was published and
we wonder why mention is not made that consecration A law we
can live with and eugene england and the lighted lamp were
originally published in sunstone

247
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A more serious deficit for such a personal work is its lack of
a biographical introduction except for sycophants most readers
will judge cards essays by the essays own merits and not on the
basis of his fame nevertheless readers would benefit from a bet-
ter sense of who the storyteller is and where he is coming from
of particular interest would be knowing more about the apparent
tension alluded to in the dedication and in the acknowledgments
between card and sunstone and signature books the acknowl-
edgmentsedgments are placed curiously at the conclusion of the book and
not at the beginning

some could perceive the advertisement of cards business
enterprises as promotional and problematic hatrack river publi-
cationscations specializing in mormon fiction that while absolutely
loyal to the church and the gospel nevertheless points out our
foibles and weaknesses 7 and vigor a newsletter not about
doctrinal or historical issues but about practical issues that mat-

ter in the day to day life of active latter day saints the latter
advertisement appears on a tear off following page 215.215

aside from such basic critiques card can be difficult to survey
in his review of eugene englandsglandsEn why the church Is As true As

the gospel eugene england and the lighted lamp card remarks
that he cannot read Englands essays as a critic 1 I am too much
a part of the natural audience for his words I1 cant step outside and
dispassionately watch his transaction with his readers I1 am caught
up captured possessed and for a time I1 see the world through his
eyes 175 one of the reasons anyone may have trouble review-
ing Englands book is that such a book presents the authors testi-
mony faithful mormonscormons can find it difficult to evaluate or critique
testimonies of fellow saints we can scrutinize nonfiction easily
enough we measure the theories and arguments against the evi-
dence we can test fiction by how convincingly the writer trans-
ports the reader into the realm of imagination however testimony
as card puts it defies criticism by any detached standard 175
testimony is best examined by searching within ourselves to see if
our hearts and spirits resonate on the same chord as the testimony
reviewing cards book presents the same challenges

orson scott card bears testimony principally through his dis-
cussionscussions of art morality and several gospel topics much of his
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comment on the arts is a technical and protracted defense of the
depiction of evil in his novels although readers may grow weary
of this subject card is as a moral and mormon storyteller obvi-
ously sensitive to the problem of evil those who are not artists or
writers may find these chapters less appealing

on the other hand cards insights as a science fiction writer
into the authorship of the book of mormon are fascinating if the
book of mormon is what joseph smith claimed then the prophets
influence would be minimally evident if joseph manufactured the
book his influence as the works author would be pervasive
all of the ideas and events in the book would come out of the

mind of an 1820s american 16 josephs fraud would be uncon-
sciouslyscious ly betrayed by conventions of language preoccupations
with contemporary issues and cultural assumptions card demon-
strates in detail how daunting such a task of deceit would be
writing something that purports to be an artifact of another cul-

ture is the most complicated difficult kind of science fiction
because not only is it about strange things it must also in itself be
a strange thing 18

perhaps the most compelling chapters are those that focus
more on zion than on the storyteller cards consecration para-
ble consecration A law we can live with is trenchant and per-
suasive living in zion raises a cry similar to those that have
usually been heard only from the lips of hugh nibley or avraham
gileadi card urges us not to wait for zion to be established by
decree but to create it on a grass roots level by examining our-
selves and repenting of our oppression of the poor such action
requires that we radically change our values and teach our children
to honor most those who contribute the most to the community

not those who withdraw the most and use it for themselves
we should pity the wealthy and teach our children the worthless-
ness of their amassing of possessions 204 we must acknowl-
edge that we are merely stewards and that we are not necessarily
the proper ones to decide where to bestow the possessions and

goods that the lord has blessed us with 205 cards speculation
as to where zion will first reappear is intriguing hint it will not
likely be in utah or california
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the most striking and controversial article is the hypocrites
of homosexuality this brave essay cards last to ever appear in
sunstone is one of the reasons his books have been boycotted at
least by one san francisco bookstore and his speaking appoint-
ments have been picketed by gay activists

orson scott card presents himself as a conservative intellec-
tual in several of his essays card appears to serve as an apologist
for the brethren while general authorities have no need of self
appointed defenders cards advocacy of the brethren was a rare
counterpoint in sunstone the forum in which walking the
tightrope and prophets and assimilationists first appeared

but whether apologist or not orson scott card proves by this
anthology of fifteen essays to be more than a gifted storyteller
he is also a critic a soothsayer a gadfly and an inspired defender
of the faith cards final assessment of Englands book is a fitting
summation of his own

the book cannot be read safely you cannot receive even a portion
of the value of this book if you do not put yourself at risk in the
reading of it if you are not willing to be changed but if you place
yourself in his hands and receive his words with an open unde-
fended heart he will bring you closer to the spirit of god and closer
to the community of saints that and that alone is the work worth
doing 181
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special issue on homosexuality complete human being and homo-
sexualityamcapjournalamc4pjournal 19 no 1 1993 as a functional culture
betray the hopes of so calledfew subjects offer more oppor-

tunities
homosexuals who would reorienttunities for misstepsmissteps by christian themselves to a full range of life

oriented professionals than dis-
cussions

giving emotions and relationshipscussions of male and female homo-
sexuality homosexuality no more definesit is a credit to the the complete person than does
integrity and the ability of those heterosexuality
who produced this special issue one anticipates the day whenof the journal of the association of

LDS social scientists address the farmormon counselors and psy-
chotherapists larger subject of human sexualitychotherapists that they avoided and its encompassing ramificationssuch misstepsmissteps one misstep would

victor brown jrhave been to produce a parochial
apology for LDSIDSirs views the second
most tempting misstep would
have been to give undue space to rocky mountain divide selling
the politically driven views of and saving the west by john B
homophilichomophylic clinicians instead they wright university of texas
have brought under one cover use-
ful

press 1993
articles about the ongoing bio-

logical debate secular clinical john B wrights rocky moun-
tainapproaches that apply to latter day divide selling and saving

saint clients historical perspectives the west contains a unique exami-
nationon policies of the church of jesus of mormon attitudes toward

christ of latter day saints and land conservation in spite of inac-
curateinsights from people who person-

ally
statements about mormon

have struggled with homosex-
ual

history doctrine and practice the
thoughts and behaviors book is a valuable resource on land

this volume is a necessary tool conservation in the west and a
for any responsible student of the careful examination of the present
subject any competent therapist status of conservation efforts in
and perhaps most usefully for those utah and colorado
who have experienced homosex-
ual

wrights book is intended to be
emotions a call to arms for voluntary land

the effectiveness of this edition conservation through land trusts
underscores a larger need how-
ever

private nonprofit citizen groups
those who insist on using the which engage in land protection

term homosexual as denningdefining a activities 14 the mission of the

251
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land trust is to conserve private pay attention to the state of the
lands of significant natural scenic land now
and historic value most land trusts wright is also disturbed that lit-

tlereceive tax exempt status from the has been done by the church in
US treasury departments inter-
nal

land conservation leadership he
revenue service at the time suggests that the LDS church spon-

sorwrights book was written utah a mormon trail land trust and a

had only one land trust while col-
orado

sanpete county cultural park to
had twenty seven 14 simultaneously exemplify mormon

wright seizes upon the dramatic values and land conservation 242

land col-
orado

see also 246 255contrast in trusting in
and utah and recounts as a wrights book represents an

historical geographer the evolution important opportunity for self
examination utah finds itselfof land use and land conservation as
with one of the highest growthin the two states As one would
rates of any state in the nation theexpect wright finds utahs mor-

mon unfortunate factual errors and useheritage its most significant
of controversial sources will impairdistinction recounting the initial
wrights ability to reach the gen-
eral

settlement efforts of utah wright mormon audience he needs tonotes the reverential attitude of the
persuade nevertheless the booksearly pioneers toward their new
overview of land conservationterritory over and over in their
efforts in utah and colorado makes

diaries pioneers noted streams it a valuable resource
flood plains excellent soils tall david nuffergrass and a dry climate tempered
by cooling canyon winds 162
he also finds that early mormon
statements on land use were very westwestfromfrom fort bridger the pio-

neeringhigh minded of immigrant trails
but the book also contrasts the across utah 1846 1850 edited

saints early idealism with the real-
ity

bybyjJ roderic komskorns and dale mor-
ganof their monopolization de-

forestation
revised and updated by will

and overgrazing and bagley and harold schindler utah
recounts the land and water ex-
ploitation

state university press 1994
that has now filled the trailing the pioneers A guide tosalt lake valley with development

utahs emigrant trails 1829wright contends that utahnsutahna con-
serve 1869 edited by peter H delafosseonly incidentally not as a

utah state university press 1994matter of focus he blames the
mormon belief in millennialismmillennia lisin for for the earliest pioneers making
utahnsutahna attitude toward their the overland journey to the west
lands if earth will appear as the coast utah was a problem that
garden of eden and be renewed most chose to go around by pro-

vidingand receive its paradisiacal glory excerpts from early explor-
ersA of F 10 there is little reason to journals and reports west
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from fort bridger documents the for most of the early travelers
pioneering of emigrant trails for the donnerdormer party the losses
1846 50 that did cross utah the were disastrous 55

editors include notes and commen-
tary

west from fort bridger is a
to clarify the journal entries companion to peter delafossesDeLafosses

west from fort bridger first trailing the pioneers which at-
temptspublished in 1951 has a tangled to correlate the old trails

genealogy in 1941 dale morgan with modem roads and highways
started an eight year correspon-
dence

the book which describes itself as
with J roderic koms a salt a series of automobile tours

lake businessman and charles intended for the general tourist
kelly an amateur explorer who intraveling an ordinary passenger
rediscovered the salt desert trails car 1 includes five trail tours
in the the three1920s men per-
formed

each written by a different author
the research at the heart of the spanish trail from monticello

the book and argued out facts the-
ories

to st george the bidwell bartleson
discoveries and problems trail from soda springs idaho to

through hundreds of pages of let-
ters

wendover nevada the pioneer
ix when komskorns died in july trail from fort bridger to salt lake

1949 dale morgan compiled and city the hastings cutoff from salt
published the book in the name of lake city to wendover and thehis friend it was an instant success

salt lake cutoff from salt lake citybut was published in a very limited
to city of rocks idahoedition and it has always been dif-

ficult to find using trailing the pioneers as
my guide I1 recently took a visitorworking from extensive notes

left by morgan who died in 1971 from england on a circumnaviga-
tion of the great salt lake we fol-
lowed

the current editors have clarified
the of the hastings cutoff tour toand expanded work one

the stated purposes of the new edi-
tion

wendover then we backtracked
is the the bidwell bartleson trail andto update geographical

descriptions to reflect modernmodem hensleysHensleys salt lake cutoff to salt
highway routes and names never-
theless

lake city the tours are not set up
theless the maps or lack of maps well for backtracking and we fre-

quentlyaccompanying the volume are per-
haps

felt like the pioneers
its greatest weakness looking at our vague nearly fea-

turelessthe book offers a thorough dis-
cussion

tureless maps and scratching our
of the route south of the heads in dismay

great salt lake the hastings cut-
off

this however was a minor
perhaps in his desire to problem and we made it back to

promote the road which carried salt lake city having gained an ap-
preciationhis name hastings consistently for this handy little

misrepresented the length of the guidebook and for the pioneers we
waterless crossing of the salt trailed across utahs rugged terrain
plain resulting in losses of ani-

mals

fred C pinnegar
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leadership and the new science the assertion that while the uni-
verselearning about organization is strange uncertain and

from an orderly universe by bizarre it remains a universe of
margaret J wheatley berrett inherent order 151 a point
koehler 1992 that must be made ifwheatley is to

establish her claim that we canmargaret wheatley states that leamlearn about organization from an
she is at heart a lapsed scientist orderly universe
still hoping that the world will david grandy
yield up its secrets to her in pre-
dictabledictable formulation 6 having
harvested a number of secrets from
recent popularizations of science behold the messiah new testa-

mentwheatley applies these secrets as insightsfrominsights from latter day
insights into her own field of orga-
nizational

revelation by robert J matthews
leadership the result bookcraft 1994

is an unabashed almost euphoric now that gospel doctrineaffirmation of quantum physics teachers are provided only a set ofself organizing systems chaos the-
ory questions and a quotation for each

and the philosophical lessons lesson many are on the lookout
that are routinely drawn from for additional resources other
those disciplines church members are seeking new

most books can be experienced insights and a wider appreciation
at more than one level of under-
standing

of the life and ministry of the sav-
iorthis book works best at ix this relatively slim vol-
umethe celebrationalcerebrationalcelebrational level although aims to provide such an

deals with abstrusewheatley some appreciation via a discussion of
concepts she is not overly cere-
bral

allmany but not of the episodes
and her larger message reported in the gospels and acts

attempts to liberate us from out-
moded

matthews draws primarily upon
ways of thinking she pos-

tulates
the latter day saint cannon the

that the new science in all teachings of joseph smith and of
its ideological upheaval sends a course his own observations
clear signal to managers and or-
ganizational

the book is organized themati-
callyspecialists because instead of chronologically

attitudes shape organizations but the reader can find specific dis-
cussionsno better way exists to achieve cussions through the scripture

organizational reform than persuad-
ing

index and a fairly detailed index
people that their personal atti-

tudes
one valuable chapter is a collec-
tionare not sacrosanct some may of quotations from the teach-
ingsfind this a frightening prospect but of the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith

on the other hand loss of rigidity concerning jesus
can also be cause for exultation the contributions or lack thereof

wheatley ends her book by dis-
cussing

of the joseph smith translation of
chaos theory a move that the bible JST are usually high-

lightedallows her to wrap things up with rather than those from the
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book of mormon and doctrine and sometimes unpolished laying a
covenants such an emphasis is no scriptural and prophetic foundation
surprise coming from a man who this work presents tolerance as a
has devoted much of his life to virtue taught and practiced by the
studying the JST however since savior our exemplar in matters of
the current LDS edition of the tolerance elder carmack wisely
bible includes most of the signif-
icant

counsels that in order for toler-
ancechanges in the JST this to become an antidote for the

emphasis is not as useful as poison of worldwide hatred and
another might be strife individuals must adopt atti-

tudesAs is usual in commentaries the and practices appropriate to
discussions vary in depth and fresh-
ness

the saviors teachings the book
nevertheless the general then offers advice about how priprin-

ciples

in
reader will find many passages that of tolerance may be applied
are both instructive and inspiring in family church and public life

doris R dant but tolerance is not a principle
without limits it does not signify
indiscriminate and therefore mean-
ingless respect for all actions and

tolerance practicesprinciples ideas elder carmack offers strong
obstacles limits by john K car-
mack

counsel on the limits of tolerance
bookcraft 1993 as he discusses a variety of public

readers familiar with elder issues especially free speech and
john K carmacksCarmacks levelheaded and pornography his reasoning influ-

encedcommon sense approach to ex-
plaining

by his legal training recog-
nizesplaining gospel principles will not the liberality of the principle

be disappointed with his thoughts while at the same time improving
on tolerance written in light of his our understanding of the general
experiences as a church leader in relation between moral and ethical
california and asia this book is a standards and public behavior
plea for broader understanding and also of timely interest is his coun-

selpractice of tolerance in its christ-
ian

regarding the role of tolerance
context experience has con-

vinced
in the church he offers clear

elder carmack of the explanations of the place of church
increased need for tolerance in our discipline in regard to tolerating
encounters with people of diverse diversity of belief within the church
backgrounds to grant the timeli-
ness

tolerance is an overdue and neces-
saryof the message one need only addition by a committed LDS

consider recent outbreaks of vio-
lence

leader to our overall understand-
ingacross the world as previ-

ously
and practice of the gospel

segregated religious and neal W kramer
ethnic groups rekindle prejudice
and hatred

the strength of this book lies in
its straightforward approach al-
though its rhetoric and style are



the revelation
how was I1 to know imprinting on my soul
lying semicomatose A transforming vision
there upon the table of that hidden sacred realm
realizing now the worst beyond this fragile flesh
had come to pass
yearning for a blessing how was I1 to know
before the brooding darkness god would reveal himself
snuffed out the fading light to me in none of these

but in a pilgrimage deep
how was I1 to know into the inward essence
beyond those sterile walls of familiar scenes
where skillful hands where mymyjoannjoann weaving
worked their healing ways her protecting web
beyond the kaleidoscopic swept away my longing
melange of anxious faces to see beyond the veil
beyond the surging panic for in her tenderness and love
and the pain would the divine disclosure came
come the revelation

martin B hickman
how was I1 to know deceased
it would come not through by permission of
A piercing of the veil mrs martin B hickman

A comforting confirmation
of my highest hopes
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